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Unit-4: Modes of transportation and transport cost; accessibility and connectivity:

international, inter and intra regional; comparative cost advantages. Typology

of markets, market network in rural societies, market system in urban economy,

role of market in the development of trade and commerce.

Unit-5: Economic development of India, Regional disparities, imp at of green revolution

of Indian economy. Globalization and Indian economy and its impact on

environment.
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A variety of books, journals and other relevant literature on Economic Geography is

provided at the end of each unit. Students are requested to consult those references for

further readings.
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PAPER : III
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STRUCTURE

UNIT-I: 1. Objective

1.2 Introduction

1.3 Definition of Economic Geography

1.4 Scope

1.5 Current and Recent Trends

1.5.1 Recent Trends

1.5.2 Possibilism

1.5.3 New Determinism

1.5.4 Culture and Behaviour Determinism

1.5.5 Welfare Human Geography

1.5.6 Humanistic Geography

1.6 Relation of Economic Geography with Economics and Other

branches of Social Sciences

1.6.1 Physical Geography

1.6.2 Regional Geography

1.6.3 Political Geography

1.7 Location of Economic Activities and Spatial organization of

Economies, Classification of Economies Sector of Economies,

Primary, Secondary and Tertiary Sector

1.7.1 Spatial Organization of Economies

1.7.2 Nature of Distributions

1.7.3 The Pattern of Distribution

1.7.4 Measuring Poverty

1.8 Classification of Economies

1.8.1 Classification in Geography

1.8.2 Classification of Industry

1.8.3 Classification of Region

1.8.4 Classification of Landuse

1.8.5 Sampling

1.8.6 Sample Design

1.8.7 Units of Sampling

1.8.8 Models in Geography

1.8.9 Geographic Space Model

1.8.10 Intensive Land Utilization

1.8.11 Extensive Land Utilization

1.8.12 Symbolic Model of Land use

1.8.13 Land Uses in Cities
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1.9 Sector of Economics

1.9.1 Primary Activities

1.9.2 Secondary Activities

1.9.3 Tertiary Activities

1.9.4 Location of Tertiary Activities

1.9.5 Models of Tertiary Location

1.10 Summery

1.11 Activity / Project

1.12 Questions

1.13 References

1. OBJECTIVE

The objective of this Unit in to convey the skills that will enable to observe with precision

and classify distributions based upon their inherent characteristics to measure these

distributions precisely, and to present them as maps and diagrams, and to emphasize the

interpretation and understanding of the patterns of spatial organization.

1.2 INTRODUCTION

The word geography as a combination of two Greek words (Geo and Graphy). Geo means

"the earth and Graphy means to describe. A literal definition of geography therefore could

be to describe about the earth including, all appears upon it. Though it gives a broad

idea of geography it does not provide a complete picture of the nature and scope of

geography. Therefore researcher of geography is not satisfied with this brief meaning.

They do not limit their knowledge by surface features of the earth's crust only. They also

include the outer atmosphere and interior core as a part of geographical study.

Human wisdom or knowledge is never static. It develops gradually with the passage of

time. Man gained knowledge of his surroundings and of his own district/country. From

country onwards he moved to gain knowledge of the other races of the world, through

proverbs, stories, voyages and international contacts. This basic knowledge initiated and

encouraged man to study the continents in details. In 1870 Ratzel, a well known geographer

has written that favour of environment is very essential for a man to live. But now

geography not only describe the regional aspects of a place it goes deep in to the physical

environmental study. Geography therefore the study of man in relation with the

environment. According to Ratzel "Gography"is human ecology. Ecology is a science which

deals with man and his environment in which he lives."

In explaining the aim of geography, Brunches has pointed out that scientifically geography

is the means of world human activities in relation to the environment in which he lives.

Just as economics deals with primarily with the production movement and consumption

of goods and services, geology concerned with the composition and interior of the earth's

crust, demography pertains to the characteristics of human population. Similarly geography
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examines numerous tangiable and intangiable, natural and man- made phenomena.

In human geography the major thrust is on the study of human societies in their relation

to the habitat or environment. In 1930 the disciple of human geography divided it into

economic geography and subsequently several new branches like political geography,

social, cultural, statistical and medical geography merged out of human geography.

According to Finch and Trewartha "geography is the science of earth's surface. It consists

of a systematic description and interpretation of the distribution pattern and the regional

association of things on the surface of the earth."

In words of world reputed geographer's Woolridge and Morgan, we can define Geography

as a science which deals with man, his environment and human activities along with their

interrelationship because all these three aspects can not be set apart with one another.

On the basis of above explanations we can conclude that environmental study of man

is the theme of geography. It gives us a general idea about the man and his environment

in which he lives.

1.3 DEFINITION OF ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY

The branch of geography dealing with the production, distribution exchange and

consumption of wealth. Economic Geographic is the study of economic factors effecting

the aerial differentiation of the Earth's surface.

Economic Geography is concerned with how man makes a living, how he utilizes the

resources of the earth, applies his technology to agriculture and industry and how he

develops transport methods to re-arrange space to his advantage by bringing sources of

supply and demand close together.

In the study of man's relationships with the environment (physical environment),

geographers are concerned with identifying and analyzing the form and nature of the

ecological system in which man interacts with the environment, being influenced by it

and in turn modifying it. In the study of man's use and organization of space, geographers

are concerted with identifying and analyzing the form and nature of spatial system in

which man interacts with man through his economic, social and political activities. Of

course these two systems are not independent of each other but operate on the one hand

to divide the world into a number of distinctive divisions or regions, and on the other

hand to link these regions together, especially through the resource processes.

1.4 SCOPE

The scope of economic geography is vast.  To quote Ellsworth Huntington "Economic

geography deals with the distributaries of all sorts of material recourses, activities,

institutions, customs, capacities, and types of ability that play a part in the work of getting

a living." Farming, manufacturing and trade are the main methods of getting a living.
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Hence economic geography combines three main phases agricultural, industrial and

commercial, but mining, lumbering and fishing must also be considered. The main concern

of economic geography is exploitation, distributions, and processing of the world's

economic resources and their consumption by people of the world. The real task of

economic geographer is to deal with productive occupations and an attempt to explain

why certain regions are outstanding in the production and export of certain commodities

and why others are important in the import and utilization of these things. According

to Bengston and Van Royen "Economic Geography investigates the diversity in base

resources of the different parts of the world. It tries to evaluate in the basic resources

of the different parts of the world. It studies the difference in economic development

in different regions or counties of the world. It studies transportation, trade routes and

trade resulting from this differential development and as affected by the physical

environment." Table-1 explains the scope and subject matter of economic geography.

There are numerous racial groups in the world and the geo-climatic conditions of the

various parts of the earth also differ from each other substantially each society uses and

misuses its natural resource base according to its cultural stage and technological

advancement.

Table 1 : Scope of Economic Geography

Physical environment 

of habitat 

Cultural 

environment 

Economic 

Activities 

1. Location 

2. Topography 

3. Climate 

4. Drainage 

5. Soil. 

6.Natural      

   Vegetation 

7. Power resources 

8. Minerals 

9. Relief 

10.Water-bodies 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 1. population 

2. Distribution   

     and density 

3. Demographic. 

    Characters 

4. Language 

5. Religion 

6. Technology 

7. Social  

    organization 

8. Economic  

    institutions 

9. Political  

     system 

10.Cultured 

     Characteristics  

     Aesthetic       

      drive:    

a. Arts,  

b. Paintings,  

c. Drama, 

d. Feature,   

e. Folklore  

f. Music,  

g. Dance,  

h. Painting, 

i. Sports 

 

 

 

 
1.Production 

2.Agriculture 

3.Industry 

4.Exchange  

    trade 

5. Commerce 

6. Distribution 

    Service 

7. Teaching 

 8. Legal, 

 9. Medical, 10. 

Higher 

     economic  

     activities  

     etc. 

 

Geographical 

Or 

Total 

Environment 
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1.5 CURRENT AND RECENT TRENDS

Although it is not easy to say what geography is about, there are  at present two  major

approaches to human geography which influence the questions that geographers ask and

methods that they employ. A geographer is first concerned with the study of man's

relationships with the environment in which he lives, and secondly with the study of how

man uses and organizes space. These can be considered as two systems or edifices within

which all parts are related to each other to form a functioning whole.

In the study of man's relationships with the environment geographers are concerned with

identifying and analyzing the form and nature of the

ecological system (Figure 1) in which  man interacts

with the environment being influenced by it and in turn

modifying it. In the study of man's use and

organization of space, geographers are concerned with

identifying and analyzing the form and nature of the

spatial system, in which man interacts with man

through his economic, social and political activities.

Of course these two systems are not independent to

each other but operate on the one hand to divide the

world into a number of distinct divisions or regions,

and on the other to link these regions together

especially through the resources.

1.5.1 RECENT TRENDS:-

The most recent development in economic geography is concerned with more technique

than with a general approach to the subject. There has been an increase in the use of

statistical analyses involving the use of mathematical processes. These techniques have

gained wide acceptance in geography:

i. It provides scientific and objective information about the relationship between

physical and human factors;

ii. Numerous and complex factors can be more simply summarised by S.W.

Wooldridge, R.J. Chorley and P. Haggett as the pioneers who used quantitative

methods successfully in physical and human geography respectively.

Geography has developed very fast in the past two hundred years. Whereas its knowledge

was available since ancient times. In fact geography as an independent disciple and subject

for teaching at higher levels was recognized only during nineteenth century. Today

geography is considered as a science having its own point of view which studies areas

and all features natural and cultural within them. The study of development of economic

geography can be conveniently divided into following heads:-
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1.5.2 POSSIBILISM

(Lucian Febvre 1925), possibilism is a philosophy which states that people are not just

pawns of natural environment. According to this philosophy, the natural environment

presents options the number of which increases as the knowledge and technology of

cultural groups develop.  After 1st world war, a sociological trend was put forwarded

by febvre to explain the stage of development of different societies and their history.

This approach of interpretation of history was termed as "possibilism" The French

historians and geographers stressed the range of choices open to humans in any habitat.

Febvre was the first to use the word possibilism who wrote: "there are no necessities

but everywhere possibilities; and man as master of these possibilities is the judge of their

use."

Vidal-de-la-blache believed that whereas society and nature were usually presented as "two

adversaries is a dual" the human being was in fact "part of living creation" and its most

active collaborator who acts upon nature only through her and by her.

The essence of the possibilist approach to the problem of relationship between man and

his environment can be summed up as follows "nature does not drive man along a particular

road, but it offers a number of opportunities from among which man is free to select

for the possibilities" "the work of man, not the earth and its influence, are the starting

points, the most important is the freedom of man to choose." It was this idea that led

to Vidal-de-la-blache to develop the school of possibilism Vidal Delablache in his studies

minimized the influence of enviornment on the activities of man. Central to vidal's work

were the life styles (genresdevie) that develop in the different geographical environments.

In his opion the life styles genresdevie are the products and reflections of a civilization,

represented the integrated result of physical, historical and social influences surrounding

man's relation to milieu in particular place, He tried to explain the differences between

groups in the same or similar environments and stressed that these differences are not

due to the dictates of physical environment but owing to variations in is attitudes, values

and habits. The variations in it attitudes and habits create numerous possibilities for the

human communities which became the basic philosophy of the school of possibilism.

Thereafter vidal possibilism continued to grow and spread on both sides of the atlantic.

In France, Jean Brunches was strong supporter of possibilism. Brunches enunciated the

first explicit formulation of human geography as a systematic approach to the study of

geography. Out side France, the possibilist ideas ware accepted by a large number of

geographers and anthropologists. Barrow the prominent ecologist, gave more importance

to man over environment. A more acceptable view of possibilism was presented by Saucer.

He asserted that geographers role is to investigate and understand the nature of the

transition from the natural to the cultural landscape. From such an exercise the geographer

would idetify the major changes that have occured in an area as a result of occupancy

by succession of human groups. Its importance is often greater in regions where it has

been acclimatized than in those where it originated and domesticated. For examples: wheat

does not have the largest yields in regions where it was first domesticated (South west

Asia). Griffith Taylor, while critizing possibilism, stressed that society as a whole should
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make choices and since only advisory role is assigned to geographer his function is not

that of interpreting nature's plan. Taylor was largely right when he wrote that task of

geography is to study the natural environment and its effect  on man not all problems

connected with man or the cultural landscape. Moreover possibilism does not encourage

the study of geographical environment and it promotes over anthropocentrism in geography.

1.5.3 NEO DETERMINISM:

The concept of neo-determinism was put  forward by Griffith Taylor. He argued in 1920s,

that limits of agricultural settlement in Australia had been set by the factors in the physical

environment such as the distribution of rainfall. He believed that the best economic

programme for a country to follow has in large part been determined by nature and it

is geographer's duty to interpret this programme. Man is able to accelerates, slow or stops

the progress of the country's development. He is like the traffic controller in a large city.

Who alters the rate not the direction of progress; and perhaps the phrase" stop and go

determinism express succinctly the writer's geographical philosophy.

Man follows nature's programme only if he is wise, presuming he can act foolishly, which

admits the possibilities contention within broad limits set by environment. Man can choose

at the very least. Taylor concedes him the choice between wise and foolish. But wisdom

and folloy are human concepts. The natural environment knows nothing of them in nature

there is only the 'possible' and impossible; finer categories are man- made.

The possibilist admit that the opportunities offered by any enviornment are not all equal

some demand little for man, others continual struggles, some yield large other meagre

returns. The ratio between effort and return can be looked upon as the price nature extracts

from man for a particular choices he makes.

There is nothing indeed that contradicts the assertion of Fabvre that there are no necessities

but everywhere possibilities and man as a master of these possibilities is the judge of

their use. Thus man chooses but only from the range which nature presents him.

1.5.4 CULTURE AND BEHAVIOUR DETERMINISM

(James 1932) The culture determinism emphasise the human element our thought determine

our acts and our acts determine the previous nature of the world. Culture is the way

of life acquired by learning the rules of society. Individuals and some groups may have

distinctive properties but culture overrides these by developing systems of beliefs,

altitudes, social institutions, skills, techniques and resources that are shared: it is learned

behavior that is passed on to other members of the group through interaction, culture

does not result from genetic inheritance.

The term society is similar to culture society is an organized group of individuals

possessing a distinct culture, whereas culture is the invisible traits of behavour that provide

the organizing rules. For convenience of presentation these "invisible traits" are represented

as economic, social, political and psychological motivations of behavior.
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Man perceives the environmental resources of his habitat through the filter of his cultural

preferences and in this way the human use of the land is organized. As man learns new

skills and techniques his use of the land will change because culture is a dynamic process.

For example: the Chippewa Indian of Northern Minnesota and Wisconsin did not value

the local iron ore deposits because they had not learned the technical skills that enable

them to utilize the potential resources. Yet, present day descendants of Chippewa have

to work in mines, factories and other urban pursuits that utilize the iron resources.

Genetically, these people are little changed but the attitudes and technical skills that they

have learned their culture permits them to utilize the iron resources and its products.

Each habitat must be appraised in terms of culture of its occupants.

Within geography, the terms brought to prominence by William Kirk who defined the

behavioral environment as a psychophysical field in which phenomenal facts are arranged

into pattern (Figure.2) and acquire values in a cultural contexts.

The knowledge of cultural traits of people

is extremely important in appraising spatial

organization. The individual is the unit of

action but behaviour of individual is

shaped by the social organization on

attitudes objectives and technical skills of

his culture. It is the enviornment in which

rational behaviour begins and decisions are

taken which may or may not be translated

into over action in the phenomenal

enviornment. Kirk presents people as

essentially conscious, reasoning and

purposive (they base their decision on

rational appraisal) but does not equate

them with 'economic man' as such, rather

since the behavioral environment is a

product of interaction of 'reality' and

cultural value, human action is understood

to be guided not simply by the external

environment as it is but by distorted psychological representation of it.

1.5.5 WELFARE HUMAN GEOGRAPHY

At present especially after the 1960s the geographers have adopted a welfare approach.

The welfare approach in fact emerged as the reaction to positivism quantitative revolution

and model building which was thought to be in sufficiently concerned with contemporary

problems to human societies.

The 1970s saw a major redirection of human geography towards 'welfare' issues such

as poverty, hunger, crime, distribution of assets income and access to social services (e.g.

health care and education). This responded to a major shift in social concern from narrow
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economic criteria of development or progress to broader aspects of the quality of life.

Spatial distribution of phenomena and distributional issues have assumed additional

importance in the current era of slow or no economic growth for these conditions policies

of distribution in favour of the poor as socially deprived can be implemented only at

the expense of the rich or better off members of the society. This is also known as Pareto-

Optimality. The attainment of Pareto-Optimality is illustrated in Figure.3. Resources are

available to generate a certain amount of

income, which may be distributed among

A and B (these could be individual group

of people or even the inhabitants of two

different territories). The line A B

indicates possible distribution of the

maximum income ranging from all going

to A and none to B (at point A) and all

to B (at B), point X is a position of

pareto-optimality, where any distribution

in the direction of either A or B (along

the line ) will make the other party worse

off. Infact any starting position on the

line indicating the limit to production

possibilities in Pareto-optimal. It would

be impossible to increase. A is share

from x to z thus leaving B in the same

position because this conflicts with

resource constraint. The Pareto model

assumes that one society has reached the

limit of production possibilities i.e. there

x is no more growth the poor cannot be

made better off without at the expenses

of others (the rich).

Although originally proposed as an alternative frame work for human/economic geography.

The welfare approach has been merged with other lines of inquiry within geography

directed towards the fundamental problems of inequality. The welfare approach logically

requires a holistic social science perspective.

1.5.6 HUMANISTIC GEOGRAPHY

This is another approach in human economic geography. The main feature of this approach

is that it gives central and active role to human awareness and human agency, human

consci-ousness and human activity. The humanism in geography (Figure. 4) is usually

traced back to the French School of Lageograph-ic humane.

1.5.7 MODEL OF HUMANISTIC GEOGRAPHY
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It has developed a more precise methodology for empirical investigation. Two basic streams

of work can be distinguished.

(i) The first of these characterised by a self conscious drive to connect with special

body of knowledge, reflection and substance come out human experience and human

expression. Its methods are essentially those of literary criticism, aesthetics and

art history. Its interest in the recovery of place and iconography of landscape in

often associated with historical geography.

(ii) The second stream is perhaps more self consciously the theoretical- infact one of

its central concern is to clarify the theoretical attitude itself and it draws on a

range of constructs derived from human and social sciences; most usually from

existentialism and phenomenology.

1.6 RELATION OF ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY WITH ECONOMICS AND

OTHER BRANCHES OF SOCIAL SCIENCES

Marshall, the economist defined economics as the study of man earning a living.

Economics was later defined as the explanation of the causes of material welfare and

as the study of methods by which men cooperate to meet their materials needs.

Robinsons, later on defined economics as the study of the forms assumed by human

behaviour in the disposal of scarce means between alternative uses. Renner opion that

economics has tended to develop itself into abstract science. It has concentrated its

attention chiefly upon utility, value, money, credit, finance, interest rates, securities,

banking, taxation and exchange rather than upon specific peoples and their needs in relation

to the world in which they live.
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Economic geography on the other hand, is the study of production, distribution and

utilization of recourses of the world, trade and commerce, means of transport and

communications. Economic geographer studies the pattern of economic activities of man

in different regions of the world, his commercial pursuits and productive attainments.

Alfred Weber 1909 emphasis three basic location forces in his classic work on location

theory. Two of these, transport cost, differentials and labour cost differentials, interplay

to determine the regional distribution of industries. The third general location acts, to

concentrate or disperse industries within any given region.

But Ohlin Hoover has neatly classified agglomeration (deglomeration) factors as follows:

(a) Large scale economies within a firm consequent upon the enlargement of the firms

of scale of production at one point.

(b) Localizing economies for all firms in a single industry at a single location,

consequent upon the enlargement of the total output of that industry at that location.

(c) Urbanization economies for all firms in all industries at a single location,

consequent upon the enlargement of the total economic size (population, income,

output or wealth) of that location

for all industries taken together.

Human/economic geography deals with

the world, as it might be made to be Figure

5. Geographer's content provides

integration for all the social sciences for

the necessary spatial and systems

viewpoint that they other wise look. At the

same time, human geography draws on

other sciences is the analysis identified

with its sub- fields, such as political,

social, and regional geography.

1.6 RELATIONSHIP OF

ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY

WITH OTHER BRANCHES

OF GEOGRAPHY.

The study of various branches of

geography is essential for a proper understanding of the subject matter of economic

geography.

1.6.1 PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY

It studies the earth's surface and the varieties of climates. Knowledge of both enables
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the economic geographer to study the pattern of distribution and density of population,

fertile soils, and types of farming, industries and transport in different parts of the world.

As stated earlier all economic activities are influenced by physical features therefore

knowledge of physical geography is essential.

1.6.2 REGIONAL GEOGRAPHY

The approach that divides the subject of geography is according to region. For example:

The geography of tropical Africa is separated from the geography of the grasslands of

Asia. The economic geographer is interested in finding out how the economic activities

of man are related to geographic environment of each region.

1.6.3 POLITICAL GEOGRAPHY

The political Geography includes the study of political administration, local self

government, the regional planning and the boundaries disputes etc.

1.7 Location of economic activities and spatial organization of economies classification

of economies sectors of economies-primary, secondary & tertiary sector.

By nature of economic geography, we mean tangible as well as an abstract bases and

features of economic activities. Figure 6 given below would be sufficient to illustrate

the nature of economic activities.

Figure-6 Nature of Economic Geography

Nature of Economic Geography

Basic elements of production

Natural Resources Population total

and limits (as a factor) number and efficiently

(as a factor)

Process

Techniques, methods Human choice, selection

of resources utilization of economic activity

and capacity to commodity

Production Pattern

Quality and Type Commodity Distribution system of and services

1.7.1 SPATIAL ORGANIZATION OF ECONOMIES
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The objective of this title is to convey the skills that will enable you to observe with

precision and classify distributions based upon their inherent characteristics, to measure

these distributions precisely, and to present them as maps and diagrams.

The collection and ordering of data was primary objective for geographers in the age

of discovery. It is still the primary task today in remote areas. They make valuable

contribution to the understanding of important social issues and are read by a very large

audience. It is emphasizes the interpretation and understanding of patterns of spatial

organizations. Geographers work with spatial distributions, so it is essential to understand

the meaning of this term. Spatial indicates that an occurrence occupies a portion of the

earth's surface. Distributions are assemblages of occurrence related to each other. For

example: - a house is an occurrence that can be identified by location and with magnitude

indicated by its floor area, number of bedrooms, or value. Several houses of similar

magnitude at different locations constitute a distribution. The arrangement of occurrences

must be precisely described whether a study is made in the field (primarily), or from

secondary sources like maps, photographs or census information.

1.7.2 NATURE OF DISTRIBUTIONS

Distributions are of three types:

(i) Discrete (ii) Continuous and (iii)

Contingent (Figure 7)

(i) Discrete

Distributions consist of all an assemblage of

different occurrences, houses, factors and gas

stations. When represented separately from an

area constitute discrete distributions and each

occurrence can be identified.

(ii) Continuous

Distribution exists when occurrence are

dependent. Air and water temperatures are

continuous over an area because they are

dependent upon air circulation. Required

prices for agriculture commodities like cotton

are also continuous since they depend on

governmental policy.

(iii) Contingent

Distribution occurs where the magnitude of

distribution is impressed in forms of other

area or time production in forms of bushels,
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tons, dollars per acre, or distance traveled per hours, and traffic density expressed as

ton miles are examples of contingent measures.

1.7.3 THE PATTERN OF DISTRIBUTION

Once the nature and magnitude of distribution have been established. The emphasis shifts

to the pattern of distribution. Pattern in a recurring association of occurrences that they

may indicate casual processes. There are four types of patterns (recognized).

(i) Static Patterns

The distribution

of pattern

represented at a

particular time,

for examples, the

distribution of

shopping centers

or hospitals in a

metropolitan area,

measures of

l o c a t i o n ,

arrangement and

magnitude can be

derived for

specific time

points.

(ii) D y n a m i c

Patterns

The distribution

displays change

occuring at

different time

periods for

example, the

spread of Refer

Figure 8.

Settlement can be

shown for

different times

and compared.

(iii) N e t w o r k
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Patterns

The pattern is defined by boundaries or links between nodes in a transportation system:

the terms circular hexagonal nodes in a stellar, and linear are used to describe

transportation networks, and special mathematical procedures have been developed to

specify structure.

(iv) Normative Patterns

The patterns that "ought to be" given certain assumptions, used most frequently in location

studies to indicate a pattern derived from the theoretical principles that can be (figure

9) compared with real world patterns. For example the geographer interested in expansion

and decline of shopping centers seeks to represent the date at which each center was

established a static pattern as well as some measure of changes that have occurred through

time - the dynamic pattern. If we chooses to predict the optimum location and size of

shopping centres based upon population and income, then a normative pattern would be

established that could be compared with static pattern.

(v) Random and Non Random patterns

In the search for processes that cause distribution unnecessary effort is avoided by

(figure10) distinguishing between random and non random distributions.
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A random distribution has no discernible order and could have occurred by chance, reliable

statements about causal processes cannot be made.

Non random

distribution exhibit

arrangements that

are unlikely to have

occurred by

chance, either

uniform or

c l u s t e r e d

distributions may

occur (Figure 11)

uniform patterns

are more regular

than random

patterns.

In both examples

the distribution

results from processes creating configuration of occurrences.
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In clustered patterns occurrences are more concentrated than would be expressed in a

random distribution. The process or processes that have caused the distribution are neither

uniform throughout the study area nor random.

1.7.4 MEASURING POVERTY

(Morrill and Wohlenberg 1971), found no censensus of opionion as to what constitutes

poverty. The most frequently used measures is that established in 1964 by the president's

council of Economic Advisors. They assumed that any family of four with an annual

income of less than $ 3000, or an individual with less than $ 1500, lived in poverty.

But income measures are misleading. Farmers for instance can raise part of their food

and can live on less than others. Livings also vary from area to area depending on the

price of food and housing. Therefore any thresh hold of poverty is open criticism.

To correct some of the faults, the social security administration (SSA) devised more

flexible set of criteria. This measure used income as determinant, but modified the poverty

(table-2) threshhold depending upon family size, farm or nonfarm residence, and age and

sex of the head of the house hold.

0
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1,000

1,500

2,000

2,500

3,000

3,500

4,000

4,500

5,000

Actual SSA

value

Value used in

calculation

Actual SSA

value

Value used in

calculation

Nonfarm Farm

Average poverty threshold for various-sized families and farm 

and nonfarm residences in 1959 (annual family income in 

current dollars)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 and over
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In addition to defining poverty there is also the problem of locating poverty families.

A family unit is a discrete distribution, but most of the information on poverty must be

derived from census information. Therefore, discrete information only available as a

contingent distribution with arranges income of all families in a census area available

as an index of magnitude. In studies of poverty social scientists do not have either the

precise locational details or a widely accepted measure of poverty. The techniques of

sampling and classification are utilized to remedy this situation Sampling enables

geographers to restrict attention to a reliable portion of all occurances, and classification

assists by grouping the products of human behavior into relatively homogenous categories.

Both techniques are utilized to reduce that complexity of spatial distributions to a

manageable level.

1.8 CLASSIFICATION OF ECONOMIES

Classification reduces the variety of perceptual stimuli to cognitive order. Not only do

we perceive a great variety of objects, but different people perceive theme differently.

Classification also facilitates our own thinking, for virtually all intellectual activity depends

upon the categorization and ordering of occurrences. The objective of classification can

be summarized as follows:  to order experience to summerize information and to suggest

hypotheses that might explain the location and arrangement of a specified category of

phenomena.

1.8.1 CLASSIFICATION IN GEOGRAPHY

(Berry 1964), has suggested

that classification in geography

can be conceptualized as a

matrix in which occurrences

can be categorized is terms of

activity, Figure12 location and

time.

The advantage of the threefold

division is that it provides

alternative differentiating

characteristics that are

exhibited by all occurrences for

example poverty may be

represented as an activity.

1.8.2 CLASSIFICATION OF

INDUSTRY

(Smith 1971), illustrates this

classification in his study of
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industrial location

observations of industry

may be placed in all three

dimensions of the matrix

(figure 13) each row of the

matrix represents an

industrial activity.

In a systematic study of

any one industry the

observations would appear

in one row of dimensional

matrix, representing the

total information available

for locations under review

at a specific time.   If the

industry were to be

compared over a number

of time periods so that the development processes might became apparent, then a three

dimensional matrix will be required. In geography the emphasis is frequently upon the

study industry is a region or area, a variety of information is available and the problems

to aggregate areas that are relatively homogenous in terms of activities. This is what

geographers call a region.

1.8.3 CLASSIFICATION OF RGION

Regions allow geographer to generalize about the complex distribution of activities that

exhibit different frequencies of occurrence by location and time.

We may define a region as an area:

(a) Of any size (b) Homogeneous in terms of specific criteria. (c) Distinguished from

bordering areas by a particular kind of association of related features, and (d) Possessing

some kind of internal cohesion.

It is convenient to divide regions into two classes:

 (i) Uniform, and  (ii) Nodal regions.

1. Uniform Regions

The uniform region is an area in which one or more distinctive characteristics are similar

throughout. This similarity is strongest near the center or core of the region and slowly

weakens towards the margins. The boundary of the uniform region is established along

the line at which this replacement occurs.
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2. Nodal Regions

The nodal region is centered upon a single node or focus the focus is usually urban,

and most often is the centre of trade communications and circulation for the region. All

parts of nodal region are connected to the node in some way and their relation or

connection to any other node in that particular way is less important.

1.8.4 CLASSIFICATION OF LAND USE

Because land use is continuous it has always presented in classification. Term like urban

and rural used to describe activity systems for which there is general agreement as

interpretation. But where does urban end and the rural begin as one travel out for the

city. The rural urban fringe designates the transitional zone. Where the remnants of

agriculture persist amids residences and noxious activities like airports, power - plants

and electrical substations. Differentiation between land use and land utilization is also

important. Land use is the use actually made of any parcel of land, house apartment,

duplex, and condominium are land use categories, where as the term residential refers

to a system of land utilization implying roads and neighborhood retail and service activities

as well as social and recreational facilities.

1.8.5 SAMPLING

Science does not require the study of every occurrence of a particular activity. Rather

it is normal to test an idea against a designated portion of the total population. The

unbiased selection of the test population is called sampling. It is merely a way of studying

typical portions of an area. It accepts rather than tests a hypothesis and is used as a

methods for illustrating an idea. Case studies of economic geography are examples of

selected sampling.

1.8.6 SAMPLE DESIGN

Four types of sample design are common in geographical research random, stratified,

systematic and combination of all three stratified systematic unaligned samples refer Figure

9. In random samples each unit has equal opportunity to be chosen and it is not suited

for all studies stratified systematic samples are used to restrict random selection to

designated areas. The stratified systematic unaligned sample produces the least variation

between sample and target populations. It is a combined methods that preserves the

theoretical advantages of randomization and stratification, together with the aspects of

systematic samples.

1.8.7 UNITS FOR SAMPLING

The unit for which sample information is gathered must be determined early in the research

strategy. This design is influenced both by the availability of information and by the nature

of the distribution under research. Either point locations or areal units may be chosen,

point samples are used for continuous distributions like temperature, air pollution or forms

prices, because the occurrence at any one point is assumed to equal that which occurs
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over a general area. Areal units like census tracts or blocks, are used for contingent

distributions.

1.8.8 MODELS IN GEOGRAPHY

Models are special statements about reality. In geography the most frequently used model

is the map in which the arrangement of phenomena is represented in abstract form, and

at a different scale. Maps are analogue models, a photograph is an iconic model, it captures

reality but does not abstract relationships, and is usually used only for illustrative purposes

or for data collection. The most rewarding models for research are symbolic models in

which physical properties are represented as mathematical statements.

1.8.9 GEOGRAPHIC SPACE MODEL

Distance and accessibility and the relation of one location to the centres of activity often

determines land use. Although economic activaties are possible at many different locations,

they will be produced only at those locations from which they can be most easily marketed.

Accessible locations enjoy a comparative advantage in commercial economics.

In its classic form - as propounded by the German economist Johann Heinrich  Von

Thunen- the model was simplified by making all things equal  except cost of transportation.

Transportation costs were assumed to increase with distance.

In the graphic space model land closed to the city is the most valuable because goods

produced there will have the least transportation costs. Although the graphic space model

can be used to illustrate aspects of industrial location and urban land values, Figure 14

is usually associated With agriculture. To understand the pattern of agriculture postulated

by the model, five simplifying assumptions must be understood:

(i) There in an isolated state cut off

from the rest of the world.

(ii) The state is dominated by the large

city, which purchases the

agricultural produce and supplies

manufactured goods.

(iii) Land surrounding the city is of equal

quality: a broad featureless plain that

is every where equal infertility and

ease of movement so that production

and transportation costs are every

where the same.

(iv) Farmers attempt to maximize profits

by adjusting crops in terms of the
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needs of the market and the

costs of transporting goods to

the city.

(v) The cost of transportation is

the independent (casual) variable and

land use the dependent (resulting)

variable.

The transport costs increase uniformly

with distance in all directions so that

the cost for 2 miles is twice the cost

for 1 mile. Therefore transport costs

may be expressed as distance Figure

15 Left. A concentric arrangement of

land utilization develops as the pattern

that ought to occur. The normative

pattern.

1.8.10 INTENSIVE LAND UTILIZATION

Market, gardens and milk production are located adjacent to the city, that is, intensive

land utilization.

1.8.11 EXTENSIVE LAND UTILIZATION

For example, live stock ranching is located farthest from the city.

Von Thunen also demonstrated the effect of improved transportation by introducing in

his model a river that decreased transportation costs for lands along its course (Figure

15 Right) disrupted by the parallel bands of land use that reflect lower transportation

costs alongside the river.

1.8.12 SYMBOLIC MODEL OF LAND USE

A symbolic model conceptualizes a problem so that the effect of changes in several

variables is apparent. Simple relationships can be explained in verbal terms and represented

by graphs and maps, but where relationships are complex it is impossible contemplate

the problem. If stated vervally a mathematical formulation of the problem is required

so that the effect of several independent variables may be assessed.

The graphic space model can be formulated so that economic rent for alternative crops

can be computed using the equation:

R = E (P-O) - Efk

Where E yield per unit area
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P is price of a unit of commodity.

O is cost of production of a unit of commodity.

f is transfer cost per unit distance per commodity.

k is the distance to market.

By changing the variables alternative out comes refer Figure 9 can be observed to shows

two of a series of computer maps resulting from changes in variables if you are using

programmed case studies in geography you will have an opportunity to work through an

example

By concentrating attention on the five variables, affecting economic rent and alternating

their magnitude. We are able to estimate the role that each variable plays in determining

land use patterns. The symbolic model not only has greater precision than the graphic

space (analogue) model, but it also facilitates the manipulation of variables.

1.8.13 LAND USE IN CITIES

A concentratic model of urban land use has been proposed in which the intensity of land

at the city centre is explained by superior accessibility original housing surrounded the

commercial core, but as these homes become old and therefore unsatisfactory to high

income families, they were vacated by the rich and occupied by the poor.

Urban renewal in 1950s and 1960s was an attempt to change the existing pattern. Old

buildings at the city center were demolished and replaced by new high rise apartments.

Alonso 1964, predicted, most affluent families prefer the spaciousness of their suburban

residences over the accessibility of the central city.

1.9 SECTOR OF ECONOMICS

Primary, secondary and tertiary sector of economic activity into primary, secondary and

tertiary activities provided a convenient method of classifying the arrangement of

phenomena based upon the method of production.

1.9.1 PRIMARY ACTIVITIES

These include mining, forestry, and the farming of land and sea resources. These activities

occupy most of the earth's surface.

1.9.2 SECONDARY ACTIVITIES

These encompass the processing and/or manufacturing of primary products so as to increase

their value and usefulness. These activities are clustered in a few locations usually near

markets but not exclusively.
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1.9.3 TERTIARY ACTIVITIES

These include the financing, transporting, marketing, and selling of primary and secondary

products. These intangible services essential to the system of exchange between producer

and consumer, are located in market centres. The models of economic behavior to be

introduced are of two type's choice and exchange.

1.9.4 LOCATION OF TERTIARY ACTIVITIES

The location of tertiary activities is generally in agreement with population the more people

are therein an area the greater the number of tertiary activities offered. Tertiary activities

can be divided into four categories.

(i) Distributive activities that include people employed in the whole-saling and

retailing of primary and secondary products, Ware houses, supermarkets, bars

and hamburger stands are familiar examples of such activities.

(ii) Financial activities that facilitate for production and marketing of produce

through banking, insurance and real estate activities.

(iii) Governmental activities: Those protect both producers and consumers and

facilitate the marketing of commodities. Teachers and university employees

whether they are in state or private institutions are placed in this category

because they work to enhance the capability of individuals as producers and

consumers.

(iv) Personal services that include such activities as hospital and medical care hotels

and entertainment.

Each category discussed above includes similar types of activity that are designated as

functions.

1.9.5 MODELS OF TERTIARY LOCATION

Tertiary functions are specialized to serve particular consumer markets. Demand for the

commodity or service Figure16A is crucial to the survival of tertiary function at specific

locations. Economic models conceptualize exchange as a function of supply and demand

is the different quantity of goods and services that an individual will buy at different

market prices. Supply is the various quantity, sellers are willing to provide at these market

prices. The point of equilibrium is where the supply curve intersects the demand curve.

At this price (P1) a sufficient quantity of hamburgers (Q1) will be produced to satisfy

the consumer demand at a price attractive to both seller and consumer. Figure 16A

represents utility for an American college student. His parents would probably value the

hamburgers less and willing to pay less. In comparison, the British college student would

pay more meat price and fish chips are the British substitute and hamburgers are perceived

as housing greater utility, and therefore command a higher price per unit.
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1.10 SUMMARY

The geographer's search for explanation has required new classifications and sampling

designs to detect the regular occurrence of similar land used in different areas. The

progression from observation and analysis of the pattern through classification and

sampling is a slow and continuing process. Von Thunen first published his idea in 1826,

and provided an analogue model. However it was not until 1954 that Edgour Dunn

formulated on adequate symbolic model. And now modeling of the spatial pattern is no

longer sufficient: geographers and social scientists are interested in spatial distribution

because the distributions and their organization are indicative of the processes of human

behavior.

Hypothesis formulation and testing are crucial steps to made building classification and

sampling that together with the models, have been the theme in this unit.
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1.11 ACTIVITY /PROJECT

1- Make a Project showing consumption and conservation of land resources in your

locality.

2- Organise a group discussion on the topic "We must divide sector in to economic

activities for better planning of our resources.

1.12 QUESTIONS:-

(1) Define economic geography, Explain its scope and its subject matter.

(2) Explain nature and scope of economic geography. How it is related to other branches

of geography.

(3) Write an essay on possibilism cultural and Behavioural determinism (in brief).

(4) Describe land use classification and what effects can land use have on sampling

and what conclusions can you draw about.

(5) What is meant by location of economic activity?

(6) What do you understand by models in geography? Explain various types of models

with diagram.

(7) Discuss various classification of economic development.

(8) Discuss economic activities with their classification.

(9) What do you mean by measurement of poverty.

(10) Write short notes on the following-

(a) Possibilism, (b) New-Determinism, (c) Welfare Human Geography, (d)

Humanistic Geography, (e) Classification in Geography, (f) Space Models, (g)

Symbolic Model of Land use, (h) Urban land-use, (i) Models of Tertiary Location

(11) Differentiate in brief, between physical, regional and political geography.
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2.5.6 Uniform Transportation Costs

2.5.7 Intensive And Extensive Systems

2.5.8 Rational Farmers

2.5.9 Towards a More Realistic Model of Landuse

2.5.10 Distance And Landuse At The Micro Level
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2.6 Summary
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2.8 Questions

2.9 References

2.0 OBJECTIVES

The objective of this unit is to convey the skills and various activities of industries and:-

To classify its distribution based upon their inherent characteristics:

To measure social, physical and economic characteristics and distribution precisely and

to present them as maps/diagrams:

Classify various agricultural regions:

Explain various combination of regions and its diversifications:

Explain Von-thunen model and its importance.

2.1 INTRODUCTION:

Exchange is the essence of the economic process. Different place on the earth's surface

are suited to different activities, and goods are exchanged between them. When a place

contains a scarce resource or is more inherently productive, people are willing to compete

for its use by exchanging something of value. Locations for economic activities are chosen

with a conscious attempt to maximize "something of value," which we call utility. The

selection of a location that will maximize utility is the economic process in geography.

2.2 FACTORS OF LOCATION OF ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES:

Spatial patterns of agricultural activity have long attracted the interest of economic

geographers. However apart from a few notable exceptions, most agricultural geographers

prior to the 1950s displayed a pre-occupation in establishing simple correlations between

crop and livestock distributions and factors of the physical environment such as soil,

climate and relief.
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It is now widely appreciated that physical environment imposes certain broad limits within

which particular crops may be successfully cultivated or certain types of livestock

profitably reared, but that the scale intensity and extent of production within these physical

limits is determined by economic considerations such as the cost of production market

demand, competition between different land uses, and government support policies and

subsidies.

While factors of physical environment such as average length of the growing season,

average length of the frost free period or the total amount and seasonal distribution of

precipitation impose basic limits upon agricultural production, they alone will not

adequately explain patterns of agricultural land use, whether it be in India, Iowa or Ireland.

The point was neatly summed up by the economic geographer, R.O. Buchanan in his study.

The pastoral industries of New Zealand, in which he stated that in industries organised

on a commercial as distinct from a subsistence basis, geographical conditions express

themselves if at all economic, mainly monetary terms and nature and extend of influence

of geographical conditions are themselves dependent on the precise nature of the economic

conditions and that the geography of production must be a study of the interaction of

geographical and economic conditions in the area and for the products concerned. The

geographical analysis of agricultural location is thus concerned with both physical and

economic factors, although the emphasis in recent years has been placed much more firmly

on the process of interaction between these two sets of factors.

2.2.1 PHYSICAL INFLUENCE ON AGRICULTURE:

The physical influence on agricultural activity can be divided into three main groups,

(i) climate, (ii) soil, and (iii) relief, of this climate is the chief determinant of agricultural

patterns. Soil characteristics are largely the product of past and present climate. While

the effects of relief are expressed in large measure through variations in climate.

2.2.2 THE INFLUENCE OF CLIMATE ON AGRICULTURE:

All plants need water in order to survive, but their requirements vary widely as well

as their ability to extract water from the soil. Since plants derive the bulk of their water

requirements through their root systems, water must be available in the soil in an

appropriate quantities. A continued deficiency or excess of soil-water will ultimately cause

the destruction of crops. Excessive precipitation may also cause problems of rill, gully

and sheet erosion of the soil cover as well as flooding of fields and serious crop losses

in lowland areas.

Heavy and prolonged falls of snow in winter may also have serious consequences upon

agricultural production. In many parts of Scandinavia and Canada, for example, work on

the land virtually comes to a stands hill during the winter months. Suitable temperature

conditions are also essential for the successful germination of seeds and plant growth.

Again requirements vary, but most plants needs a minimum temperature of 5-7 degree

celsius before growth commences.
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2.2.2.1 SUNLIGHT

Light is essential for plant growth, and sufficient amount of sunshine is necessary for

ripening of crops. In temperate regions the ripening and harvesting of crops may be delayed

during unusually cloudy summers, while in parts of equatorial region where temperature

conditions encourage rapid plant growth, persist cloud cover and reduced amounts of direct

sunshine may prevent the double-cropping which would other wise be possible.

2.2.2.2 WIND

Wind is another element of climate which affects farming activities in many ways. One

obvious effect of this particular hazard is the damage caused to matured cereal crops

by storm winds. Cold local winds such as the "Mistral" of Southern France may cause

serious crop losses, while hot, dry winds such as the "Sirocco" of Southern Italy and

Malta may have a desiccating effect upon crops. The loss of valuable top-soil by wind

erosion, especially in areas of dry farming where crops are grown under semi-arid

conditions without irrigation is also an extremely serious problem in many parts of the

world.

2.2.2.3 SOIL AND AGRICULTURE

Any study of farming activity must make reference to the soil, since it is the essential

material upon which all agriculture is based. It contains minerals such as nitrogen,

phosphorous, sulphur, potassium, magnesium, calcium and iron as well as minute quantities

of trace elements such as boron, iodine and cobalt which are essential for plant growth.

All forms of agriculture whether arable or pastoral, remove certain quantity of these

minerals and trade elements from the soil; so that fertility which crop returns will

ultimately diminish unless these essential constituents are replaced. Soil fertility may be

maintained by fallowing scientifically based crop rotations and the applications of manure

or chemical fertilizers.

The process of soil formation (padogenesis), describes variations in soil texture and

composition and comments on the methods of soil classification. The suitability of any

soil for agriculture is determined by a variety of factors, including the nature of parent

material, past and present climate influences, relief and vegetation, soil organisms. It takes

nature from 300 to 1000 years to build up 25 mm of fertile soil. Man by wanton misuse

can destroy 200 mm in one or two generation. Justifiably, therefore, soil quality has been

described as a response to management. Loam soils are often regarded as ideal soils

because their richness in plant food, good drainage, without water logging and general

case of working, although heavier clay soils may be more suitable for certain crops,

provided that drainage is adequate. Sandy soils are generally infertile, although they may

respond to heavy applications of fertiliser.

2.2.2.4 RELIEF AND AGRICULTURE

The three elements of, (i) relief (ii) altitude aspect and (iii) gradient, influence patterns

of agricultural activity. As mentioned hereinbefore, the effects of altitude are chiefly
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expressed through climatic conditions, notably the decrease in temperature with increased

height. Thus, in Southern Scotland the length of the growing season decreases from about

240 days at sea level to about 180 days at 330 mts. and 135 days at 600 mts. In middle

latitudes other adverse effects of increased altitude generally include higher precipitation

strong winds and a deterioration of soil quality. High altitude therefore restricts the number

and types of crops that may be grown. Where arable farming is practised, reliance tends

to be placed on hardy cereals and fodder crops, but is many upland areas pastoral farming

is the dominant type of agricultural activity. On the other hand, in the tropics, increased

altitude provides same relief from the excessively high temperature and humidity of the

lowland plains and provides an improved environment for many crops.

On a local scale another important element of relief refer Figure 17 is the aspect or

orientation of slopes. In Northern

hemisphere, south-facing slopes

receive longer periods of more

intensive sunshine than their north -

facing counterparts. Although the

temperature differences between the

sunny (adret) and shady (ubac) slopes

of such valleys are quite small.

Numerous studies have been made of

this effect in deeply out, east -west

oriented valleys in Norway, Australia,

Switzerland and elsewhere of the

aspects on the distribution of farms

and saeters in the west Norwegian

valley.

Finally, the gradient of slopes imposes an important control on the type of agriculture

and a method of cultivation that

may be practiced is any area. Not

only is the risk of soil erosion

greater on steep slopes than

gentle ones, but steep gradients

also greatly restrict the use of

heavy machinery.

The flexibility of environmental

constraints may be illustrated by

a simple model Refer Figure 18,

in which a single physical factor

exercise a dominant influence or

crop distribution, in which the

farmers information and decision

- making are assumed to be
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perfect and in which transport costs have no effect Values for the dominant physical control

which might be length of growing season frost incidence or soil quality are shown by

a series of isopleths. Under certain conditions of market demand, the area under cultivation

of a particular crop might extend to the margin A-A Refer Figure-18. However if demand

should increase or if the government increased the level of its price support for the crop

it is possible to imagine an extension of the cropped area to a new suboptimal margin

at B-B. With falling prices or the withdrawal of price support, the margin cultivation

might recede towards or even beyond A-A. In each instance the limit of cultivation

correlates with different isopleths value. In other words, physical factors determine the

shape of the crop area, while economic factors determine its extent.

2.2.3 SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC INFLUENCE

The social and economic influences are scarcely less significant in determining the type

and methods of farm production in any area and the spatial patterns of agricultural activity.

It is these factors which are examined next.

2.2.3.1 LAND TENURE

Land tenure is one of the most fundamental influences on agriculture. Among primitive

peoples land is owned by the community and the concept of individual ownership is

unknown. It is in the more economically advanced farming regions of the world that

various forms of land tenure are to be found. These include freehold ownership, various

forms of tenancy and communal and state ownership.

2.2.3.2 FREEHOLD OWNERSHIP

This is a dominant form of land holding in most advanced farming nations, although

the U.K. with a majority of tenant farmers, is an exception to this. It is frequently suggested

that freehold ownership offers the strongest incentives for efficient farm management and

allows the greatest freedom and feasibility in decisions about farm policy, although the

outcome of these decisions will ultimately depend on the experience and knowledge of

the farmer.

On other hand, the owner occupier is free to subdivide his holding between heirs, than

can load to a reduction in unit sizes and the fragmentation of holdings which is unlikely

to occur under a system based on tenancies. Two forms of tenant farming may be noted.

The most common is (i) cash tenancy, in which fixed cash rent is paid to the land owner,

and  (ii) the second form is share cropping or metayage whereby the tenant cultivates

the land and gives the owner on agreed share of the farm produce. In share cropping

the farmer's annual payments to the land owner are related to the return from the farms,

and to some extend he is protected from fluctuations in yield and income.

2.2.3.3 STATE OWNERSHIP

Of both land and capital equipment of agricultural production represents another form

of tenancy which has been established in the most countries of the communist world.
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However the collective farms (kolkhozy) and state farms (sovkhozy) of the Soviet Union

have not been an unqualified success. Thus USSR, with a very favorable ratio of land

to population (one sixth of the earth's land area but only one fifteenth of the world's

population), is unable to produce enough food to support its own population, and since

the mid- 1950s has been major importer of grain have North America. And the traditional

pattern of small peasant holdings was reorganised after 1950s, first into collective units,

and later into large" communes".

2.2.3.4 SCALE OF OPERATIONS

In most studies of farm size and its effects on productivity, land area is taken as the

sole criterion of farm size. Yet land is only one of many farm resources and theory, other

measures of unit size such as the number and size of buildings labour inputs or value

of production might also be employed.

The economic viability of a farm of a given size is difficult to asses, and depends on

the (i) type, (ii) method and (iii) intensity of production as well as the economic aspirations

of the farmer and the Social context within which the farming is carried out.

Another response to the problems of small unit size is that of cooperation between groups

of farmers. Cooperative schemes vary widely in their scale of organization, but frequently

involve communal purchase and usages of major items of capital expenditure such as

combined harvestors and grain silos, bulk purchase of seeds, fertilizers and animal

foodstuffs, as well as the group organization of the marketing of produce. In this way

economics of scale can be achieved and the

bargaining power of farmers in relation to buyers

greatly strengthened. In countries such as

Denmark, The Netherlands and Finland, where the

cooperative schemes have been encouraged and

financed the territory. Extreme forms of

cooperative organizations are found in Israel in the

forms of the "Moshauim", in which small family

farms share centralized cooperative services, and

the "Kibbutzim" which involve complete

communal ownership of the land.

In many instances the economic problems of small

unit size are accentuated by fragmentation of

holdings into numerous small and often widely

scattered plots.

Programmes of farm consolidation have been

carried out in many West European Countries

during recent decades. This involves the

amalgamation of scattered plots into compact
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holdings around farmsteads. But in France an official policy of farm consolidation

(remembrement) was started in 1941, since Refer Figure 19 shows an examples farm a

commune in Lorraine, Striking progress has also been achieved in West Germany, the

Netherlands and other parts of Western Europe.

2.2.3.5 MARKETING

A purely subsistence economic patterns of farming are greatly influenced by demand for

particular products. Other things being equal preference will be given to commodities

for which there is strong demand with high profit. However simple relationships between

supply and demand are greatly complicated by the government intervention in the form

of subsidies, tariffs, quota restrictions and various international trading agreements. In

recent years large companies involved in the freezing, canning, drying and packaging of

produce and large firms owning, supermarket chains have bought increasingly large

quantities of fruits, vegetables, and poultry direct from farmers. The most important result

of these developments is for processing to be carried out in enormous, factory-like units,

the location of which in turn exercises a profound effect upon patterns of agricultural

land use. This is true to most advanced farming nations. In such countries the small local

livestock market, abattoir and dairy, now play a relatively insignificant role in the pattern

of agricultural marketing.

2.2.3.6 TRANSPORT

Provides the essential link between agricultural producer and buyer as well as the means

of moving various inputs such as seeds fodder and fertilizers to the farmer. Historically

the impact of transport developments, the agriculture has been enormous.

In North America, railway construction converted ranching land on the interior plains into

vast grain producing areas. The advent of refrigerated shipping in the 1870s transformed

the farning face of Australia.

In many parts of Africa the construction of new roads and railways has been the essential

prelude to the opening up of new farming districts. The most of geographical studies

(the influence of the transport on agriculture) have concentrated on transport costs and

many other factors which go to make up economic distance, such as speed of movement,

frequency of services and the availability of special facilities for the preservation of

perishable goods.

In case of international trade in agricultural produce transport costs may include not only

freight charges, but also insurance customs charges, transhipment costs, packaging and

handling costs and storage charges. The costing of internal movements of produce is less

complicated and it is essentially a product of weight and distance. Transport improvements

and reductions in transport costs may be instrumental in extending the area of production

for given markets.
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2.2.3.7 LABOUR

Different crops and different types of livestock vary greatly in their labour requirements

as well as in the seasonality of their labour demands. Availability and cost of labour will

clearly play an important part in determining the farmer's choice of crops and livestock.

Low population densities and shortage of labour in a region will tend to restrict agriculture

to farms and a methods requiring little labour in relation to land, such as extensive, highly

- mechanised grains cultivation or stock ranching.

Almost all forms of agricultural production are typified by marked seasonal

variations in labour demand. During periods of intensive activity such as harvesting, this

demand may be met by the regular work force, working overtime the recruitment of casual

labour or even by the subcontracting of certain jobs, Low wages dissatisfaction with

working conditions, better job opportunities and prospects in industry and increasing

mechanisation of many aspects of agricultural production have all contributed to this

reduction is the size of the work force.

The introduction of the Ottomeger plough, capable of ploughing to depth of 1.8 m, has

been instrumental in bringing parts of the Dutch and West Germany heath lands under

cultivation while in Australia the development of the so-called 'stump-jump' plough has

allowed areas not completely cleared of tree stumps and roots to be brought into

production.

2.2.3.8 CAPITAL

(W.B. Morgan and R.J.C. Monton 1971). In advanced commercial economies, farming

as a way of life is retreating before farmers as a business. The development of agri-

business with its capital intensive and vertically integrated production systems is reducing

the relative significance of land and labour and emphasising the importance of capital

deployment and marketing skills.

In developed economics capital may be raised by privately negotiated loans from finance

or mortage companies from clearing banks or from cooperative banks dealing specially

with agricultural business.

In developing countries funds are less readily available to farmers, peasant farmers, living

close to the margin of subsistence, have an income from the land which fluctuates from

year to year according to crop yield and market price, while on the other hand family

expenditure and outgoing remain relatively fixed. Rural indebtedness of this type is

prevalent among peasant farmers in South-East Asia, the Middle East and Southern Europe.

The effect of indebtedness is to reduce further the small profit margin on which the farmer

and his family must live, and to reduce the capital available for farm improvements and

mobilisation. Agricultural progress is thus retarded if not completely prevented.

2.2.3.9 GOVERNMENT INFLUENCES

In most countries there has been a marked increase in the level of Government control
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over agriculture during the present century. More specifically, Government policies and

attitudes towards land taxes, food prices, wage levels, freight rates and food imports all

have a profound and direct influence on agricultural production. Government action

operates at two distinct levels (i) first through policies affecting the internal organisation

of agriculture, and (ii) secondly through controls on external trade.

Internal organization finds it's most extreme and direct from in the collective agriculture

of the communist world, in which the government plans and controls virtually all aspects

of agricultural production. In the western world policy decisions, low interest rate loans

may be available for the purchase of machinery and for land improvements. Land

reclamation schemes may be financed by the government. Guaranteed prices and other

forms of subsidy may be used to influence the level of production of particular

commodities. Subsidies may also get as an means of protecting high cost home producers

from competition with low cost foreign producers.

2.2.3.10 EXTERNAL TRADE

External trade is usually controlled by means of tariffs and quotas on food imports. In

the EEC, USA and other high cost producing areas, the effect of such trade restrictions

is to allow small inefficient farms to shelter behind tariffs barriers. (L.J. Simons 1966),

as long  as the small farms persist, sheltered by tariffs and supported by subsidies, a

variety of crops and livestock will be maintained, some of which would appear if truly

competitive conditions prevailed. In the low cost producing countries, access to wider

markets at remunerative prices would encourage greater intensification of agriculture,

though it is less long to visualise the landscape changes that would follow there.

2.2.4 CULTURAL

It has been mentioned that agriculture is not only an important economic activity but

is also a way of life on this earth. The farmers, therefore, have learnt about the techniques

of cultivation through their experience acquired over thousands of years. The farmers do

realise that continuous cropping in the same field for a long period results in the depletion

of soil nutrients. In order to provide time for the recoupment of the soil fertility the farmers

developed the cultural practice of the fallowing. The land is left without crop for a season

or for the whole year that the soil fertility improves through the natural processes. The

extent of following may be reduced by higher doses of fertilizers and manures.

Crop rotation is the other method through which the imbalance in the soil created by

nutrient loss is corrected. It is realised that same type of crop year after year accelerates

loss of the soil nutrients. Therefore, after cereals, the fields are devoted to pulses or to

any other leguminous crop. Legumes have the ability of fixing nitrogen to the soils from

atmosphere. Higher fertilizer intensive crops like sugarcane or tobacco are rotated with

the cereal crops. The selection of crops for rotations depends upon the local soil conditions

and the experience and the understanding of the farmers.

The farmers have evolved their own method of risk coverage, particularly in the dry regions
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of the country such as mixed cropping and relay cropping. Mixed cropping refers to the

practice of sowing two or three crops together in the same field in one crop season. For

example, Wheat, gram and mustard are rabi crops and the farmers saw them in the same

field. It has two advantages, (i) first the loss of solid nutrients is replenished by gram

and mustard which fix nitrogen and (ii) secondly, if the wheat crop does not succeed,

the farmer gets some return from gram and mustard. In the same way wheat and barley

are grown in the same field and the mixture is known as "gojai". When wheat and gram

is mixed together it is known as "godiani". Mixing of barley and gram is known as

"bejhar". The local conditions of soil, weather and tradition are important factors

influencing the mixture of number and types of crops. Such mixing reduces the infertility

of the success of crops.

2.3 CONCEPT AND TECHNIQUES OF DELIMITATIONS OF

AGRICULTURAL REGIONS:

Having considered the ways in which both physical and economic factors influence the

type of farming in any area, we now examine the patterns produced by these processes.

2.3.1 PROBLEMS OF DELIMITATION AND CLASSIFICATION

It is evident that the farms in any area will have an almost unlimited number of attributes

such as size, form of tenure, degree of fragmentation, size of labour force, type of

production, and value of output, to name just a few. Since it is highly unlikely that there

will be complete spatial correlation in the degree of variation of these attributes, it may

be argued that for any given area there are a number of sets of agricultural regions,

depending on the criteria selected. The set will not necessarily coincide. Such agricultural

regions are termed single feature, or special purpose regions. Alternatively, it can be argued

that while all the attributes of the farms are unlikely to co-vary exactly, they can be reduced

to a single index figure and agricultural regions delimited according to the distribution

of these index values. Working in this way it is possible to produce a system of multiple

features or general -purpose regions.

Most schemes of classification of world agriculture attempt to formulate a system of

general-purpose regions although care must be taken to employ criteria which are capable

of qualification and which emphasise elements or characteristics of the farming system

rather than factors of the physical environment.

H Engelbrecht in 1930, consisted of little more than to map climatic regions with the

substitution of an agricultural nomenclature. Thus use of climatic factors or soil types

is unsatisfactory since it presupposes rather than proves their influence on farming

practices. D. Grigg 1970 recommended a number of basic criteria which should be taken

into account. These were degree of commercialisation, types of tenure and scale of

enterprise, intensity of farming, crop and livestock combination and methods of farming.

These factors provide a logical basis for agricultural classification but in practice their
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application poses many problems. Intensity of farming is difficult to define measures and

compare. Dairying in the UK and rice growing in South East Asia are both intensive

systems of agriculture, but in different ways, one is capital intensive and the other labour

intensive. India for example, has over 15% of the world's cattle population but produces

negligible amounts of milk and meat.

2.3.2 WORLD AGRICULTURAL REGIONS: A SYSTEM EXAMINED

Evaluated on the basis of the points raised by D. Grigg 1930, one of the most satisfactory,

and one of the earliest attempts to formulate a classification of world agriculture was

that proposed by D Whittlessey in 1936). He employed five criteria for his definition

of world agricultural regions: namely, crop and livestock combinations, intensity of land

use processing and marketing of farm produce, degree of mechanization and types and

associations of buildings and other structures associated with agriculture. Assessment of

these factors appears to have been subjective rather than quantitative. His scheme shown

in Figure 20, involves 13 main types of agricultural region with a further category for

land virtually unused for farming.

Although a particular type of production dominates is each one, it is possible to carry

on other types of farming at higher cost by using longer inputs of capital and labour

and accepting a smaller profit margin. Thus in each of Whittlessey's regions various other

forms of agriculture are also found. Nevertheless his basic classification still provides

the foundation for many current atlas maps and most textbook descriptions of world

agriculture. Accounts of the farming organization and chief crops grown in each of the

various agricultural regions can be found. Agricultural developments during recent decades

have tended to reduce the differences between various parts of the world. For example,

there has been a blurring of the distinction between commercial and subsistence farming.

Differences in regional productivity have also been reduced to some extent by efforts
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to improve farming efficiency by increased mechanisation and the greater use of fertilizers.

As the result of such changes, various revisions and modifications of whittlessey's early

scheme were under taken by economic geographers during 1960s notably by R.S. Thoman,

and D. Fryer in 1962s and 1965s respectively.

2.3.3 AGRICULTURAL REGIONS OF INDIA

In determining agricultural and animal husbandry regions of India, factors like rainfall,

temperature, altitude, natural vegetation, soils, crops and livestock are taken into

consideration. When all these factors are taken into account, it should however be noted

that transition from one region to another is gradual and it is only in the central areas

that the differences emerge in full contrast.

Many authors have also attempted to divide India in specific agricultural regions, such

as (Stamp, 1958), (Simpins, 1926) and (Spate, 1960), took geographical factors like

topography, climate and density of population. Dr. Chen Hanseng, 1950 divided India into

16 regions on the basis of topographical situation, agricultural water supply, crop system,

land tenure system and general economic development. Dr. Thorner, 1956, also divided

India in 16 well marked regions. These were divided on the basis of socio - economic

system, types of land holding and concentration of control, labour supply, control of credit

marketing, processing, shop keeping, topographical features and related crop patterns,

economic organization of agriculture cultivation holding and overall degree of

modernisation. K. William Easter, 1973 has classified regions for agricultural planning

and management into different categories one is the crop regions appropriate for central

production planning of major crops and another agro-climatic regions for use in overall

agricultural planning. He divides crop region in seven major crops and three other crops

on the basis of percentage contribution of a district to total national production of a crop

and percentages of the districts gross cropped area under the crop, as the main criteria.

These regions are:-

(I) Cotton region (6), (II) Groundnut regions (10), (III) Sugarcane regions (8), (IV) Maize

regions (7), (V) Jawar regions (9), (VI) Wheat regions (9), (VII) Rice regions (12), (VIII)

Millets regions (14),  (IX) Pulse regions (13) and (X) Oil seeds region (13).

Agro-climatic regions are based on climate, soils, geology and cropping differences.

According to the agro-climatic regions, the country can be divided in to three main

divisions:

(i) Himalayas, (ii) Indo-genetic plain and (iii) Peninsular India, and 10 sub-divisions and

52 regions, excluding the Himalayan regions.

National sample survey organization has divided the country in to 25 main agricultural

regions, with 66 subs- regions by grouping within each state/union territory, districts or

parts of districts having similar population density and crop patterns, and having similar

altitude above sea level and also having good transport and communication facilities.
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(Dr. Randhawa (1958) has given the following regions :-

2.3.3.1 TEMPERATE HIMALAYAN REGION

This region is usually divided into two sub-divisions, such as:

(i) The Eastern Himalayan Region:

This includes Mishmi hills in upper Assam, Sikkim, and Bhutan. Rainfall is heavier (over

250cm) in the outer ranges and there are thick forests of Sal. This is mainly a tea-growing

area. Cultivation of paddy is done in some places.

(ii) Western Himalayan Region:

This includes Kumaon, Gharwal, Shimla Hills, Kullu and Kangra Villeys, Himachal

Pradesh and Jammu and Kashmir state. The climate is dry but in northern parts there

is more winter rainfall. Horticultural crops particularly walnuts, almond, apples, cherries-

apricots, peaches, pears and plums occupy a high place. Other cultivated crops are potato,

maize and paddy. Goats and sheep are principal domestic animals providing meat and

wool. Bee keeping is also done.

2.3.3.2 NORTHERN DRY (OR WHEAT) REGION

This comprises the Panjab, Haryna, Delhi, North Gujrat, Western Uttar Pradesh and parts

of West Madhya Pradesh and Rajasthan. Annual rainfall is less than 75cm and in many

places even-less than 20cm. The soil is alluvial and sandy. The chief crops wheat, barley,

gram, maize, jowar, bajra and cotton. Camels are found exclusively in this region. Horses,

donkeys, sheep and Goats are also common.

2.3.3.3 EASTERN WET (OR RICE) REGION

It includes Assam, Maghalayas, Arunchal Pradesh, Mizoram, Tripura, Manipur, West-

Bengal, Bihar, Orissa, Eastern Uttar Pradesh, Andhra Pradesh, Eastern  Tamil Nadu, Kerla

and Eastern Madhya Pradesh, annual rainfalls is over 153cm. The soil is mainly alluvial.

The chief crops are rice, jute, sugarcane and tea. Buffalo is the favorable domestic animal.

2.3.3.4 WESTERN WET (OR MALABAR) REGION:

It comprises Kerla, Western Coastal Strips, Karnataka and adjoining areas. Annual rainfalls

over 253cm. The soil is lateritic. This region is important from the point of view of

plantation crops, but coconut is the predominant crop besides tapioca, cashewnuts, rubber,

spices, black pepper and cardamom. The rice is the chief food crop.

2.3.3.5 SOUTHERN (MEDIUM RAINFALL OR MILLET) REGION:

This comprises Southern Uttar Pradesh, South Gujarat, Madhya Pradesh, Western Andhra

Pradesh, Western Tamilnadu, Eastern Maharashtra and parts of  Karnataka. Rainfall is

between 50cm and 100cm. The soil is partly black cotton and partly latertic. Jawer, bajra,
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groundnut, caster seed, and cotton are the chief crops. Sheep in this region is a domestic

animal.

(P.Sen Gupta and G.S. Dayuk. 1968), classified country into 4 macro agricultural

regions, 25 macro (meso) Agricultural, and 60 micro agricultural regions, these

regions are:

2.3.3.6 THE HIMALAYAN ZONE

Covering Jammu and Kashmir, Himachal Pradesh, Kumayun Himalaya and its foot hills

Darzeeling district of West Bengal, Assam Himalayan including Arunachal Pradesh. In

this zone, the rainfall varies from 125cm to 250cm. Only 7% of the area is available

for Cultivation. The leading crops are wheat, Maize, Rice, Buck-heat, Marketing, and

Gardening, particularly seed Potatoes and lots of temperate fruits.

2.3.3.7 THE WEST-ZONE

Comprises in most part of the North Eastern Peninsular plateau (plateau of Chota-Nagpur,

Northern-Orissa, Baster-Plateau, Central Parts of Madhya Pradesh, Upper Mahandi and

Kaimur Hills.), Eastern hills and plateau (Nagpur, Mizohill Districts, Garo-hills, United-

Mikir and North- Cachar hills districts, Nagaland, kachar valley, united khar and Jaintia

hills). A relatively small part of it is shared by the alluvial plains consisting of Ganga-

delta and Northern Brahmaputra valley. Jalpaiguri district of West Bengal, Bhagirathi-

delta, Orissa-coast including Mahanadi-delta, West-Coast stretching from Surat district to

kanyakumari district (including Cambay Coast, North and South Karnataka Coast, and

North and South Malabar district). The rainfall here is from 100 to 125cm. Irrigation

is normally not necessary and rice is the predominant crop. Other crops grown are tea,

jute, oil-seeds, gram millets, wheat, sugarcane, spices, arecanut, banana, Jack-fruit and

coconut.

2.3.3.8 SUB-HUMID ZONE

Embraces the upper and middle Gangaplain (Ganga and Jamuna-doabs, Tarai-region, South

Ganga-plain, Eastern district of Uttar Pradesh and its contigous Champaran district of

Bihar), a vast stretch of land in Peninsular India from Bundelkhand plateau through the

heart of the lava plateau down to the East coast region (including the plateau of

Bundelkhand, Malwa, South Eastern Maharashtra, Northern and Southern Telangana,

Karnataka, Tamilnadu, Wardha basin, upper Tapti valley Malnad and Maidan tract of

Karnataka, Northern and Southern Andhra coast, Krishna coast, Krishna-Godawari deltas,

and South Eastern Tamilnadu coast). The rainfall varies between 75 to 100cm. The most

intensively cultivated land area goes to 70%. The chief crops of this zone are wheat,

sugar cane, rice, gram, maize, groundnut, oil seeds and tobacco.

2.3.3.9  THE DRY ZONE

Embraces in the North-West, North and South Panjab plains, Haryana, Western Uttar

Pradesh, Rajasthan desert plain and Semi-desert plain, Kutch Peninsula of Gujarat and
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in the South a long-strip of the  Peninsular plateau in the Lee of the ghats (including

Tapti- Narmada doab area, upper Godawari, Bhima and Krishna basins Tungbhadra basin

and Rayaleseema plateau). The rainfall is about 75cm a year. Except in the alluvial plains

of Panjab and Haryana the entire dry area suffers from acute shortage of water. Millets,

gram wheat oilseeds, cotton and groundnut are the main crops.

2.4 CROP COMBINATION AND DIVERSIFICATION

With the introduction of short duration varieties a system of multi cropping or combination

of cropping has been introduced. It is not only enriches the soil but also increases cropping

returns to the farmers. The farmer can choose one out of many cropping sequences

according to the marketability of the

produce, profitability of rotation local

soil and climate conditions and the

possibility of his input in the land. In

mixed cropping that the soil nutrients

removed by some are replaced by

others. Since growing period of

different crops, varies, it is possible

to adopt a scheme of mixed cropping

by sowing them together but

harvesting at different times. Early

maturing crops like Jawar- bajra and

pulses are mixed with groundnut or

cotton which matures late. The

important crop combinations, vary

greatly, from region to region,

depending upon local geographical

conditions and agrarian traditions

(Refer Figure-21).

As the market prices of different

crops usually vary, a mixed crop

farmer is able to reduce the

uncertainty of getting a remunerative

price for his produce. But crop

rotation and the practice of keeping

the land fallow aim at supplying the

soil nutrients which are extausted by growing the same particular crop year after year.

In case of light and less fertile soils, land is kept fallow for as many as seven years

after each harvest. Infertile soils, the land is allowed to rest every third, fourth or fifth

years to regain fertility.

Most common rotations include legumes which help the fixation of nitrogen in the soil
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and follow the crops like cereals cotton etc which remove nitrogen. As oil - seeds also

help nitrogen fixation they are rotated with grains.

Heavily manured crops like sugarcane or tobacco are rotated with cereals. Selection of

the proper crop rotation scheme depends on actual soil conditions and farming traditions

of the area.

2.5 VON THUNENS MODELS AND ITS MODIFICATION

The German economist landowner Von Thunen recognized this spatial organization of land

use in 1826, outlined the model that we still use (Figure 22) In order to Simplify the

problem he assumed that :

(i) The agricultural region was uniform in environmental attributes.

(ii) There is only one market place.

(iii) Transportation is uniform and transportation costs increases uniformly with

distance from central market place.

(iv) All farmers are rational economic men, who use land so as to maximize

profit, and who have complete knowledge of production costs and market

prices.
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2.5.1 SINGLE CROPS

First let us assumes there is only one crop produced in the region. Price for 1 acre of

output at market place is $ 800. It costs

farmes $ 200 to produce the crop on farms.

Now if the farmer produces right at the

market and has zero transport (marketing)

costs his net profit will be $ 600   (Figure

23).Unfortunately, this is unrealities farmers

do not locate at the centre of the city.

Location at A is more reasonable here the cost

of marketing the crop is $ 170, allowing as

net profit. Since vegeta-bles are bulky and

perishable their cost of transportation incr-

eases quite rapidly with distance, so that the

net profit falls to $ 200 at location B and $

25 at C. Locational rent in difference is net

profit for one 1acre  of vegetables between farms at C&B($ 175) C and A ($ 405), and

B and A ($ 230).

2.5.2 MULTIPLE CROPS

As a second case, let us allow three crops to

be produced -vegetables, corn and wheat-with

farmers choosing only one (Figure 24A And B).

The net prfit for vegetables remains the same

corn and wheat are not as valuable as vegetables

and return lower gross profits per acre. However

they are less costly to transport of wheat is even

less costly than that of corn, so the increase in

net profit is more gradual for wheat as its

transportation cost increases. Thus a concentric

spatial organization of crop results (Figure

24B). All farmers, whether they grow vegetables

corn or wheat could maximise profits between

A and the market place. However, the returns

per area from vegetables are greater. This

enables vegetable growers to bid a higher price

for the use of land. They accomplish this by

exchanging accessibility to market for more land

of lower price and planting crops that are less

costly to transport then vegetables. Therefore,

the spatial organization that we observe results

from economic process.
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2.5.3 RELAXING THE ASSUMPTIONS

Elements of the Von Thunen model  may be recognized in the Zonation of agriculture

around metropolitan markets. Dairying and horticulture are usually adjacent to markets,

(Figure 25 A And B)  where as corn and wheat areas are further removed. The patterns

in the real world are obscured by the influences that were eliminated by the assumptions

for the model.

2.5.4 UNIFORM ENVIRONMENT

Areas differ sharply from each other in environmental conditions. The dry interior plains

of Newsouth wales are Unsuited for dairy farming and are used for fine wool growing.

The steeply sloping land that surrounds many metropolitan areas is unsuitable for cropping

so that the concentric zones of agricultural use are set back or distorted to parallel terrain.

2.5.5 SINGLE MARKET

Farmers are seldom dependent on just one market unless government controls  the

marketing of their produce. Competition between alternative markets for farm produce

is usual. There fore the zones of land use intensity may coalesce or even surround minor

markets.  Refer Figure 26.
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The nesting of milk producing areas within

areas producing other animal products and

crops is perhaps the most frequently

occurring illustration of the influence of

competing markets (Figure 27). In New South

Wales, milk producing areas are focused

about the coastal markets where as beef

farming is the predominant agricultural

activity along the coast with the animals

being sold to packing houses located in the

longest market centres.

2.5.6 UNIFORM TRANSPORTATION

COSTS

Accessibility from all points of a region is

never equal and transportation costs seldom

vary uniformly with distance. The first mile

is more costly then twentieth. In reality, the

gradients of declining net profit would be

slower than the diagrams have indicated. A

more realistic presentation would require a

variety of transportation costs within the area.
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Improvements in transportation, also distort the concentric pattern of land use. Roads,

railways and rivers improve accessibility and land use changes to reflect this economic

advantage.

2.5.7 INTENSIVE AND EXTENSIVE SYSTEMS

Capital and labour intensive systems of land use are clustered about the most populated

areas where capital and labour are concentrated. Remote lands are occupied by extensive

systems of agriculture like pastoralist and commercial grain growing.

2.5.8 RATIONAL FARMERS

Few farmers even those associated with agribusiness corporations make decisions

exclusively on the basis of economic return. As has been shown previously, they seldom

have complete information on alternatives and are control with "satisfactory" rather than

"optimal" returns. In addition, cultural food preferences and religious proscriptions

influence decisions.

2.5.9 TOWARDS A MORE REALISTIC MODEL OF LAND USE

The Von Thunen model provides a simple but extremely useful analogue model of exchange

behavior. It helps us to understand the rudiments of decision making by farmers. However,

as the above discussion of the assumptions has indicated, it can be improved and

represented as a symbolic model (Dunn 1954, Rushton 1969). Equations have been

developed that allow economic rent to be estimated for different crops by including

variables indicating (Refer Figure-28).

(i) Market price in different markets.

(ii) Yield as it varies for each crop within the region.

(iii) Transportation cost as the rate varies with distance.

(iv) Production cost as a way of incorporating the advantage of location adjacent

to transportation corridors.

2.5.10 DISTANCE AND LAND USE AT THE MICRO LEVEL

In addition to its effect upon agricultural organization distance also affects individual

decisions as farmers seek to economize on efforts. The most intensively used fields are

those closest to the farmstead. On a New Zealand dairy farm, distant pastures are of poorer

quality and often are reserved for hay and silage. Where farmhouses are clustered in

villages the decrease in land use intensity is Zonal. Farmers operate parcels of land in

each zone and use them at different indensities. About the Sicilian village of Canicatti,

vines and olives releive the highest application of labour and are located within 2 miles

of the village. Beyond a distance of 2 miles arable land for wheat and barley predominates

because these crops requires less attention.
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Man is economizer. Farmers like the rest of us, confirm in the principle of least effort

so that land use patterns at both the farm and regional level reflecting a zonal gradation

of intensity. Von Thunen conceptualized this principle as a model of human behavior,

in which intensity of use diminishes with distance from the market. A similar principle

is invoked as an explanation for industrial location.

2.5.11 THE LOCATION OF INDUSTRY

Compared with agricultural and commercial activities, attempts to represent the elements

of industrial location as a simple model of economic behavior is a frustrating experience

choosing location for industries is a complex decision with considerations given to :-

1. Location of resources and markets.

2. Changing demand for products.

3. Transportation costs for assembly and distribution.

4. Variations in manufacturing costs principally in labour cost, but also in land cost,

costs of heating and cooling the plant disposal of waste and corporate and inventory

taxes.
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5. Scale of operations.

6. Techniques of production - labour intensive or capital intensive.

7. Governmental policy that serves to encourage industry to locate in special areas

by guaranteeing markets providing land and/or trained employees and tax

deductions.

8. Availability of capital.

9. Agglomeration economics achieved through availability of specialised services and

inter industry linkages between suppliers within specialized manufacturing regions.

10. Amenity factors, such as superior schools or location adjacent to a college or

university which offers a pool of prospective employees. Mild climate cultural

amenities to management.

First industry is more clustered than

population there is a definite markets,

orientation as entrepreneurs prefer to

locate plants within major markets. And

within the metropolitan area itself,

manufacturing is concentrated near CBD,

along transportation, corridors, and in

suburban industrial parks. Industry

normally occupies less than 10% of all

urban land. Refer Figure 29.

A second generalization recognize the

role of transportation. Both the assembly

of material and the distribution of

finished product involves transportation,

when other elements are assumed to be

equal then transportation cost provides a

basis for evaluating alternative production

sites.

2.5.12 ALTERNATIVE LOCATIONS

By utilizing Figure-28 and assuming that decisions on the capital, labour and material

inputs. The techniques of production and the scale of the enterprise have been made

industrial location then can be considered a function of the (Figure 29A) exchange between

assembly costs and distribution costs. In the simple case assuming that all other demands

are uniform and that transportation costs are proportionate to distance, location can be

at the raw maternal site, any place or in between market.

CASE 1:

Let us designate as case 1 any location that can be exchanged for another without increasing

transportation costs. The manufacture of pencils would be one such example since transportation

cost in negligible and commodity can be stored easily Refer Figure 29 A.
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CASE 2:

When assembly costs increase at a faster rate than distribution cost, location the production

place is an advantage Refer Figure 29 B. Fruit canning fits this description because canned

fruit can be distributed more economically than ripe fruit can be assembled.

2.6 SUMMARY:

The type of agriculture practised in any area is determined by the both physical and

socioeconomic factors. The environmental factors of climate, soil and relief impose certain

restraints and limitations upon the range of crops that may be successfully cultivated and

the types of livestock that may be profitably reared in an area. However within any

particular environment many choices and orphans are normally open to the farmer. These

include farm, size, type of tenure, consumer demand, transport and marketing facilities,

the availability of capital and government subsidies and support policies classification

and delimitation of agricultural regions on a world scale presents many problems. These

arise chiefly from the inadequacy of the data base and the constant changing character

of farming activity in response to social economic and technological development.

2.7 ACTIVITY / PROJECT:

1- Show the distribution of the following crops on the world / India map.

(a) Rubber, Rice, Wheat, Tea, Coffee, Cotton, Sugarcane and .

2- Visit a farm in your neighborhood and find out the following information. Also discuss

the findings and name the type of farming which is prevalent there.

(a) Area of farm.

(b) The crops which are grown (whether rotation and fallowing is followed).

(c) Cultivation methods and implements being used.

(d) Total Cost in crop season and income to the house hold.

2.8 QUESTIONS

(1) How are the economic activities influenced by physical environment, explained with

reasons?

(2) Describe Salient features of Location of Economic activities.

(3) Discuss the economic and cultural impact of economic activities on environment.

(4) What do you understand by the theory of agricultural location? Discuss Von-thunen

theory of agricultural location.
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(5) What are the bases of delimitation agricultural regions and describe the

characteristics of any one of them in detail.

(6) Define agricultural region of India, what criteria are used to delimit it.

(7) Divide India into agricultural regions (according to Randhawa, 1958) and describe

their chief characteristics.

(8) Explain social impact of crop combination on agricultural activities in market.

(9) Divide India into agricultural regions according to Gupta and Dayuk, 1968 and

explain the Chief Characteristics of each of the region in details.

(10) What do you understand by Crop-combination and diversification.

(11) Differentiate between freehold ownership and state ownership.

(12) Discuss in brief that how does a (i) market, (ii) transport, (iii) labour, (iv) capital,

and (v) government policies, influence the agricultural produce. Give some

examples, if possible.

(13) Describe various problems of delimination and classification.

(14) Choosing a location for industry is a frustrating experience. What are the various

considerations to be given to choose a location for any industry? Explain.
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3.0 OBJECTIVES:

The questions 'where' and 'why' are basics in geography, and in any study of industry,

the location of industry 'where' and reasons for that location 'why' need to be identified

and analysed. The task of industrial geographer is to collect and organise the necessary

data so that specific locations and general distributions can be mapped. This task is not

as simple as it might appear for there are a number of problems to be solved.

3.1 INTRODUCTION:

The real world is complex but there would seem to be some order in this complicity

and one of the fundamental task of the geographers is to simplify this reality to allow

the order to be demonstrated. Industrial location theories have been developed to explain

why industry is located as it is but the emphasis on finding the optimum location, however

valuable this may be as concept has meant that many of the theories have not been

applicable when tested against reality. Recently there has been a change of emphasis with

more attention being given to finding the margins within profitable locations can be made

explaining deviations from the optimum, especially by examining decisions making

behavior.

3.2 CLASSIFICATION OF INDUSTRY:

Industry may be classified in many ways,

however, the one that serves to illustrate the

economic process of exchange and role of

transportation cost is based upon the

association between assembly and

distribution costs ( Figure 30). The United

Nations defines manufacturing as a

mechanical or chemical transformation of

inorganic or organic substances into new

products, whether the work is performed by

power-driven machinery or by hand. Whether

it is done in a factory, or in the worker's

home, and whether the products are sold by
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wholesaler or retailer. This is a very wide definition, however 'manufacturing is more

generally restricted to modern manufacturing industry with its sophisticated products and

elaborate edifices characterised by complex methods the specialisation of labour the use

of machinery and inanimate power modern manufacturing employs a largs proportion of

the working population and its vast output has enabled the industrilised countries to

develop a distinct and very favoured type of economy.

It would be useful at the outset to explain what is meant by the term industry in general

terms represents a different type of economic activities. Fishing, gorestry, agriculture and

mining are primary activities, concerned with production of raw materials for both

foodstuffs and industrial use, while the processing, fabrication and manufacture of these

primary products are known as secondary activities. These activities are linked by the

tertiary activities, which are basically concerned with the distribution of primary and

secondary products through the systems of transport, wholesaling and retaining. In recent

years as economic organisation has become more complex, a further subdivision has

necessary, and it is now recognized that there is a quaternary group concerned with

education research and communication activities. This sector is especially concerned with

education research and development and developing science based industrial complexes

such as Boston Massachusetts.

3.2.1 RESOURCE ORIENTATION:

Industries that utilise bulky or perishable raw materials normally seek locations close to

the source of raw material. Mining illustrates this type of location. Production is oriented

to the spatially restricted sources of raw material. Here at the source, the ore is refined

to eliminate waste material and concentrate the mineral. Small special purpose towns

develop around these extraction centers.

Aluminum smelting is a special case in which the source of cheap electric power is a

critical factor in the transformation of bauxite aluminum oxide into alumina ingots that

are shipped to markets for processing into light weight but bulky finished products such

as window and the door frames. Bauxite occurs widely, but sources of cheap hydro electric

power are limited to previous glaciated mountain areas like those found in British

Columbia, Quebec, Norway, and southern New Zealand.

3.2.2 MARKET ORIENTATION

The location of market oriented industries having high distribution costs is positively

correlated with the location of population. The bottling of soft drinks, beer and milk are

good examples of such industries. Other industries like printing and the production of

office equipment and supplies locate within their market because of the need for speedy

service and the personal relationship which develops between supplier and purchaser.

Location in major metropolitan market areas conveys two additional advantages for

industries whose distribution costs exceed assembly costs.

(i) A Large volume of sales produces economies of scale that offset the distribution
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cost to distant markets.

(ii) The separation of major metropolitan centres makes it possible for regional

producers to dominate a particular market.

The cost of product may be slightly higher because they are near customers, they are

able to manufacture to satisfy local demand. This is true for steel fabricating plants,

petroleum refineries, furniture makers and the manufactures of electrical components.

3.2.3 OPTIMAL ORIENTATION AND IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY

Many industries can be either market or resource oriented because of their ability to

rearrange (exchange) the techniques of production, so as to maximize the profitability

of alternative locations. Usually several raw materials are used in the production process

and many markets are supplied. A metropolitan or market location prevails in most

instances. Metropolitan areas offer an inherent demand for goods and provide access to

a pool of trained labour. It is for

this reason that a market

orientation is indicated alongside

optional choice locations Refer

Figure 31.  Normally the non

transportation elements of

industrial location are influential in

determining location for these

industries as there are many inputs

of production that can be

rearranged to suit different sites.

Alternative locations for iron and

steel industry in the United States

illustrate how this rearrangement

occurs.

The iron and steel industry has

always been highly transport

oriented. Sites near raw material

sources commanded as early

advantage, but the increased use of

scrap steel and imported ore and

improved technology have resulted

in and increase in productions near

markets. As technology improved

less coal was required. Steel

making shifted to more accessible

industrial sites fairly close to but

not on the coal fields such as

Cleveland, Erie, Chicago, Detroit
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and Youngstown, where coal and iron are supplies could be brought together and steel

making integrated with industrial plants.

The availability of high grade imported ore from Latin America and Northwestern Africa,

together with the reuse of scrap steel aided development of the market orientation. The

pattern of iron and steel production reflects both the inertia of the original locations and

the comparative advantage of market oriented production where scrap is combined with

imported ore and pig iron. The maximum profit plants have been developed in variations

by substituting different techniques of production. The cost of over coming distance

protects local steel markets, although there is substantial variation in the production

techniques used in each region. Exchange between regions is limited because substitution

of raw materials and fuel has enabled production to occur in places with different

capabilities. Distance remains a factor in determining modern industrial location and

models based upon the friction of distance still enable us to outline the essence of industrial

location. Industry like commerce is present in different forms and functions within the

metropolitan area specialised urban land use zones not unlike the specialised zone

identified by the Von Thunen model of rural land use, can be identified.

3.2.4 THE LOCATION OF URBAN ACTIVITIES

There have been several attempts to generalize the Von Thunen model into an urban land

use model. Although these models help us to conceptualize urban land use patterns, they

leave much to be desired for several accounts.

(i) Urban economic processes are complex. There is no single market, so housing

and industrial and commercial markets have different foci. Each requires

separate models.

(ii) Locational choice precludes other alternatives so that when one location is

chosen for one activity it eliminates others, in agriculture field may be used

for different crops each year, but it is

difficult to change factories into homes.

(iii) Many more people are involved in urban

land use who make decisions on

comparatively small units of land.

(iv) Economic process in urban areas especially

for residential use are obstructed by social

and political processes.

Notwithstanding these criticisms it is useful to

provide a conceptual overview by presenting the

centric, sector and multinuclei models Refer Figure

32 of urban land use and all three are based upon

the principle that there is a limited area of high value

intensity used commercial land CBD, and both land

value and land use intensity decline with distance

from, or accessibility to the centre.
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3.2.5 A CONCENTRIC MODEL

The concentric model is a direct replication of the Von Thunen model using urban land

use that decreases in intensity form the CBD Refer Figure 33 the zonation of urban

structure consists of :

(i) A business, administrative and retail core; the CBD comprising those activities

that requires access to the entire urban area and that are able to pay for this

accessibility.

(ii) A transitional zone; formerly containing manufacturing plants and homes of the

most prestigious families but now afflicted by urban blight. It is characterised

by the following mixture of, land uses warehouses, some central manufacturing

and parking lots tenement housing skid row and transportation facilities; and

high-rise apartments where urban renewal has occurred on view commanding

locations.

(iii) Multifamily apartments and older single- family residential areas; occupied by

low - income families.

(iv) Single family homes; with increasing plot sizes occupied by medium and high

income families.

(v) Peripheral manufacturing and wholesale activities in single story, park like

settings.

(vi) The rural urban fringe with some commuting.
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The ideal concentric structure with decreasing intensity of land use seldom occurs. The

nearest approximation to the ideal comes in port-cities that are economically dominated

by export activities. Planned cites like Adelaide in Australia, where CBD is surrounded

by magnificent parks also preserve the concentric pattern.

3.2.6 THE SECTOR THEORY

Although the concentric nature of land use in the central city is often preserved the outer

zones are effected by the variation  in accessibility along transportation corridors Refer

Figure 33B a railroad or freeway will distort the concentric pattern sectors of industrial

and Warehouse use  parallel the corridor cities high value housing moves away form this

corridor and low value housing is on the other side of backs that have developed around

rail roads or along highways like Fresno, California, and Calgary, Alberta, exhibit sectoral

patterns.

3.2.7 MULTINUCLEI THEORY

Both the concentric and sector models have shortcoming when applied to the modern

metropolis in which automobiles have increased accessibility to many nodes of activity.

Even with relatively uniform physical enviorment as is seen in cities of American mid

west. Land rent does not declines uniformly with distance from CBD. There is a noticeable

peaking at the intersections of transportation arteries. This reflects the additional rent that

commercial activities are willing to pay for accessible locations. As a result, several

commercial nuclei exist throughout the metropolis Refer Figure 33 C. adjoining the CBD

are wholesale and light manufacturing zones and remnant neighborhoods occupied by older,

poorer and frequently poverty level families. Extensions of the CBD extend along major

arteries toward high income residential areas as the result of the attempt by managers

of CBD corporations who dwell in the leafy suburbs to minimize their journey to work.

Elements of all three models of

urban structures can be

observed in most metropolitan

areas. The CBD represents the

site of maximum accessibility

and land value Refer Figure

34. Land value decreases

towards the periphery but is

modified by two elements.

(i) Major transportation

corridors that ridges of

higher value : and.

(ii)Intersections of major

corridors that create

secondary peaks- nuclei

of commercial uses
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such as shopping centre of the city and each other.

Urban land values may be represented as a conical hill with ridges peaks and valley Refer

Figure 35 Accessibility and amenity factors underlie the Structure with commercial and

industrial activities the most susceptible to change with improvements in transportation.

Both in urban and rural areas people are willing to exchange resources effort, time and

money to obtain something of value or utility. Commercial locations that will maximize

sales industrial location that will minimize costs and agricultural locations that will

maximize economic rent are eagerly sought. As a result of this economic behavior

reasonable models of commercial, industrial and agricultural use can be developed.

Distance has been integral to all models for the location and arrangement of economic

activities. The cost of over coming distance adds to production cost so that on efficient

enterprises in any area soon looses advantage when it must transship goods to distance

markets. It is also compels enterprises to develop technological changes to offset the

comparative advantage of places with superior locations. In this manner, the economy

of regions becomes diversified and creates additional challenges for geographical analysis.

Despite its pervasive nature, the economic process seldom provides an analysis explanation

or spatial organisation.
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Therefore, for adequate explanations of spatial organization we must combine our

knowledge of economic behavior with information about the social, political and

psychological bases of behavior.

3.3 RESOURCE BASED AND FOOT LOOSE INDUSTRIES

Etymologically, the word 'resource' is related to source. The prefix re-meaning 'again'

suggests dependability through time as indicated in the word relies used in the first

dictionary definition. Resource are thus means on which human societies depend for a

long period of time. (Zimmermann E.W. 1951), defines resources as "features of the

environment which are considered to be capable of serving man's needs. They are given

utility by the capabilities and wants of man." (Smith J. Russel Phillips, 1955), on the

other hand, define resources as "merely environment functioning in the service of man."

According to another definition, "resource is an attribute or capacity" function or operation

of any object or material which becomes an asset to man and which he can rely upon

and assess.

Thus all the means used to fulfill some definite objectives may be termed as resources.

A thing object or element becomes a resource only when it has the capacity to fullfil

man's need or performs the function which benefits man.  Recourse is those means which

satisfy man's need wholly or partially and lead to human welfare. Thus man and resources

are inter-dependent. though thousands of natural elements occur in the environment, not

all of them are resources in the true sense of the term. These objects or elements attain

meaning only when they combine with human characteristic knowledge, social and political

organizations and his ability to use them. Any material which can be transformed in away

that it becomes more valuable and useful can be termed as a resource. Resources have

tangible and intangible aspects coal, iron, petroleum, copper, wood etc are tangible things

and at the same time intangible things such as knowledge, health, social organization

political stability, freedom wise policies etc are also resources because these elements

play a major role in satisfying human needs ultimate in the development of man.

Zimmermann while defining resources laid emphasis on three aspects viz.

(i) On which man is dependent.

(ii) Which satisfies man's needs and

(iii) Mans physical and mental abilities to make use of opportunity

The existence of resources depends on the person assessing them. Accordingly, resources

may be either subjective or objective. Subjective resources perform the dual function

positive as well as negative, while the letter (negative) help man to come out of difficulties

and to remove.

3.3.1 CONCEPTS OF RESOURCES:

Resources have largely been studied by economists and natural scientists, especially
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geographers. In many of these studies one can notice a number of misconceptions for

example, there is a strong tendency to identify resources with substances or tangible things

viz coal, iron copper petroleum  etc. which are easily recognized and are important

resources, but at same time intangible aspects, such as knowledge, social organization,

and freedom health are often ignored.

In fact, resources evolve out of the dynamic interaction between these two groups of

factors. But the significance of cultural factors in relations to resources is perhaps most

clearly discerned during periods of rapid change cultural change is a complex but not

a haphazardly phenomenon.

Similarly scholars remained pre-occupied with so called natural resources at the expense

of human cultural resources. This tendency precludes a clear comprehension of the true

nature of resources and a full grasp of their extend. In the above context  the concept

of resources may be clearly be categorized into two different schools i.e. (i) static school

and (ii) dynamic school.

This static concept of resources is advocated by one school such has Yates P. Lamertine

who maintains "resources one what you make them"

(i) The static school (concept):

The scholars of this school believe that resources are static and fixed and they can not

be expanded. According to these scholars the river, the forests, the mineral recourses,

etc all are resources whether being used by man or not. The later, geographers began

to study resources though without a scientific basis. The static school was however beset

with some misconceptions about resources.

(a) The static school erroneously believed that resources include only the physical any

tangible things it is true that physical things like coal, iron, petroleum etc, are

important resources but the intangible features like education, healthwise policies

are important.

(b) The common belief that resources are merely capital is also a misconception. In

fact resources are some of objects both tangible as well as intangible and interaction

between these objects, conditions, relations and policies. Resources are not fixed

they are as dynamic as the civilization itself. They are like living environments

which evolve through human behavior and enterprise. Human knowledge is perhaps

the greatest of all resources.

(c) The static school believes that resources are universal on the contrary in nature,

resistances out number resources.

(ii) The dynamic school (concept)

(Peach W.N. and James A 1972) "Resources are not they become" is the statement of

the dynamic, functional, operational school which insist against the expanding of the static

school. According to them "Resources are living phenomena, expanding or contracting
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in response to human effort and behavior to a large extend, they are man's own creation.

Zimmermann opines that physical environment or nature is "neutral stuff" and is the human

culture which determines which elements are considered to be "Resources or resistances".

3.3.2 FUNCTIONAL THEORY OF RESOURCES

The essence of this theory is that an object or an element becomes a resource only when

its function ability to satisfy a human need has been developed by man. All geographers

including Zimmermann agree that resources serve the cause of man and human welfare

they believes that all the natural phenomena are not beneficial to man, earth quakes, floods,

storms, poisons etc hinter human progress and welfare and as such cannot be called

resources.

Resources are not physical or nature only, they include human or cultural resources too.

Thus a healthy and educated society, technical know how technological skills etc. which

are beneficial to man may be designated as resources. Thus the functional, operational

and dynamic theory of resources postulates that:

(i) Resources are functional and operational.

(ii) They are man's creation.

(iii) They are dynamic.

According to Jobler, these are following stages of resources utilization:-

(i) Stage of scarcity:

In pre industrial revolution period, resources were scarce and their production was less

because technology of their exploitation had not developed then.

(ii) Stage of abundance:

During the period between the industrial revolution and 1950, new resources were

developed.

(iii) Stage of changing abundance:

After 1950, the abundance of resources coupled with unlimited demand for raw materials

put a heavy demand on labour and capital.

(iv) Future Scarcity:

In modern times natural resources are depleting at a fast rate and growing scarce.

(v) Changing value of resources:

Resources are Refer Figure 36 themselves is nothing but a collection of certain elements.
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3.4 TYPES OF RESOURCES:

Resources may be classified in a number of ways. The objective of classification (Table

3) would primarily decide how we put a resource under a particular category. The

classification of resources depending upon different bases has been given.

3.4.1 CLASSIFICATION OF RESOURCES ON THE BASIC OF RENEWABILITY

As soon as we start utilising a resource it is but natural to worry about the period for

which it last while some resources get exhausted soon, there are others which last for

long period thus depending upon the availability of resources over a period of time,

resources may be classified into three categories (i) renewable, or non exhaustible: (ii)

non renewable or exhaustible and (iii) cyclic resources.

Resources which can be renewed along with their exploitation are always available for

human use. Hence they are called renewable resources. For example forests are renewable

resources. For obtained wood from forest trees are felled. Formation of certain resources

such as iron ore, coal and mineral oil has taken several thousand years. Once they are

used they can not be easily replenished. Therefore, if they are exploited at a large scale,

they will deplete fast. Hence such resources are called non renewable or exhaustible. For

certain resources there is no final use as they can be used continuously, for example,

water is used for industrial and domestic purposes. It can be cleansed and used again.

Such resources which can be used again and again are termed cyclic resources.

3.4.2 CLASSIFICATION OF RESOURCES ON THE BASIS OF ORIGIN

Resources found on the earth may be classified into two categories on the basis of their

origin - (a) biotic (b) abiotic.
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(a) Biotic resources are obtainable from biosphere. Forests and all forest products, crops,

birds and animals, fish and other marine life forms are examples of biotic resources, coal

and minerals oil have also originated from organic matter and hence are kept under this

category. For example, forest and livestock resources are renewable but coal and mineral

oil are non renewable.

(b) All such resources which have been composed of non living things are called abiotic

resources. Land, water and minerals e.g., iron; copper, lead and gold are abiotic resources.

Minerals are formed as a result of different processes taking place beneath the earth's

surface. The process of their formation is extremely slow and hence those resources start

depleting after their utilisation while some abiotic resources are found extensively e.g.

bauxite and iron other are found is a limited area e.g. gold and silver. Some abiotic

resources are found as nodules in oceans e.g. nodules of copper and manganese, India

has obtained the technology of exploiting these mineral nodules from ocean beds. The

United Nations has granted permission to India to exploit the poly - metallic nodules

over an area of 1, 50,000 Sq kms in the Indian Ocean. India is the first country to obtain

such a right. The National institute of oceanography, Goa, has played a leading role in

the resources and development of the mining technique.

3.4.3 CLASSIFICATION OF RESOURCES ON THE BASIS OF UTILITY

Every resource has some utility. Some are used as food articles, some as raw materials

and others as the sources of energy, in the early stages of the economic development.

The man first obtained those resources which were used as food. Salt available in the

form of mineral is a food article. It is also known as Lahore Salt in north India. A large

amount of food is obtained from vegetation. Besides wild fruits and roots, man has

obtained cereals, beverages and vegetables through agriculture. Milk, meat, and eggs are

obtained from domestic animals and birds. Raw materials form the basis for industrial

development are considered an important factor. These are derived from minerals

vegetation (natural and cultivated) and animals (wild and domestic) minerals such as iron

ore, coal, limestone, bauxite etc. are used as raw materials in different industries.

Some raw materials such as wood, wild fibres and seeds, barks, corks and sea -weeds

are obtained from natural vegetation. Similarly example of agricultural raw materials are

cotton jute, rubber, oil seeds, tobacco, sugarcane and beetroat.

Animals, both wild and domesticated provide different kinds of raw materials. Hides, furs,

horns, ivory etc. are obtained from wild animals, fish, sponge, fungi etc. are used for

making various products likewise we get different kinds of raw material from domestic

animals e.g. wool and hide from sheep, yak, goat and camel and silk from cocoon.

Energy is required in every sector of the economy. Agriculture, forestry; mining, transport

and communication etc. depend upon one form of energy or the other. Development of

industries is based on the energy resources. Similarly development of trade, transport and

communication etc. also depends upon energy resources. Some energy resources are
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exhaustible e.g. coal minerals. But some other energy resources have unlimited resources

e.g. running water, solar energy, tidal energy, wind energy and geothermal energy. The

conservation of exhaustible energy resources is extremely necessary because economic

development in the future and its continuity would depend upon the availability of these

resources.

3.5 INDUSTRIAL REGIONS OR COMPLEXES

The interdependence of industries increases with the development in the scale of industrial

production. Thus they take advantage of the existing infra-structures. For example, when

industry is established, certain infra-structure such as power, water means of transport

etc. are also developed with an increase in industrial activity, some other facilities such

as banking skilled labour, experienced managers financial advisory services, research and

development facilities are also available. Thus the cluster of similar or interdependent

industries develops in the region. These clusters are known as industrial complexes. For

example of such industrial complexes are Petro-chemical industrial complex along the

coast of the Gulf of Mexico in USA, Ural industrial complex in Russia and Rhine valley

industrial complexes in Europe, several factors are responsible for the growth of industrial

complex or region are direct, and  other one indirect such as historical, political and

social.

3.5.1 INDUSTRIAL COMPLEXES OF NORTH AMERICA

The huge industrial region of North America extends between St Lawrence valley of

Canada in the north and southern Appalachians in the south from Missouri and Mississippi

valley in the west to the Atlantic coast in the east. The maritime ring of North America
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is a highly industrialised region. This industrial region is not homogenous from the view

point of industrial structure product specializations have developed within region. A very

important complex of North America (Figure 37) located south of Ontario or and the

great lakes and the St. Lawrence valley. Textile industry was the basis of industrial

development in New England region but now this region has became importance for

manufacturing machinery, metals, woolen, textiles, cars, ship building, food processing

and plastic and leather goods. There are a number of copper based industries in the

cannecticut valley. A number of factors are responsible for the industrial development

of New England region. European immigrants settled first in this region. The Great Lake

region is the most important  industrial complex of United States of America. This region

has diversified industrial activities. Pitts berg, Wheeling, Youngstown and Cleveland are

centres of iron and steel and machinery industries. Detroit is famous centre for motor

car and aeroplane industry, car and its spare parts are manufactured at Pontiac and Flint.

Iron and steel industry dominates the landscape from Gary to Chicago. Chicago has been

an important centre for beef industry. In the Mid Atlantic, coastal region comprising states

of New-York, New Jessey, and Mary land. Eastern Pennsylvania and East Virginia,

specialization has been attained in garments industry. In middle part of New York and

territory there is a narrow belt running from Albany to Buffalo where textiles, utensils

camera and lens industries have developed. Brimingham is an important centre of iron

and steel, textiles, machinery and chemical fertilizers industries.

In Southern United States of America, an industrial complex lies from Carolina to

Louisiana and Texas. Atlanta and Houston are important industrial centres. Textiles,

tobacco and timber industries are important in North Carolina while Texas, Oklahoma

and Arkansas specialise in food processing, petro-chemicals and chemical industries.

3.5.2 INDUSTRIAL COMPLEXES OF EUROPE

Is the birth place of industrial revolution. The industrial complex in the west of Europe

extends from the central region of United Kingdom to Poland in the east and from Sweden

in the north to Po-valley of Italy in the south. London and its environs have many textile,

chemical and engineering industries are located on the bank of the river Thames. In the

middle region Birmingham is a centre of iron and steel and heavy machinery industries.

North-eastern region is also known for manufacturing iron and steel, ship building and

railways goods industry. The other important iron and steel region is south Wales. Coal-

bridge, Mother well and Hamilton are chief steel producing towns.

The most important industrial complex of Europe is the Rhine river valley. The industrial

complexes of north Rhine River extend from Switzerland to Germany. Rhine waterway

and availability of hydro electric power are main factors for the development of industries

in the region.

The major industries are leather, textile, timber, car, chemical, glass, paper, pulp and

electrical photographic materials etc. Strasburg, Mannheim and Stuftgart are main

industrial centres in this complex.
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Rich coal resources are located in the lower Rhine valley, besides this important power

resources, this region is very well connected with railways Rhine water way and a number

of canals.

In France, complex based on iron and steel industry has developed from Nancy to Saarland

in the Loraine Saar region. Nancy and Metz are important centres of heavy industries.

Another Important industrial complex has developed between northern France and Belgium

based on the Coal fields of Camber, Meuse and Campaign. This complex is important

for iron, zinc, arms, and glass industries. Liege is the centre of manufacturing guns, pistols

and other fire arms. Charleroi is an important centre of glass industry. Match paper and

pulp, and timber industries on the forest resources have developed in southern Sweden

from Stockholm to the southern bank of Lake Vanern. The north Silesian industrial complex

is located in the upper valley of Odra River where important industries are chemicals,

textiles and engineering. In Po-river valley of Italy, car, aeroplane, railway engine and

textile industries have developed in the industrial complex located between Turin and

Milan cities.

3.5.3 INDUSTRIAL COMPLEXES OF THE FORMER USSR

European part of the former USSR was industrially more developed but after second world

war Asiatic port also witnessed rapid industrial development. Traditional industrial

complex of the former USSR is located within the triangle formed by the line joining

ST. Petersburg, Odessa and Nizhni Navgorod. It's centre is Moscow, around Moscow and

Tula surrounded by shcherbakov in the north, Smotensk in the west, Bryansk in the south

and Nizhni Novgorod in the east, there is an important industrial complex. Jvanovo is

a textile centre, Yaruslaul, Rybinsk, Kiro and Nizhni Novgorod are important centres of

machinery transport goods and metal industries. Located between Kharkov in the north

Odessa, in the south kieve in the west and Donets river basin in the east, is the important

iron and steel heavy industry complex of Ukraine. Based on the iron ore of krivoi Rog

and coal of Donsab iron and steel has been the major industry of this region.

Dnepropetrovsk, Dneprozherzhinsk, and Zaporozhy are important iron and steel centres.

This region suffered great destruction during the second world war and this experience

was responsible for adopting policy of eastward shift of Soviet industry.

Ural region has very rich iron ore deposits. It is linked with kuzbas coal region by Trans-

siberian railway. The industrial axle of Ural complex is Yekaterinburg. Tractor and

agricultural machinery, aeroplane, chemical and machinery industries are important in this

complex. Nizhny Tagil, Chelyabinsk and Magnitogorsk are important iron and steel centres.

Central Volga region has traditionally been an agriculturally important region but after

the discovery of mineral oil, it developed into a major industrial complex. Kazan in the

north, Kuybyshev and Saratov in the centre and Volgograd in the south are major industrial

centres. This complex has varied efficient transport. Volga River has been dammed at

Kuybyshev to create a large reservoir to generate hydroelectric power. This complex has

very efficient transport network. Moscow-bolga and Bolga don canals are navigable and
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provide cheap inland water transport.

Kuznetsk basin in western Siberia has rich deposits which is transported to the Ural region.

The returning wagons after emptying the coal bring iron ore from Ural region. This is

known as Ural kuznetsk combine. Novokuznetsk is the major iron and steel centre.

Novosibisk is the centre of machinery industry. A chemical, agricultural machinery and

timber industries are other important industries in this complex. A small industrial complex

has developed south of Lake Baikal which has been greatly facilitated by Trans-Siberian

railway, Irkutsk chemerknoovo, Ulanude are the centres of agricultural machinery, mining

machinery and wood - based industries. Chita is an important centre of making for goods.

An industrial belt has developed along the line joining Dushanbe. Bishkek and Alma Ata

in central Asia. This region is an important cotton producing region due to the development

of irrigation. Vladivostok located in the far eastern part of Russia is the terminal station

of Trans-Siberian railway as well as a very important port of pacific coast.

Knabrovsk is a centre of agricultural machinery and food processing industries. Flour

milling, cement and wood based industries have been established at Komasomolsk.

3.5.4 INDUSTRIAL COMPLEXES OF JAPAN

Japan is one of the important industrial countries of the world. Industrial complexes have

developed in the coastal plains. In the Kwanto

plains on the eastern coast of Honshu is an

important industrial complex based on iron

and steel. Ship building, Machinery, chemical,

areoplane and textile industry have developed

around Tokyo and Yokohama. Electronic

goods industry has also developed very fast.

Kobe, Osaka and Kyoto are important

industrial centres of the Kinki plain industrial

complex Refer Figure 38. Nagoya industrial

complex has been famous for silk, woolen and

cotton textile. After 1960, the car industry has

developed fast and today it is known as

'Detroit of Japan'. Heavy industries based on

ferrous metallurgy have been developed in

Kita Kyoshu industrial complex Coal is locally

available and iron is imported from outside.

Shimonoseki, Nagasaki, Moji and Wakamatsu

have developed as an iron and steel centres.

The hilly terrain with fast flowing rivers

provided favorable conditions for the

development of hydro - electric power.
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Japanese labour has been extremely disciplined and has worked with sense of commitment.

The electronic industry opticals, camera and car industries are the major industries which

have assumed international importance.

3.5.5 INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX OF CHINA

China has been an agricultural country hence the history of the development of modern

industry is not very old. Southern Manchuria has been an iron and steel producing region.

Shengang is an important iron and steel centre. Car and chemical industries are located

at Changchem. Shansiui, Hobei and Shandong industrial complexes have developed iron

and steel heavy industry and textile industry. A number of small industrial complexes

have developed in the Chang basin. Shanghai is a centre of food processing, ship building,

cement and engineering industries. Wuhan is the main industrial centre in the middle chang

valley. Changing in the upper Chang valley is a centre of cotton and silk textile, fertilizes

and plastic industry.

3.5.6 INDUSTRIAL COMPLEXES OF INDIA

Four industrial clusters have developed in India. (i) The eastern industrial cluster extends

over southen Bihar, West Bengal and Orisea. This region is rich in cool, ironore and

other minerals. Hence iron and steel industry has developed in Kulti - Burnpur,

Jamshedpur, Durgapur, Bokaro and Rourkela. Jute mills dominate at the industrial

landscape on the banks of Hoogly. The main factors responsible for the development of

this industrial complex besides availability of minerals are the power resources from

Damodar valley corporation cheap labour from thickly populated states and efficient means

of transport.  (ii) The second major industrial complex in India has developed in the

Mumbai hinterland extending between Mumbai and Vadodara through Surat and Bharuch.

This complex is famous for cotton and chemical industries but now it has become

important for petro chemical and pharmaceuticals also. (iii) In the southern states of Andhra

Pradesh, Tamilnadu, Karnataka and Kerala a few small industrial clusters have developed.

The belt comprising of coimbatore Madurai-Madras is dotted with cotton textile electrical

goods, Chemical and leather industries, tool industry at Bangolore shipbuilding and

fertilizer industry at Vishakhapttnam and oil refinery at Cochin. (iv) In a continous belt

of Delhi, Haryana, Panjab and western Uttar-Pradesh, a number of industries have

developed e.g. textiles, machinery, car, electronics, cycle, agricultural machinery and

pharma-ceutical industries.

Some other industrial clusters in India have been established to remove the regional

imbalances. Industries at Bhilai, Ujjain, Bhopal and Jagdishpur are some examples.

3.5.7 INDUSTRIAL COMPLEXES IN THE SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE

Amongst the three southern continents, Australia has developed industrial clusters in the

eastern coastal region. Important centres are Sydney, New castle, Brisbane and Melborne,

Perth is an industrial city on the western coast of Australia. Small industrial clusters have

also developed in South America near Rio-de, Janeiro, Sao Paulo Volta Redondo and Belo
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Horizante. Industrial activity is slattered in chile, Argentina and Venezuela.

Africa is not very developed industrially. Lack of means of transport, low density of

population, extreme climatic conditions and lack of capital in the industries exploited

due to colonialism are some of the reasons for the slow progress of industries in Africa.

Some industries are located in South Africa between the cities of Johannesburg and

Pretona, Capetown, Durban, Part Elizabeth and East Landon are some of the port towns

which have attracted industrial activities.

3.6 THEORIES OF INDUSTRIAL LOCATION WEBER, LOSCH AND

ISARD:

Since the mid 1950s there has been a significant change of emphasis in industrial

geography from observation and description to the development of theory. Until that time,

industrial geographers were largly concerned with case studies of particular industrial

regions, but to desire to make geography more scientific mode esscutial a theoretical

approach to explain the location of industry, and also to predict suitable locations for

future developments.

3.6.1 THE SEARCH FOR ORDER

The real world is clear confusion, and one of the basic questions to be answered in

geography is whether (Figure 39) this reality is chaos or just complexity. Is the distribution

of industry simply random or is it arranged is an ordered pattern. The distribution of

industry is not infact totally random as can be seen from the world pattern of

manufacturing, since it tends to form clusters in certain latitudes.
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The tendency for industries to come together is such a market feature that J.H. Johnson

(1972) has suggested that a concentration theory can be formulated (Figure 40), identifying

hierarchy of concentrations.

The member of the hierarchy are basically classified according to the amount and density

of manufacturing that takes place and also in terms of function and linkage. The basic

unit is the individual plant or factory. Two or more districts form a central place, generally

a manufacturing town such as Swindon, and two or more central places form an urban

system or small conurbation such as Portsmouth Southampton. The two or more urban

systems form industrial zone, such as south Lancashire and at top of the hierarchy is

the industrial belt of Western Europe or North America. The idea of concentration is carried

further and an agglomeration theory is suggested which takes account of the fact that

the amount of manufacturing in conurbations increase as a country develops economically.

The location of particular industries is not totally random either as can be seen from

the fact that many industries have similar locations in different countries. Oil refineries

are Largely situated on the coastal or water ways sites especially in the large oil importing

countries of Western Europe. Japan, despite a recent trend towards market oriented,

pipeline based, in land sites, shipbuilding, sugar and vegetable oil refining show such

as marked location pattern that they have come to be known as "port industries."

3.6.2 ORDER AND THEORY

This tendency for industries to come together and for certain industries to how a typical

location is the combined result of thousands of individual decisions and represents a

common response to certain attractions. These decisions are taken within the framework

of a set of conditions which limits the range of activity of manufactures in same directions

and encourages it in others. These conditions constitute the physical, economic, social

and political environments.
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Attempts to develop such a theoretical framework have been made by both geographers

and economists. Economists with the geographers using a largely inductive approach

drawing general conclusions from his case studies and deductive approach in which a

number of basic conditions are stated and from which conclusions can be deduced.

3.6.3 OPTIMUM LOCATIONS

A central theme in the development of industrial location theories has been the concept

of optimum location that is, for each factory a "best location." In the real world there

is constantly changing the existence of such a place seems improbable, but concept has

value in theory because it represents a standard against which reality can be measured.

The question arises of what is meant by the best location, since the term 'best' could

be interpreted in economic, social or political science. The best location is therefore where

the costs are lowest and revenues are highest, since income minus expenditure equals

profit.

(i) Such locations are diffcult to find, Profitability is not absolute and a basic distinction

must make between longterm and shortterm profitability.

(ii) The whole assumption that actual decisions are made and a profit maiming basis

has been called into question. This is because governments are playing an

increasingly important role in location decision making, subordinating profit to

other social goals such as full employment and also because of the growing

awareness that individuals have other goals than that of money making.

3.6.4 FINDING THE OPTIMUM LOCATION

Because of the practical problems involved in developing maximum profit theories two

principal approaches to location have been developed which examine the questions of

costs and revenue separately. In the first,  "least cost theories" revenues are taken as

being equal at all locations where costs are in costs from place to place are examined

to find the location where costs are least. This is the optimum location.

In the second, "maximum revenue theories" costs are taken as being equal at all locations

and variations in demand are examined to find the location giving the maximum revenue.

This is also the optimum location.

3.6.5 LEAST COST THEORY

There are two general classes of costs that are generally considers in manufacturing

transports costs involved in the collection of raw materials and the distribution of finished

products; and processing costs, such as labour power, capital and services.

To find the least cost location it is necessary to examine spatial variations in these costs

and also to examine the cost structures of different industries since location with low

labour costs will not be very attractive to an industry with small labour cost component

such as oil refining, while as area with high labour costs and cheap power will not attract
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industries with high labour low power component such as textiles.

The most important attempt to develop a theory based on costs came from Weber in (1909).

To reduce the complexity of reality, Weber is common with all other theories to simplify.

His theory assumed that there was a uniform demand for a product at all locations, resulting

in a uniform price, and therefore the plant located at the point of least costs would get

the highest profit.

To find this point, Weber first sought the least transport cost location which he considered

the most important influence using a 'locational triangle' (Figure 41), reality is simplified

to two raw materials M, and M2 and one consumption point C. The least transport cost

point P, is the point at which the total costs of moving raw material are finished products

is least. These costs are calculated by multiplying the weight of material or product by

the distance carried, resulting is a 'pull' being exerted on the production point by each

of the corners of the triangle. Figure 41 a too tones of material M, and two tones of

material M2 are needed to produce one tones of finished product. In a weight losing

manufacturing produces such as iron smelting, the least transport cost location is near

to the sources of the raw material, but in Figure 41b, one tonne of material M, and one

tonne of material M2 are needed to produce two tonnes of finished product and in a

weight gaining industry such as baking a market-oriented location is attractive.

Weber next examined the effects of labour costs on location since he considered that

industries would be located away from the point of view of least transport costs to the

point of least labour costs if savings in the labour costs were greater than any additional

passport costs involved in such a move. In (Figure 42) P, in least transport cost point,

and around this point have been drawn a series of isodanes (cost contours) or lines of

equal transport cost per unit of production from P.There is cheap labour at L1, and L2
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which would reduce costs by 15p per unit of production, and worth while for a

manufacturer to relocate from P in order to take advantage of it any location within 15p

transport isodanes would save more on labour than would be spent on extra transport

and therefore L would be more profitable location than P. Locating at L2 would increase

transport costs more than any saving in Labour costs and would not be attempted. Weber

sew labour costs increasing in importance in location because technological developments

were increasing the efficiency of transport, thus increasing the distance between the

transport isodanes while labour costs were rising relative to other costs. Having combined

the effects of transport and labour costs Weber thirdly examined tendency to agglomerate.

In A, B, C, D and E are  least cost locations, but the firms located there could out their

production costs by f 1 per unit of production it at least three of them operated in the

same location. However they must not incur increased transport costs of over f 1 unit

of production.

In the critical isodanes of f 1 has been drawn Figure 43 round each producer and it is

clear that firms C, D and E could reduce their total costs by locating in the shaded area.

Weber's attempt to find the least transport cost location and then to examine how this

would be modified by other considerations has clear limitations and has been criticised

for being too abstract. The real test of theory is that it should accord with reality, and

empirical studies such as Walter Isard's work on US steel industry and Smith's (1971)

work on weight losing industries in Britain have shown the validity of Weber's conclusions.
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3.6A.6 MAXIMUM REVENUE THEORY

The most important criticism of Weber's theory is its emphasis upon supply, analyzing

the effect of different costs while holding demand constant at a point, thus preventing

from playing a role in plant location, a second school of thought has developed searching

for location that will give the largest revenues. Most producers of goods are likely to

be competing for markets with other producers and their locational decisions will affect

and will be affected by decisions of other producers. This locational interdependence of

firms has been examined by H. Hotelling, who carried to find the location that would

give the maximum sales to two ice - cream sellers on a mile of beach (Figure 44), if

the seller were selling the some brand of ice - cream at same price, and buyers who

were evenly distributed on the beach, went to the nearest seller to avoid walking further

than necessary, then the best location would be at quartiles A and B, giving each seller

half of the beach as his market area.

But supposing seller A moved nearer to the middle of the beach to A1 he would attract
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some of B customers, and so the stable situation would have the sellers standing back

to back in the middle of the beach if buyers were not prepared to walk over a quarter

of a mile for ice - cream. Then locations at A and B would be the stable ones, if the

sellers were selling different brands of ice-cream the one with a well known brands would

capture more of the market, and in this case seller with an unfamiliar product could either

cut his prices to increase his sales at M, or move back to one of the quartiles to get

the custom of those buyers who were not prepared to pay the transport costs of walking

far. From this analogy it is clear that finding the point of maximum revenue is dependent

and a number of factors such as price transport costs and the possibility of substitution,

and that these factors will therefore influence the concentration or dispersal industry.

3.6 B LOSCH 1940; 1954

This sought to explain the size and shape of market area within which a location would

command the largest revenue. Losch simplified the world to a flat uniform plain held

supply constant and assumed that demand for a product decreased with an increase in

the price if the price increase was the result of an increase in the transport costs then

demand would decrease with distance from a production centre.

In Figure 45, demand decreases, if the price increases thus forming a demand curve AQN

assuming that price increase is the result of transport costs by rotating the demand curve

around the production point P the shape of the market area is seen to be circular and

the size of the market area is the volume of the cone AQP.

As competition increases as other producers develop on the plain the market areas become
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hexagonal to avoid overlap and the exclusion of some areas. They also become smaller

as large profits are competed away (Figure 46), each product will have a different market

area depending opon the relative importance of transport costs in its price and different

patterns of market areas will emerge if these patterns are rotated around a common

production centre, some of these patterns will coincide, forming points of maximum

demand which should develop as concentrations of industry.

Losch's theory has been criticized for its abstract nature and its failure to take into account

the problems arising from the location A interdependence of plants. Just Weber was critised

for over emphasising supply so Losch was antecedes for overemphasing demand, but

subsequent attempts to integrate these two aspects by writers such as M. Greenhut and

Walter Isard (1956) have not been totally successful and there is still no usually accepted

theory of location. Emphasis is now being placed on the fact that location decisions are

taken by people and the shady of locational behavior is increasing importance.

3.6B.1 LOCATION AND BEHAVIOUR

The location theories so far discussed have been based on the assumption that the location

decisions were being taken by economic man, totally rational and in possession of perfect

knowledge and seeking the location that would give the maximum profit. Nevertheless

it is still necessary for such men to choose point locations where total costs are lower

than total revenues so that some profit can be made. Locations are much more extensive

than profits. Maximum profit and search is now to find the margins or limits within which

profitable activity can take place and than to explain deviations from the optimum location.

3.6B.2 Spatial Margins to Profitability:
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A theoretical model of these margins has been developed by D.M. Smith which considers

the interaction between costs and revenues in the space in a simple form. The basis of

the model is the fact that total costs and revenues vary from place to place resulting

in a vary profit levels at different locations. The effects of this can be seen by first holding

demand constant, assuming that will result in a constant price and allowing costs to vary

and then by holding costs constant and allowing demand to vary. In Figure 47 to 49

and cost and price are plotted on the vertical axis and distance along the horizontal axis.

In Figure 47 demand is held constant so that price obtained is equal at all points but

costs per unit of production increase with distance from point O, resulting in the V-shaped

space cost curve.

In the case O is the least cost location giving maximum profits and MaMb are the margins

to profitability. In (Figure 48) cost are held constant but demand and therefore the price

that he producer can get varies declining with distance from point O.

This result in the A-shaped space revenue curve. In this case O is maximum revenue

location giving maximum profits and Ma-Mb Are the margins to profitability. In the reality

both costs and demand vary from place to place and the effect of this are seen in (Figure

49) in which costs increase from point A and revenues decrease from point B.

In this case the maximum profit location is at A, despite the fact that it is not the point
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of highest revenues. It can also be seen that space cost and revenue curves might result

in another optimum location. What this figure illustrates is that although there may be

a point of maximum profit, a profitable location may be made any where within the margin

Ma-Mb.

3.6B.3 SUB-OPTIMAL LOCATIONS

Profit maximizing theories assume that all firms are seeking optimum location but in

reality it is difficult, if not impossible for man to optimise because unlike economic man

real man lacks perfect

knowledge and ability and

therefore his location

decisions must reflect

these constraints. At

present there are two main

approaches to the

explanation of how real

world locations are made

the first approach

emphasises that man is an

optimiser but that he

makes his decisions within

the constraints of lack of

information uncertainty

and limited ability. Using
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behavioral matrix, locations within the spatial margins can be analysed and (Figure 50)

the spatial margins of a particular industry have been mapped showing two optional

locations and the locations decisions of industries have been plotted on the matrix.

Industrialist 1 has made the right decision by using good information wisely, but

industrialist 2 is a similar location purely by chance since he has poor information and

little ability to use it. Industrialist 3 is like industrialist 2 but less lucky and since he

is making no profit must soon go out of business. Industrialist 4 is making a profit but

not doing as well as he might because he has not been able to use information available

to him. Industrialist 5 is in a similar location but for different reasons he is vary able

but lacks good information. An industrialist 6 is making a steady profit to the best of

his ability and information.

However it is by no means certain that man is an optimiser and a second explanation

of sub-optimal locations suggests that he is a satisfier prepared to accept locations with

which he is satisfied rather than those which give

maximum profits.

Secondly, most men do not have profit

maximization as their sale aim in life. Most men

work for rewards in addition to money such as

pleasant living and working conditions and it has

been argued that these could be qualified as

psychic income and used as a noncost when

discussing location theory.

3.6C ISARD THEORY

(Isard 1956), has Shown that the regular ( i.e.

equal-area) pattern & hexagons (Figure 51)

suggested by christaller and Losch are unlikely to occur

in practice. Because of the high density of population

at central core postulated by Losch, the size of the

market area here is likely to be smaller while away from

market it is likely to be larger. Isard has produced a

figure. (Figure 52) which remains as many of the

assumptions of the Loschian system as possible, but

introduces this concept of more closely packed centers

near the over all nodal point. Extreme difficulty was

found in working with the hexagonal form and, as the

Figure shows it was impossible to retain both the

hexagon and urbanization economicies.

As Isard points at, the hexagon much as perfect

competition is a pure concept to the economists. It loses
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its significance as a spatial form once the

inevitable agglomeration forces which themselves

inherent in the Loschian system are allowed to

operate. We should not accept regular hexagonal

territories to be generally visible on the earth

surface, since they are probably related not to

geographical space but to populations or income

space.

Hexagons may therefore be thought to be latent

in most human organization but only through

appropriate transformations of geographical space

(Getis 1963) is their form likely to become

apparent. (Isard 1956), through agglomeration

economics Figure-53C.

Each lead to characteristic Figure 53C and 54

transport networks. Other less formal schemes for

regional optima were put forward by Mclean using

a rectangular grid system and kehra and comeya

using modi-fied (Table-4) hexag-onal systems.
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(Isard, 1960) at the regional level, inter regional flows have commonly been set within

the frame work of an inter-regional linear programming model and assessment optimal

flows predicated on this basis.

Assignment of the predicted flows to the existing network
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involves three separate stages of analysis.

(i) Selection of routes  between zones in the network

(ii) Assignment of traffic movements to these routes and

(iii) Adjustment of the loads on each link in the network in the terms of modal

splits and time flow feedbacks.

Selection of routes through the network implies some means of selecting the 'best' route

or good routes where excellence is defined in terms of minimizing some distance or cost

or time between the two cells. Methods for determining 'shortest paths' between vertices.

Shortest distance is however an equivocal term (Binge 1962)  has illustrated six alternative

shortest path networks for a five node problems.

The first network (Figure 54) Shows the

minimum distance network for starting at

a particular point and hovelling to all the

others in the shortest mileage a solution

described by Binge as a 'Paul Reverse' type

of network (Figure 54B) shows a similar

distance problem that of the shortest

distance around the five points:

The traveling salesman problem.

The next two definitions shown in Figure

54C and 54D are for more complete

networks

First hierarchy connecting the point to all

the others and the second for a complete

network connecting any point to all others.

If we examine this solution it appears to

be the complete answer to our network

problem, in that, it contains all the

possible lines for the three solutions that

precede it but as Binge points the shortest

set of lines connecting all five points does

not infect contain any of the elements

shown in the previous diagrams. This

shortest set solution is shown in figure 54E it can be found analytically or by analogues

and its intersections do not include any of the original points.

Finally, (Figure 54F) shows the general to typological case for a network of lines

connecting five points as presented by Beckmann (Binge 1962 P.189) Werner 1969 has
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provided a rigorous review of such minimum lengths networks.

Examinations of the final diagram show that two preceding cases, the completely linked

network (D) and the shortest link network (E) are but special limiting cases of Beckmann's

(1952) general network in their discussion solutions. A and D are regarded as fixed-node

solutions involving, only the original nodes, and solutions E and F as floating node

solutions involving the creation of additional vertices.

In Gould's terminology the original nodes are referred to as pri-points and the additional

nodes as see points (Gould, 1965). Both classes of shortest-distance paths assume that

network solutions consist of straight line paths between arrays of pri-points and sec-points.

Where, however, the design problem is to route across a plane with variable resistance

(where this may be measured in terms of construction costs, traffic generation, etc.) the

optimum location for the path may not neccessarily follow straight-line sections, but may

be made up of arcs of varying radius. This more general problem of path location is

termed as geodesic in this discussion.

3.7 CASE STUDIES OF SELECTED INDUSTRIES: ALUMINUM,

CHEMICAL, OIL REFINING, PETRO-CHEMICAL, ENGINEERING

TEXTILE, COTTON AND WOOLEN.

3.7.1 ALUMINIUM:

Is highly useful metal in the modern world. The properties of aluminum that make it

highly valuable in various industries are lightness, strength, electrical conductivity, and

resistance to corrosion. The pure metal is comparativelly soft and ductile, but when alloyed

with other metals it acquires quality comparable with those of structural steel, silicon,

copper and nickel are the commercial alloys of aluminium. The use of aluminium and

its strong alloys include.

(i) Construction of railroad, equipment, freight containers, commercial truck bodies,

ships, aeroplanes and automobiles.

(ii) Construction of structural metals for bridges and large buildings.

(iii) Foundry and metal working industries.

(iv) Electrical and communication industries, electrical conductors, high tension

transmission lines and transmission towers, electrical coils.

(v) Consumers items such as furniture utensils, refrigerators, air conditions, and

other appliances.

(vi) Packaging items such as aluminum cans for citrus, fruits etc.

3.7.1.1 MODE OF OCCURRENCE OF ALUMINIUM:

Although aluminum is an abundant metal in nature if never occurs as a native metal,

but is typical a component of complex silicates. The only ore that yields aluminum readily
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at a reasonable cost (Table 5) is bauxite which is made up of one or more hydrated

Table-5: Annual production of Bauxite in the world (in lakhs metric tonnes) :-

S. No Country Production % of the total o.p.

1. Australia 449 38.9

2. Gun guinea 170 14.9

3. Jamaica 127 11.0

4. Brazil 120 10.3

5. Greece 67 5.8

6. India 65 5.6

7. Venezuela 51 4.4

8. Russia 42 3.6

9. Surinam 39 3.4

10. Kazakhstan 34 2.9

11. Old Yugoslavia 29 2.5

12. China 22 1.9

World Total 1215 105.2

Source :- UN industrial commodity statistics year book 2000.

aluminum oxide minerals formed most commonly by weathering in a warm moist climate.

Many of the bauxite deposit are located is tropical and sub - tropical regions and were

formed during the Tertiary period (Refer Figure-55). Economic content of bauxite is
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generally started ss percentage of aluminium oxide or alumina (Al2O3) which may ran

from over 60 to near 50 percent. Since most main deposits occur at, or near the surface,

bauxite can be mined by mechanized open fit methods.

Creosote is the other are of aluminum it is found in Greenland only. Bauxite is bulky

and of low value.

3.7.1.2 BAUXITE MINING AREAS

Australia, Guinea, Jamaica, Hungary, Ghana and Surinam are known to have longe deposits

of bauxite.

Production wise Table 6 Australia, South America, Africa, Asia, North America and Europe

rank in the descending order. Currently, 26 countries mine bauxite important producers

being Australia, Guinea, Jamaica, Brazil, India, Venezaula, surinam, Kazakhstan, Guyana,

China in the descending order.

3.7.1.3 EUROPEAN COUNTRIES

Greece produces more than half of the total bauxite mined in Europe. Hungary, Yugoslavia

and France former USSR which accounted for nearly 4% of the world's total out put

has ceased to be a notable producer after its disintegration in 1991.
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3.7.1.4 INTERNATIONAL TRADE

Jamaica, Surinam, Guiana, Australia, Ghana, Brazil, India and Indonesia are bauxite

exporting countries. USA, UK, Japan, Germany, Norway, Sweden, Italy etc are major

buyers.

3.7.1.5 LOCATION OF THE ALUMINIUM INDUSTRY

The location of the industry is governed by the availability of bauxite resources. Therefore

the industry is mostly located in areas producing bauxite and where cheap hydro electricity

is available as in West Bangal, Uttar Pradesh, Maharashtra and Tamil-Nadu. At present

there are four principal producers of aluminium in India. They are-

Table-6: Annual Production of Aluminium in the World (In 000 metric tonnes).

S. No. Country Production S. No. Country Production

1. USA 7.153 15. UK 533

2. Russia 3.005 16. Germany 375

3. Canada 2.485 17. Netherlands 366

4. China 2.362 18. New Zealand 326

5. Australia 1.722 19. Maxico 246

6. Brazil 1.371 20. Tajikistan 196

7. Japan 1.207 21. Egypt 187

8. Narway 1058 22. Iceland 160

9. Italy 690 23. Greece 146

10. South Africa 650 24. Iran 135

11. France 649 25. Indonesia 133

12. Venezuela 606 26. Australia 126

13. Spain 574 27. Sweden 123

14. India 552

Source :- UN Industrial Commodity Statistics. Year book New York 2000.
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3.7.1.5.1 THE INDIAN ALUMINIUM CO. LTD (INDAL)

It was started in 1938 as a private company and was converted in to a public company

in 1944. It is an integrated plant having three units at three different places for the

production of aluminium, ingots into sheets. The plant for extraction of aluminium from

bauxite located at Muri (in Bihar) near the bauxite mines. The reduction plant of alumina

from aluminium is located at Pilupuram (in kerala) near the sources of hydro electro power

and the fabrication plant Belur (in West Bengal) near the Kolkatta market.

3.7.1.5.1.2 THE ALUMINIUM CORPORATION OF INDIA, JAYKAYNAGAR

This corporation was set up in 1937 but corporation was started 1942. It has got its plant

at Jaykaynagar (near Asansd). Its bauxite mines lies in Ranchi district of Bihar and unehera

(in Madhya-Pradesh). The corporation possesses its own coal mine, a thermol power plant,

a petroleum coke calcinating unit, an alumina plant, a reduction plant, sheet rolling plant,

utensil manufacturing plant. All these units are located at one place.

3.7.1.5.1.3 THE HINDUSTAN ALUMINIUM CORPORATION LTD (HINDALCO)

RENUKOT

This corporation was set up in 1958. It has its main factory at Renukot, about 160 km

from Mirzapur in (Uttar-Pradesh). Its bauxite mines are situated at Lohardage in Bihar

and bauxite is also obtained from Amarkantak region of Madhya-Pradesh water power

is available from Rihand power house. Its capacity is of the order of 1 lakh tonnes.

3.7.1.5.1.4 MADRAS ALUMINIUM COMPANY LTD (MALCO)

This company went into operation in 1965, with a capacity of about 1500 tonnes of smelter

plant and 25000 tonnes of alumina plant. It is sited at Mettur.

3.7.1.5.1.5 THE BHARAT ALUMINIUM COMPANY LTD (MALCO)

In public sector has set up two plants one at Korba to use the bauxite ores of Amarkantaka

and Phuta-kapahera region of Madhya-Pradesh. Electricity is obtained from Korba thermal

plant. It has a capacity of 1 lakh tones. The other unit is being set at Ratnagiri in

Maharastra to utilize the bauxite ores of Udgiri, Dhargarvadi region.

3.7.2 CHEMICAL INDUSTRY:

Chemical industries are one of the most vital and essential components for any nation`s

economy on the globe. From them flow large scale industries, big enterprises and the

medium size industries producing a large variety of essential and consumer goods.

Chemicals are of two types:

(i) Heavy Chemicals, and (ii) Fine Chemicals.

(i) Heavy Chemicals usually refer to that sector of the chemical industry where
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chemicals are produced in large quantities, generally at low cost and serve as raw

materials and process agents in countless consumers' products. Such chemicals are

of various kinds of acids such as sulphuric nitric and hydrochloric as well as the

products based on such acids. Alkalies comprise Soda-ash, caustic soda and allied

products and various other chemicals drawn from inorganic and organic compounds.

(ii) Fine Chemicals generally refer to dyestuffs pharmaceutical and photographic

chemicals and a large variety of products used in analytical and research work.

3.7.2.1  HEAVY INORGANIC CHEMICALS:

This group of chemicals comprises surphuric acid, nitric acid and hydro- chloric acid.Of

these, most important is the sulphric acid, which is used in fertilizers, synthetic fibres,

paints, plastics, dyestuffes etc. besides leather tanning and oil refining.

3.7.2.2 SULPHURIC ACID:

The beginning of its manufacturing goes to the end of 19th century, sulphuric acid is the

most widely used product in chemical industries. It is considered as chemical barometer

as several industries e.g. fertilizers, petroleum, refineries, steel plants, chemical products

etc by products of coal are refiring region and synthetic yarns paper paints and dyes glass

tanning drugs etc use it. It is essential for producing, other acids and alkalis ¼th of the

out put is consumed by fertilizers industries 1/5th each by oil refining and chemical

products and 35% in other industries.

Table-7: Annual Production of Sulphuric-Acid (In lakh metric tones).

S.No. Country Production % of the total o.p.

1. China 217 23.6

2. USA 105 11.4

3. Japan 67 7.3

4. Russia 58 6.3

5. India 53 5.8

6. Brazil 46 5.0

7. Conada 43 4.7

8. Spain 31 3.3

9. Finland 25 2.7

10. France 22 24

11. Italy 21 2.3

12. Chile 19 2.1

13. Belgium 19 2.1

14. Poland 17 1.8

15. Germany 16 1.7

16. Ukraine 13 1.4

World Total 772 105.5

Source :- UN industrial commodity statistics year book. New York 2000.

China produces nearly ¼th of the world's out put, USA ranks second with 11% Japan

7%, Russia and India 6% each Brazil and Canada 5% each Spain and Finland 3% each.

France, Italy, chile, Belgium, and Poland 2% each (Refer Table-7).
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3.7.2.3 NITRIC ACID:

The earth's atmosphere contains nitrogen in abundance. Nitric acid produced from nitrogen

and is used in the manufacture of fertilizers (super phosphate), paints, drugs and

explosives. Nearly 2/5the of the world production comes from USA, Poland, Finland,

Germany and Belgium each produce between 6% to 8% of the world annual out put.

Table 8 :- Annual production of Nitric Acid (in lakh metric tonnes).

S.No. Country Production % of the total out put

1. USA 84 39.4

2. Poland 17 7.8

3. Finland (96) 15 7.0

4. Germany (95) 15 7.0

5. Belgium (93) 13 6.0

6. Belasis 9.8 4.2

7. Canada 9.3 4.2

8. China 7 3.3

9. Japan 6.3 2.9

10. Italy 5.4 2.5

11. Brazil 5.3 2.5

12. Bulgaria 5.2 2.4

13. Spain 4.6 2.1

14. Czech Rep. 4.2 1.8

15. Greece (92) 4.0 1.8

16. Russia 2.0 0.9

World Total 207.1 95.8
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Source- UN industrial commodity statistics year book New York 2000. Other notable countries are Belarus,

Canada, China, Japan, Italy, Brazil, Bulgaria, Spain, Czech, Republic, Greece etc (Refer Table-8).

3.7.2.4 PRODUCTION OF ALKALIES

Soda ash is by for the mostly important and cheapest of all the alkalis. It is used in

the manufacture of paper, soap, glass, a number of chemical products, and in oil refining.

The USA and china together produce nearly 3/5th of the world out put (Refer Table-

9).

Table-9: Annual production of Soda Ash (in lakh metric tonnes)

S.No. Country Production % of the total out put

1. USA 101 32.9

2. China 74 24.1

3. Germany 16.4 5.2

4. Russia 15.3 4.9

5. India 13.9 4.6

6. France (1996) 11.2 3.9

7. Poland 9.8 3.2

8. Spain 7.8 2.6

9. Japan 7.1 2.3

10. Turkey 5.9 1.9

11. Italy 5.0 1.6

12. Romania 4.8 1.6

13. Nether lands 4.0 1.6

14. Ukraine 3.9 1.3

15. South korea 3.7 1.2

16. Parislan 2.4 0.8

17. Brazil 2.0 0.6

18. Botswane 2.0 0.6

World Total 290.2 94.9

Source :-  Industrial commodity statistics New York 2000.
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Germany, Russia and India about 5% each and France nearly 4% Poland, Spain, Japan,

Turkey, Italy, Romania, Netherlands, Ukrain and South korea are other notable

manufacturers of Soda ash.

There are four units producing soda ask in the country - 3 of which are located in Gujarat,

alone viz Saurashtra chemicals, Porbander, Tata chemical, Mithapur and Dhrangdhra

chemicals,  the fourth one as in Varanasi (viz Sahu chemicals).

3.7.2.5 CAUSTIC SODA

Caustic soda is used in manufacturing soap, glass, paper, textiles and in oil and petroleum

refining. It is manufactured from ordinary salt. The use is the leading producer accounting

for nearly 30% of the world out put. China (14%) and Japan (11%) are the other major

producers. France, India, Brazil, Canada, South Korea, U.K., Russia, Italy, Spain and

Netherlands produce (Table 10) significant quantities of caustic soda. Mexico and Thailand

each contribute 1%.

Table-10: Annual production of Caustic Soda (in lakh metric tonnes).
S.No. Country Production % of the total out put

1. USA 112 29.4

2. China 54 14.0

3. Japan 41 10.6

4. France 16 4.1

5. India 14 3.6

6. Brazil 13 3.5

7. South Korea 10.7 2.8

8. Canada 10 2.6

9. UK 9 2.3

10. Russia 8.4 2.1

11. Italy 7.7 2.0

12. Spain 6.8 1.8

13. Nether lands 6.4 1.7

14. Mexico 4.7 1.1

15. Thailand 4.2 1.0

World Total 317.9 82.6

Source :- UN Industrial commodity statisties year book 2000.
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There are 31 units producing caustic soda in India. The main producers are DCM, Delhi,

Calico chemicals. Ahmedabad, Saurashtra chemicals, Porbandar, National organic

chemicals, Mumbai, century Royons, Mumbai, Atul products, Bihar, Rajasthan, Vinyl,

chemicals Ltd. Kota, West paper mills, Dandily, Orient paper mills, Amlai Nape chemicals,

Nagpur, Durgapur, Industries bound Durgapur, Titagarh paper mills Titagarh, J.K.

chemicals Thane etc.

3.7.2.6 CHLORINE

Is required mainly for washing of textile as a bleaching material. It is also used for treating

the portable water as well as for cleaning the drains. USA, China, Japan, Germany, France,

India, Brazil, South Korea, Canada, UK, Russia and Italy in the descending order are

the major producers.

3.7.2.7 AMMONIA

Is a widely used chemical product in industries. It is produced by mixing high quantities

of atmospheric nitrogen with hydrogen. Most of it is used in the manufacture of ammonium

sulphate. It is largely used in the manufactures of explosives for ordnance factories. The

USA is the leading producer followed by Russia, Germany, Japan, UK, China, India etc.

3.7.3 OIL REFINING

Petroleum is only an inflammable liquid that is composed primarily of hydrocarbons which

constitute 90 to 98 p.c. of the petroleum and remainder is chiefly organic compounds

containing oxygen, nitrogen, sulphur and traces of organ metallic compounds. The liquid

petroleum in generally (Figure 56), impregnated with a good amount of natural gas in

solution (Namely methane), crude oil or petroleum is found in sedimentary basins, shallow

depressions of hundreds of square kilometers in area in the seas past and present. These

deposits were formed about 3 million year ago. Some recent sediment less than 1 million

year old also shows evidence of incipient oil. Formation of oil takes place in the presence
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of water, oil is lighter than water. An oil reservoir must necessarily have three features.

(i) Porosity so as to accommodate sufficiently Large amount of oil.

(ii) Permeability to discharge oil /or gas when a well has been drilled.

(iii) A trap to prevent the escape of oil and gas the most common trap being an

antidote. It is a fold that is up arched and has a convexity like on inverted

soup - bowl.

3.7.3.1 UTILIZATION OF PETROLEUM

By providing lubricant and a compact and convenient fuel, petroleum has played a major

role in revolutionizing, transportation on land and sea and in the air. Petroleum after

refining is used for the production of various petro chemical products like synthetics

rubber, synthetic fibre caprolactam, thermoplastic resins, benzene, methan, polysterene and

pvc, phenol, acrylates, naphthas , butadine, detergents , aromatics, gasoline, carban black,

toluene, phelol acetone, dyes, colour, food colours, pigments, explosives, printing ink,

Film photography, greases, varnishes and paints, paraffins wax etc.

3.7.3.2 PETROLEUM REFINING IN INDIA

No longer a process of mere distillation it has developed into a chemical industry. Formerly

it was usually understood that gasoline was just gasoline but now it is known that there

are various grades of gasoline. Improvements in the processes of refining have been made

to obtain products of higher quality .heavy oils can now be converted into lighter oils
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by means of cracking or hydro-generation. In the first process larger molecules are split

into smaller, lighter ones. The second process involves the heating of the oil under pressure

in the presence of free hydrogen. The ratio of the hydrogen to the carbon is thus increased

and the petroleum converted into lighter grade. There by increasing the quantity of gasoline

on the other hand, some crude oils are associated with not gases that are too lights for

practical use. In this case the problem is one of decreasing the ratio of hydrogen to carbon

in order to manufacture heavier product. The process of polymerization is then employed.

In all these cases, the process give rise to an increase per cent of out put of gasoline,

a product highly demanded. But in India prior to first plan, entire demand of the country

for petroleum products was met by Assam due to the output of Assam Oil Company's

refinery at Digboi (which went an stream in 1899), The present capacity of this refinery

is about 0.53 million tonnes. Hence, three more oil refineries were established under the

first plan. Two were set up at Trombay by the standard vacuum oil co. (ESSCO) of New-

York 1954, and Burma shell group of London is 1955, and the third by Caltex co. in

Vishakahatanam in 1957. In 1966 the output of these refineries amounted to about 60

lakh tonnes. The Burma shell refinery at Trombay and Caltex refirnery at Vishakhapatnam

were taken over by the government in 1976 and was renamed as Bharat petroleum

corporation Ltd (BPCL) and Caltex was amalgamated with Hindustan petroleum

corporation ltd (HPCL) in 1978. The Assam Oil Company was taken over in 1981 and

amalgamated with Indian oil corporation (IOC). The refineries at Gauhati, Barauni, koyali

and Haldia are owned by IOC. While those at Cochin and Madras are owned by joint

sector companies with commissioning of the Mathura refinery their refining capacity has

increased to 37.8 million tonnes. Two more refineries are at Mangolore and the other

at karnal of 6 mln.tonnes capacity each are also being set up. Nunmati refinery (near

Gauhati) in 1962, Baruni 1965 Koyali refinery Vadodara in 1965, Cochin in 1966, at

Ambalamukul, Madras refinery at Manali near Madras in 1966, ESSO refinery, takeover

by Hindustan Petroleum Corporation Ltd. Trombay refinery, at Mumbai in 1976, Haldia

refinery in 1974. Bongaigaon in Assam 1978. Mathura refinery has been set up at Mathura

with a capacity of 60 lakh tonnes per annum to process imported crude from lraq, Rostom

Raksha and also the oil from Gulf of Kutchh and transported across over a distance of

1085 km of pipline.

3.7.3.3 PETROLEUM RESERVE IN THE WORLD AND IN INDIA:

The longest oil reserves (Figure 57) occur in the Gulf region of western Asia or Middle

East. This region continues nearly

60% of the known reserves of

petroleum. The reserves of the

former USSR, USA, and

Caribbean countries, North Africa

are also large. Smaller reserves

(Table-11) are found in Indonesia.

China, Myanmar, Japan, Australia

etc. The largest oil reserves occur

in the gulf region of western Asia
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or Middle East. This region contains nearly 60% of the known reserves of petroleum.

Table-11: Petroleum Reserves in the world (in crore metric tonnes).

S.No. Country Reserve % in the Total

1. Former USSR 3,070 27.9

2. Saudi Arabia 2,246 20.4

3. Kuwait 880 8.0

4. Iran 778 7.1

5. Mexico 690 6.3

6. Indonesia 674 6.1

7. UAE 439 4.0

8. Iraq 405 3.7

9. USA 397 3.6

10. Libya 308 2.8

11. China 271 2.5

12. Nigeria 225 2.0

13. Venezuela 93 0.8

14. Canada 90 0.8

15. Algeria 83 0.8

16. Argentina 79 0.7

17. Oratar 47 0.4

18. Egypl 40 0.4

World Total 10,815 98.3
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Dr. B.N. Prasad puts the total prognostic reserves of hydro carbons of 12.70 billion tones,

made of about 6.20 billion tonnes of oil and balance of 6.50 billion tonnes as equivalent

reserves of gas in India. Of the estimated potential 59pc belongs to the areas in the western

part of the country, induding Assam, West Bengal, east coast and off-shore areas in the

northern part of the country. About 8.7 billion tonnes of prognostic assessment is in the
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off-shore area including Kutch, Saurashtra and Mumbai doing the west coast off-shore

areas of Cavery, Krishna, Godavari, Mahanadi and West Bangal basins in the east and

that off-shore of the Andman - Nicobar island. Some additional reserves might be found

in the sedimentary areas of the indo gangetic plains and adjoining the mountain belt.

3.7.3.4 EXPLORATION

For oil and gas precedes production first of all petro bearing rock structures are identified.

Drilling is then done to determine whether oil and gas are actually present. Once the

presence of oil or gas has been proven in an area many, additional wells need to be

drilled to discover and develop the field.

3.7.3.5 PETROLEUM PRODUCING AREAS

Asia (42%), Europe (20%), North America (17%), Africa and South America (10% each),

and Australia less than (1%) are ranked in the descending order of production (Refer

Table 12).

Table-12: Annual Production of Petroleum in the World (in Million Metric

Tonnes).

S.No. Country Production % of the Total  Out Put

1. South  India 399 12.5

2. USA 318 9.9

3. Russia 304 9.5

4. Iran 183 5.7

5. China 160 5.0

6. Mexico 157 4.9

7. Venezuela 157 4.9

8. Norway 152 4.8

9. UK 119 3.7

10. UAE 103 3.2

11. Kuwait 100 3.1

12. Canada 96 3.0

13. Nigeria 93 2.9

14. Indonesia 74 2.3

15. Libya 67 2.1

16. Iraq 56 1.7

17. Oman 44 1.4

18. Brazil 42 1.3

19. Argentina 42 1.3

20. Egypt 41 1.3

21. Algeria 37 1.1

22. India 33 1.1

23. Malesiya 33 1.1

24. Kazakhistan 23 0.7

25. Australia 19 0.6

World Total 2852 100.0

Source :-  UN industrial commodity statistics, new york 2000.
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Despite the leading petroleum producing of the world, countries of the world,  in India,

present oil is produced in two sedimentary basins viz (i) those of the Assam. Arakan

region basin occupying parts of upper Assam and extending up to Nagaland, Maghalaya,

Tripura, Manipur and Mizoram (i) and (ii) Cambay basin in Gujarat.

(i) In Assam Arakan region, the belt of tertiary rocks extends from the north eastern corner

of Assam for about 300 km south and west and shows frequent signs of oil. Oil springs

are found in various parts of Assam/Meghalaya the most important being those at the

southern foot of the Khasi and Jaintia hills and those appearing in the north east Assam

in the valleys of Nova Dirling and Buri-Dirling rivers, especially in lakhimpur and Sibsagar

districts. The most important centres are Digboi, Bappapang, Hassapang and Paintola. In

this entire area oil is mostly if shale oil type, got from sedimentary rocks of Tipan

sandstone. This oil is refined at Digboi since (1959), the Digboi oilfields are worked

by the oil India ltd (OIL). In the Naya region of Assam, oilfield discovered in Naharkana

in (1953), Moran and Huganjan in (1956). The crude oil of these fields is refined in

Barauni and Noormati refineries. New fields were discovered by ONGC in the Brahamputra

valley at Rudrasagar in 1962, Lakwa in 1965, Goleki Borhalla and Anguri in 1968. This

oil is refined in Guhati.

(ii) The other important oil producing areas is in Gujarat basin especially in Cambay

and Ankleshwar areas. The ONGC is entrusted with drilling programmes here. The first

major oil field come in 1958 with the discovery of Ankleshwar field a part of the Cambay

basin. This field lies about 80 km south west of Vadodara. Kalol gas and oil zone lying

25km north of Ahemadabad city. This field and a portion of the Cambay basin north

of Ahemadbad contain pools of heavy crude trapped in chinks of coal. Nawgam field

lies 24 km South of Ahemadabad, both oil and gas are found here. Sanard, 16 km west

of Ahemadabad also produce oil and gas.
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Oil and gas have also been met with in Olkad, kosamba, Dholka, kodi, Mahesana, Asjol,

Saned khurd, and Siswas, Nandesan and Bandrat area. Lunej kothana Sobhasan and Vadesar

are other areas.

The ONGC has established, approximately about 116 mln tonnes of internal recoverable

reserve of crude and 28,000 mln cu.m of recoverable reserves of gas in the on shore

areas of Assam and Gujarat.

3.7.3.6 INTERNATIONAL TRADE

Since the geographic distribution of petroleum is very irregular,(figure 59), large areas

of old rock shields being devoid of oil and many other areas, such as Western Europe,

India, Japan, Australia etc, being very short of oil to meet their requirements.

The pattern of trade in petroleum is not however a fixed one. The USA, being a major

importer and imports both crude oil (Table 13) and refined products from nearby area

such as Venezuelan Columbia as well as distant areas like the
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Table-13: International trade in petroleum (in metric tonnes).

S.No. Country Export S.No. Country Import

1. Saudi Arabia 330 1. USA 464

2. Venezuela 113 2. Japan 212

3. Iran 102 3. Korea 112

4. UAE 96 4. Germany 109

5. Mexico 91 5. France 90

6. Nigeria 89 6. Italy 85

7. UK 79 7. Spain 59

8. Iraq 75 8. Singapore 52

9. Kuwait 60 9. Nether lands 57

10. Libya 54 10. UK 39

11. Oman 41 11. Canada 38

12. Indonesia 34 12. India 38

13. Angola 34 13. Belgium 34

14. Guatour 27 14. Brazil 28

15. Columbia 21 15. China 27

16. Kazakhstan 18

17. Malaysia 18

18. China 15

19. Norway 13

20. Russia 14

21. Australia 10
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Europe obtain much of its oil from the Middle East and North Africa.

The major oil exporting countries include

(i) Middle East countries like, Saudi Arabia,, Kuwait, Iran, Iraq, Quartar Bahrain

Oman etc.

(ii) Caribbean countries viz Venezuela and Columbia.

(iii) African countries: Libya, Algeria and Nigeria.

(iv) Indonesia.

3.7.4 PETRO-CHEMICALS

"Petro chemicals" are essentially the chemicals and compounds derived from petroleum

resources. These chemicals are obtained through the techinuques comprising of thermal

and catalytic cocking, oxidation, hydrogenations and other related processes. These involve

continuous physical operations such as distillation extraction and crystallation. The

resultant petrochemicals are used in the manufacture of a variety of articles such as

synthetic fibres, plastics ferrous nod non Ferro metals. The USA is the largest producer

of synthetic rubber, contributing about 27% to the worlds out put. Japan with 14% out

put rank second. Russia 6.3, Germany 5.2, UK 4.1, Brazil 3.5, Netherlands 1.9, India

0.5 per cent respectively, in descending order are the main producers. Plastics, ferrous

and nonferrous metals, synthetic rubber, dye, snuffs, insecticides, drugs and

pharmaceuticals and synthetic detergents are the other by-products.

3.7.4.1 RAW MATERIALS

The petro chemical industries requires three types of raw material Viz (i) gaseous, (ii)

liquid and (iii) solid. Natural gas (composed mainly of methane, propane, butane, pentane,

hexane and higher, hydro carbons) is found either associated with crude oil or non-

associated. But the most important raw materials for petro chemicals are the Naptha. It

is used for the production of aromatics (i.e benzene, toluene, xylene) and these are used

for the production of synthetic fibres.

3.7.4.2 FERTILIZERS

The fertility of the soil the most fundamental of all resources depends upon several

elements including phosphorous, potassium, nitrogen, calcium, magnesium, sulphur and

others in proper amounts. Phosphorous, potassium and nitrogen are the principal elements

in fertilizer which is an important branch of chemical industries. The fertilizer

manufacturer however relies chiefly upon three important raw materials phosphate, potash,

and nitrate and nitrogen obtained from the air.

3.7.4.2A NITROGEN FERTILIZERS

Nitrogen provides vital foods for plants and sustenance for human life. Ironically in the

form of nitricacid as an ingredient of amonitions and explosives it causes enormous human

destruction. There are three main types of inorganic nitrogen, in use to day.
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(i) Atmospheric nitrogen or synthetic nitrate.

(ii) By-product nitrogen or ammonium sulphate derived from coal.

(iii) Natural sodium nitrate or coliche, mined in northern Chile.

More then 75% of the worlds inorganic nitrogen is now derived from air less than 20%

is a by-product of coal  less than 5% (as natural sodium nitrate) comes from the mines

of Chile which has monopoly in the production of caliche. China, USA, India, Russia,

Canada, Mexico, Pakistan, Netherlands, Poland, UK, Romania, Italy are the major

producers in the descending order.

China produces about one fifth of the worlds total, the USA one- seventh and India one-

tenth, Russia and Canada produce 4% each west. European countries are also notable

producers.

3.7.4.2B PHOSPHAT FERTILIZERS

The fossil remains of animal life in the form of phosphate rock are by far the largest

scares of phosphorus to-day. The great bulk o the world's phosphate rock reserves are

concentrated in North Africa, USA and erstwhile USSR small quantities of phosphate rocks

occur in Peru, Egypt, Spain and Nouru Island in the pacific. The USA leads the world

in the production of phosphate fertilizers contributing more than one-fifth of the total

out put. China ranks second with 16% out put. India 8%, Russia 4.2%, Australia 3.7%,

Brazil 3.4%, Tunisia 2.0%, Jordan 1.5%, Poland 1.5%, south Africa 1.4%, morocco 1.3%

etc are other producers. Nauru island exports rock phosphate to Australia and Japan.

3.7.4.2 POTASH FERTILIZERS

The great bulk of the worlds potassium is derived from a few large deposits of potash

salts laid dawn in geologic times. By far the longest reserves are in Germany and the

erstwhile Soviet union. Sizeable deposits are located in Isreal, Trans Jordon, France, Spain

and the USA. Nearly three-fourth of the worlds out put of potassic fertilizer comes from

five countries Canada (), Germany (12.5%), Belarus (12.5%), USA (12%) and Russia (9%).

3.7.5 EXPLOSIVES

Explosives are used in war as well as peace. These have long been used for destruction

only, ever since dynamite and gun powder came to be in-used. The explosive have been

increasingly usefull in mining and quarrying and in the building of railways tunnels,

subways and canals. Today there are wide range of explosives which includes acetone,

dynamite, nitrocellulose, nitroglycerine tartly, trinitrotoluene, picric and nitric acid etc.

The mighty little atom has come to be the most powerful explosive of them all. The

USA, Canada, China, erstwhile USSR, India, Spain, Japan, Germany, Yugoslavia etc. are

the major producers of explosives.

3.7.6 ENGINEERING INDUSTRIES

Engineering industries include those which produce implements, tools and machinery from
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metals. Iron and steel is by far the most important of all metals used in the engineering

industry through non ferrous metals, especially, aluminium and copper are also required

for certain industries.

3.7.6.1 CHARACTERISTICS OF ENGINEERING INDUSTRIES:

(i) Iron and steel and other metals are the basic requirements of engineering

industries.

(ii) Manufacturing leads to value addition in the product.

(iii) Electricity is used in small quantities.

(iv) Many engineering industries require assembling.

(v) There is an increasing trend in the volume of manufactured products some of

which need careful handling and therefore the cost of transportation is high

therefore market is the prime factor in the location of these industries.

3.7.6.2 MANUFACTURE OF MACHINE TOOLS AND INDUSTRIES:

There are two major groups of machine tools :

(i) Special purpose machines designed to make a specific product.

(ii) General purpose machines that is adoptable to shopping diverse products, such

as milling and planning machines.

Machine tools vary in size from small machines such as workshop Catches to huge

machines that automatically out and shape to an aero plane wings. The machine tools

perform five basic functions:  (i)  Mailing, (ii) Planning, (iii) Turning, (iv) Boring and

(v) Grinding for each of this operational highly efficient machines have been devised.

The manufacture of machine tools require:

(i) High quality and very hard steel, and

(ii) Highly skilled labour.

3.7.6.3 AREA OF PRODUCTION OF MACHINE TOOLS:

The USA, erstwhile USSR, Germany, UK, Switzerland, Japan, India etc are the major

manufactures of machine tools. The USA, New England, the birth place of industrial

revolution in America (Figure 59) was the cradle of the USA machine tool industry.

The first milling machine was devised in 1818 by Eli Whitely the famous inventor of

the Cottongin, for making the first changeable parts used in guns. New England still

remains a major producer of machine tools. Worcester and Fall River (Massachusetts),

Bridge port, New Britan and Hartford (Connecticut) and providence (Rhode Island) are

the leading centre of production. Approximately three-fourth of all machine tools are now

made and is by far the leading centre of production with nearly 20% of nation's capacity.

Other mid western centres of production included Cleveland, Sydney and Dayton (Ohio)
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Molwauk and Madison (Wisconsin), Chicago (Illonois) and Indianapolis (Indiana). It

continues to be the largest producer and consumer of machine tools in the world. It exports

machine tools to Great Britain, Canada, France, Argentina, Brazil and Mexico.

Erstwhile USSR has been a leading manufacturing of machine tools in the world. It has

high efficiency in the manufacture of latest sophisticated machines and tools and this

has been the prime factor in the development of science and engineering in the country.

Which attain supremacy in satellites etc. The country employs latest technology machinery,

electronic instruments; transport machinery, ornaments etc. Refer Figure 60 machine tools

and machinery are manufactured in the Soviet Union in the following regions.
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1. Central Region: The major centres include Moscow, Gorky, Kalinin, Tula, Lipetsk,

Yoroslav, Kursk and Voronez.

2. Ukraine Region: Centres are scattered in a wide area and include those of Kiev,

Kharkov, Dneipropetrovsk, Kishinev Lvov, Oddessa, Nicolagav, Zdhanov,

Lungansk, Rostov and Donetsk etc.

3. Ural Region: Major centre of this regions are located at orsk, Magnitogorsk,

chelyabiask, sverdlousk, Nizhnitagil, servo, Perm etc.

4. Leningrad Region: The industry is located at Leningrad, Petrozovods, Pushkin,

Luga, Volkhov and Novgorad.

5. In Bylarossia, Minsk is the major centre others being Gomel, Vitevsk Mogilev

etc.

6. Northern Caucasus; Armaveer, krasnodar, Novorossiyask, grozney and

Makhachkala are major centres.

7. Trans- Caucasus: Tbilisi and Baku is the major centres.

8. Volga valley: the industry is located at Volgograd, Saratov, Astrakhon, Kuibyshev

and Kazan.

9. Kazakhstan: Karanganda and Selinograd.

10. Central Asia: Tashkent, samarkhod, Dushanbe, Frunze, Alma -Ata, are the major

centres.

11. Western Siberia, semipalafinsk, Barnaul, Novosibirsk, Bryonsk, and Tomsk are

the major centres.

12. Baikal-region: Inskutsk, cheremkhovo, and ulan ude are the major centres.

13. Far East: major centres are located at komsemolsk, khabrovsk Vladivostok etc.

3.7.6.4 MACHINE TOOL MANUFACTURING IN EUROPE:

Western Europe is well endowed with cheap skilled labour and its machine tools have

long been famous for unusual precision.

(i) Germany: It is the world second largest producer and a major exporter of

machine tools production and is largely  concentrated in the Rhine-Ruhar region

with Dusseldorf, Frankfert, Cologne, Stuttgart and Berlin, as the major centres

in West Germany and Dresden Chemnitz and Liepzig in East Germany are the

major pre-war centres of production.

(ii) Great Britain: Great Britain was the first nation to make machine tools. Now

it ranks third in production. The industry has developed in five major areas.

(a) Sheffield, producing 75% machine tools. (b) Birmingham and Coventry. (c)

Manchester in Lancashire. (d) Glasgow is Scotland. (e) London.

(iii) Switzerland: Switzerland is also known for manufacture of machine tools.

Hydro-electricity and skilled labour are the bases of this industry though steel

has to be imported. Zurich is the leading centre.
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3.7 MACHINE TOOLS MANUFACTURE IN ASIA:

Japan and India are the leading manufacturing of machine tools in Asia.

(i) Japan: Major centres of production are Tokya, Yokohama, Kobe, Osaka, Nagoya

Nigata and  Karatsu.

(ii) India: India was totally dependent an other countries for her machine tools

requirement before 1947. The Heavy Engineering Corporation Ltd was set up

at Ranchi in 1958. It has three projects under its management. (a) Heavy

machines building plant, (b) Foundry Forge Plant and (c) Heavy Machine Tools

Plant. Durgapur is the largest producer of coal-mining machinery and

equipments. The Mazagoan Dock Ltd is the only company which has developed

the capability of manufacturing of rigs used in off- shore drilling. On-shore

drilling equipments are manufactured by Bharat Heavy Electricals Ltd (BHEL),

Hydrabad. There are 14 units which manufacture wagons of which four are in

the public sector. These are Burn Standard Company Ltd. Braithwaite and

company Jessop and Company and Bharat Wagon and Engineering Company

Ltd. Locomotive works established at Chittarantan (West Bengal), Diesel

Locomotive works at Varanasi (Uttar Pradesh) and Tata Engineering and

Locomotive co. ltd. (TELCO) at Jameshedpur. The Hindustan Machine Tools

Limited (HMT) is a major manufacture of a wide range of machines and tools.

It has its units in Banglore, Pinjore (Haryana), Kalamassey (Kerala) and

Hyderabad. The HMT also produce a wide range of watches. The Praga Tools

Limited also manufactures tools cutters, grinders, threads, rolling machines and

drilling machine. The Bharat Heavy Electriclas Limited (BHEL) is a public

sector undertaking which produce power generation equipments. Its

manufacturing plants are located at Bhopal, Tiruchirapalli, Hyderabad, Haridwar,

Ranipet, Bangalore and Jagdishpur (Uttar-Pradesh.). Hydro turbines are

manufactured at the BHEL plants at Haridwar and Bhopal.

The Hindustan Aeronautic Limited (HAL) at Bangalore has acquired capability of

manufacturing aircrafts of different types. HAL has its manufacturing units at Bangalore,

Kanpur, Nasik, Koraput, Hyderabad and Lucknow. Vishakhapatnam, Mumbai, Calcutta and

Kochi are the major centres of shipbuilding industry. All major shipyards in India e.g.

Hindustan shipyard, Vishakhapatnam, Mazgaon, Dock, Mumbai, Kochi shipyard, Kochi

are in the public sector.

3.8 TEXTILE COTTON AND WOOLEN:

Textile is a broad term which includes cotton and woolen Jute, silk, fibre textile etc.

It uses famous raw materials of vegetable origin like.

3.8.1 COTTON TEXTILE

The manufacture of cotton is one of the oldest industries of the world. Probably it
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originated in India. For many centuries hand spinning and handlooms were the rule. The

real development of the modern cotton textile industry began in the eighteenth century

after inventions of spinning and powerloom in Britain. But in nineteenth centuries it

spreads to many countries of Europe and USA, Japan and India. During twentieth century

it was developed in the erstwhile USSR, China, Egypt, Mexico, Brazil, Turkey etc.

3.8.2 PROCESSES OF COTTON TEXTILE

The cotton textile industry involves processes like:

(i) Gining, (ii) Cording, (iii) Spinning, (iv) Weaving and dyeing and (v)   Bleaching.

Gining is the process of separating seeds from the fibre. It is done in ginneries generally

situated in the cotton growing area.

3.8.3 FACTORS OF LOCATION OF COTTON TEXTILE INDUSTRY

The location of cotton textile industry depends on the following factors:-

(i) Raw Materials, (ii) Industrial Power, (iii) Water Supply, (iv) Humidity (Moist Climate),

(v) Labour, (vi) Means of Transport, (vii) Market and (viii) Capital.

The major raw material of a cotton mill is either ginned cotton or yarn. These are pure

raw materials therefore nearness to raw materials is not a major consideration for

localization. The cost of transport is almost the some whether the industry is located in

the market or in the cotton growing area under the circumstances. On other hand other

factors such as the nearness to power supply, moist climate, cheap and skilled labour

capital and organizational ability etc. exert important influence on the location of the

cotton mill industry the development of means of transport has led to the growth of many

textile centres with better locational advantage. Consequently cotton textile industry has

become the most widespread industry in the world.

3.8.4 DISTRIBUTION AND PRODUCTION OF COTTON TEXTILE

Although cotton fabrics are made in some 90 countries but five major areas- (i) East,

and (ii) central part North America, (iii) western Europe, (iv) the erstwhile USSR, and

(v) eastern and southern Asian countries together (Table 14) account for nearly ninetenth's

of the world's cotton textiles production.

In the production of cotton yarn China, USA, India, Pakistan, Turkey, Brazil, Italy, South

Korea, Greece, France, Japan, Egypt, Portugal, Indonesia, Hong Kong, Germany, Malaysia,

Poland and Czech - Republic are major countries in the descending order.
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Table 14:- Annual production of cotton yarn (in the world in thousand metric tonnes).

S.No. Country Production % of the total Out Put

1. China 5,400 34.9

2. USA 1,995 12.8

3. India (1993) 1,919 12.3

4. Pakistan 1,532 9.9

5. Turkey 471 3.0

6. Brazil 438 2.8

7. Italy 266 1.7

8. South Korea 251 1.6

9. Greece 222 1.4

10. France 179 1.1

11. Japan 173 1.1

12. Egypt 170 1.1

13. Porhugal 123 0.8

14. Indonesia 108 0.7

15. Hong Kong 101 0.7

16. Germany 96 0.6

17. Malaysia 89 0.6

18. Poland 82 0.5

19. Czech Republic 64 0.4

World Total 115,535 100

Source :- UN Industrial commodity statistics, New York 2000.
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In the production of cotton woven cloth (Table 15) China, India, USA, Italy, Brazil, Russia,

Japan, France, Spain, Germany, Hong-Kong, Porhugal, Uzbekistan, Turkey, Vietnam, South

Korea, Pakistan, Czech-Republic, Egypt, Poland, South Africa, Romania, Estonia, Bulgena

etc (in the descending order) are the major countries.

Table-15 Annual production of cotton fabric in the world (in million sq. metres).

S.No. Country Production % of the total Out Put

1. China 31,091 40.9

2. India 19,648 25.8

3. USA 3,974 5.2

4. Italy 1,585 2.1

5. Brazil (1997) 1,298 1.7

6. Russia 1,241 1.6

7. Japan 8,42 1.1

8. France (1994) 6,91 1.0

9. Spain 6,89 1.0

10. Germany 5,06 0.7

11. Hong-Kong (1997) 5,06 0.7

12. Porhugal 4,45 0.6

13. Uzbekistan 4,25 0.5

14. Vietnam (1990) 3,95 0.5

15. Turkey (1990) 3,90 0.5

16. South Korea 3,79 0.5

17. Pakistan 3,40 0.4

18. Czech-Republic 3,37 0.4

19. Egypt 2,90 0.4

20. Poland 2,75 0.4

21. South Africa 2,69 0.4

22. United Kingdom (1991) 1,85 0.3

23. Romania 1,70 0.2

24. Estohia 1,27 0.2

25. Bulganic 98 0.1

26. Australia 89 0.1

World Total 76,011 100,0

Source :- UN Industrial commodity statistics year book, New York 2000.0
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More than 82% cotton fabrics (Cloth) are manufactured in Asia, 9% in Europe, 6% in

North America, 2% in South America, and 1% in Africa.

(i) India : in ancient India cotton textiles were produced (Figure 62 ) with hand spinning

and handloom weaving techniques. After the 18th century power looms came into use.

  Figure-61 Textile Industries
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• The first successful textile mill was established in Mumbai in 1854.

• The two world's wars were fought in Europe, India was a British colony. There

was a demand for cloth in U.K. hence they gave a boost to the development of

the cotton textile industry.

Today, there are nearly 1600 cotton and human made fibre textile mills in the Country.

India export yarn to Japan. Other importing countries of cotton goods from India are USA.

UK. Russia, France, East European countries, Nepal, Singapore, Sri Lanka and African

countries. India has the second largest installed capacity of spindles in the world next

to China at round 34 million in 2003-04. Although India have made significant increase

in the production of good quality long staple cotton, 9232 lakh bales in 2004-05, the

next to import is still felt, other problem are the low output of labour and stiff competition

with the synthetic fibre industry.

3.9 WOOLEN TEXTILE INDUSTRY:

On the basis of quality the world's wool output is only 10% to 15% as large as the cotton

crop. Moreover wool fibre is a more complex raw material than cotton to be produced.

(i) Removal of grease and dirt from raw wool.

(ii) Spinning weaving and finishing.

It is produces varities of cloth wih different types of raw wool.

(i) Woolon cloths are manufactured from short fibres (noils) Broad cloth cash mere,

tweed blankets flannel are the typical examples.

(ii) Worsted cloths are manufactured from long fibres that more twisted than woolen

yarn. Worsted fabrics are tightly woven. These fabrics have become increasingly

popular with the trend toward lighter and more highly styled clothing in recent

decades.

(iii) Shoddy cloths are thick woman cloth made of remanufactured wool fibres

obtained by tearing up tailor's clippings and wollen rags mixing them with new

wools and weaving all into a woman cheap cloth.

(iv) Felt is a fabric produced without weaving put by beating and rolling the wollen

fibres together.

3.9.1 DISTRIBUTION OF WOOLEN INDUSTRY

More than four fifths of the mill consumption of wool takes place in three areas. Europe,

Eastern Anglo-America and Japan. These three areas fabricate most of the woolen textile

machinery. They have a cold climate which is essential for woolen clothing. They consume

there bulk of the world's woolen rugs carpets, hats and hosiery.

3.9.2 LOCATIONAL FACTORS

Location of woolen industry involves the following factors : (i) Raw material either locally
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produced or imported, (ii) Eccess water supply for various processes including washing

removing dirt and grease dying etc., (iii) Skilled labour for the processing of wool is

complex and complicated. Experience tradition and technological skills are the most

important factors.(iv) Industrial power, (v) Market obiously countries with cold-climate,

and (vi) Capital.

It is interesting to note that 93% of the world woolen yarns comes from the northern

hemisphere while major production of raw wool comes from the southern hemisphere.

Europe produces nearly 50% woolen yarn of the world total and Asia 43%. North America

and Oceania account for 3%each. Africa and South America contribute negligibly to the

world output. China and Japan together produce more than one half of the world total

woolen fabrics. Their supermacy in woolen textiles surpassing that of Europe and USA

is largely due to the market that they have captured. Japan's earlier monopoly in the east

has been broken by china which has emerged as the largest producer of woolen fabrics

in recent years.

Similarly Great Britains glory as a great producer of woolen textiles has faded as Russia,

Germany, UKraine and Poland on the mainland Europe have overtaken it.

INDIA:

The first woolen mill was started at kanpur in 1876 but this industry did not flourish

for several reasons. Most of the woolen textile mills are located in northern Punjab in

a belt extending from Amritsar and Gurdaspur to Ludhiana. Ludhiana is a very important

hosiery centre. The major demand for woolen clothes comes from northern India in usual

and hills in particular. The animal graziers of Jammu and Kashmir such as Bakewals

and Gaddis of Himachal Pradesh rear sheep and supply wool. Jammu and Kashmir is

a large producer of handloom woolen goods. The other important centres are at Kanpur,

Agra, Jaipur, Gwalior, Jamngar, Banglore, and Srinagar (Jammu and Kashmir).

3.10 SUMMARY

The supply of fuel and power is a vital element in economic activity, making production

possible and enabling distributions the consumer to take place. Its importance increases

is all sections of the economy as a country develops as much in primary production such

as fishing or agriculture as in manufacturing industry and its role in vital in transport

which forms the binding link of national economy within the international economy. In

the future this form of resources must supply man's needs since the capital energy is

finite and it is hoped that advances in technology will produce new energy sources such

as solar batteries or enable old sources such as wind power for shipping to be used more

effectively.
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3.11 ACTIVITY / PROJECT:

(i) Prepare a list the resources which utilized in your house hold and indicate which

resources are renewable and which non renewable.

(ii) Select one agro based and one mineral based industry in your area.

(a) What are the raw materials they use.

(b) What are the other inputs in the process of manufacturing that involve

transportation cost.

3.12 QUESTIONS:

(1) "Many industries can be either market or resource oriented because of their ability

to rearrange the techniques of production, so as to maximize the profitability of

alternative locations." Explain in detail.

(2) Give some reasons that why, land value and land use intensity decline, if the

distance increases?

(3) Describe the zonation of urban structure as explained in the "concentric model."

(4) Explain some of the shortcomings of "concentric" and "sector" model, when applied

to the modern metropolis.

(5) Clarify the concepts of resources. And also distinguish between (i) the static school

concept, and (ii) the dynamic school concept.

(6) Discuss the classification of resources-

(a) on the basis of renew-ability,

(b) on the basis of origin, and

(c) on the basis of utility

(7) In what different ways can an industries be classified. Explain

(8) Examine factors influencing their location of industries in the world.

(9) Define industrial clusters, classify them and give account for their existence.

(10) What difference do you observe in the spatial patterns of distribution of iron and

steel industry?

(11) Discuss the formation of industrial clusters in the world. Name the important

clusters and reasons for their development.
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(12) Describe all the four industrial clusters that have developed in India. Also explain,

for what these are famous for?

(13) Explain industrial theories of Weber and Losch.

(14) Explain the importance and development of engineering industry.

(15) Considering a central theme in the development of industrial location theories,

explain, what is meant by the "best location."

(16) Name some of the selected industries that use aluminium as a strong alloy.

(17) Give a geographical account of the principal producers of aluminium in India.

(18) Define resource and its importance in our day today life.

(19) Distinguish between.

(i) Organic and inorganic chemical industry.

(ii) Biotic and Abiotic resource.

(iii)  Agro industries and heavy industries.

(20) Discuss the location of industrial activities and its influence.

(21) Describe the development of petroleum refining industries in India and also explain

the utilization of petroleum.

(22) Explain major oil field areas found in India and also discuss the International pattern

of trade in petroleum.

(23) Write short notes on any two of the following-

(i) Fertilizers, (ii) Nitrogen, Fertilizers, (iii) Phosphate Fertilizers, (iv) Potash

Fertilizers, and (v) Explosives.

(24) Describe some major machine tools manufacturing centres of United States of

America and USSR.

(25) Write a geographical account of machine tool manufacturing in India.

(26) Discuss various locational factors which affect the cotton textile industry.
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4.0 OBJECTIVE:

An economy can travel by a variety of means. Hence it is necessary for both business

men as well as market professionals to familiarize themselves with the various modes

of transport. Learn the stages of development of various modes of transport; Identify the

different modes of transport; Appreciate the importance of transport in the promotion of

market and Understand the need of a national/ international understanding in tribal and

backward regions on the earth.

4.1 INTRODUCTION:

Transport system plays an important role in linking production with consumption. The

production itself is facilitated by the transport system as processing site is linked with

the sites of the raw materials. Similarly it is with the help of a development transport

system that goods and services are distributed in the local, national and international

markets. It is not only surely ensures the movement of people and materials but also

the movement of ideas and skills from one region to the other. Human beings have been

mobile, from the early phases of their economic development as hunters, gatherers and

nomadic herders. In the long history of their cultural development human beings used

different modes of transport to move from one place to another and in the process they

have strived to achieve access over extensive space in the shortest time. The development

of efficient transportation network reflects the development of economy of any country.

4.2 MODE OF TRANSPORTATION AND TRANSPORT COST

The transport geography is also concerned with the study of transport as a space adjusting

technique. Man adjusted space to suit his needs, bringing sources of supply and demand

together by reducing the distance between them. Analysis of economic distance is a second

important aspect of study.

Various means of transport are used in different parts of the world according to their

geographical location, geographical environment, economic development and technological

level e.g.
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(i) In extremely remote hilly areas animals' including man, serve as the best of

burden. Mules and goats in the Himalyas, yaks in Tibetin highlands and Uamas

in the Andes and camels in the deserts are the only means of land transport

in this space age.

(ii) In rural areas bullockcarts, horse carts, camel carts etc. serve as the popular

means of transport.

(iii) Moters, buses, trucks, tractors, trolleys, etc have become widely used, as means

of transport over short distances.

(iv) Railways carry passengers and goods to distant places and are particularly useful

for transportation over long distances.

(v) Ropeways are used now- a-days in difficult hilly terrain.

(vi) Pipelines carry oil and gas for distribution in distant places.

(vii) Inland waterways (rivers, canal and lakes) are still widely used as they are

cheapest means of transport.

(viii) Oceans are by far the greatest carriers of commerce and trade in the modern

age as they handle nearly 90% of the total cargo of the world.

(ix) Aeroplanes are the fastest means of transport. Infact the number of quantity

of air traffic is an indicator of economic development of a country.

Thus there are basically three types of transport land, water and air in which several

means play a certain role. Each type of transport has definite role and utility.

4.2.1 LAND TRANSPORT (REFER FIGURE 62)

It is true to say that the means of transport are the life lines of the country because

they are as important for as the existence of the county as are the arteries for the life

of human being. Just as arteries supply blood to the different parts of the human body

to help it alive similarly a well developed  transport  system ensures  the  supply  of

various agricultural and industrial products to the consumers living in different parts of

the country and makes possible for the people of a country to move about freely and

to carry on their economic activaties on a better way. It unites out far-flung regions into

a single national economy and different types of people into one nation. It helps us in

defending our independence and national unity. In this way a good network of road,

railways, navigable, waterways and airways are the life lines of the country. The road

transport plays a major role in the field of transportation because:

(i) It is most suitable means of transport for short and medium distances.

(ii) It provides door to door services by connecting fields and farms to the Factories

and to the market.

(iii) The road transport is flexible, reliable and speedy.

(iv) It is easily available to the common man as the vehicles on the road maybe

stopped any where for picking the passengers and goods. The roads can be

classified into the following categories according to their importance.
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  Figure-62 National Highway

4.2.1.1 NATIONAL HIGHWAYS

These road are the most important roads of a country which  link the important cities

and capital of the territories. The maintenance of these roads is the responsibility of the

Union Government or C.P.W.D. department. Roads linking Delhi with Calcutta, Madras,
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Mombai, Kanyakumari, Srinagar and Leh are some of the important national highways.

4.2.1.2 STATE HIGHWAYS

Next in importance after the national highways come the territory highways. These road

link the State capital with other important cities and State. The maintenance of such roads

is the responsibility of the State governments or P.W.D. Department.

4.2.1.3 DISTRICT ROADS

These roads link the district centre with other towns of their districts. The local authorities

upkeep these roads.

4.2.1.4 VILLAGE ROADS

These roads link the different villages with the main roads their maintenance is the duty

of the village panchayats and Jila parishads.

4.2.1.5 BORDER ROADS (STRATEGIC NATIONAL HIGHWAYS)

The borders are always very sensitive areas. So the upkeep the border roads is the duty

of the central government. The central government has set up a Border Roads Development

Board which not only maintains the existing roads but also builds new one and surface

them. These roads also have helped in accelerating the economic development.

4.2.1.6 THE IMPORTANT HIGHWAYS OF THE WORLD

At present a long net work of roads and railways is evident. The lengths of roads are

greater than those of railways lines. The roads have made great progress in USA, Russia,

South Canada, North western European countries, Japan, India, and Argentina and so on.

The highest road length at present is in USA.

The important highways of the world are cited below :

(i) Trans Canadian highway:  This route joins St John's in New Fordland and

Vancouver in Columbia (Refer Figure 63).
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(ii) Alaskan highways: Joining Edmonton with anchorage in Alaska.

(iii) Grand trunk road from calcutta to Peshawar and now to Indo-Pak border.

(iv) Road from Alaska to south Chile Pan America highway.

(v) Shiwart highway of Australia joining Shiwart and Allice Spring and further

Unadarta.

(vi) Highway of Africa joining atlas regions of North Africa with Guinea coast

towns.

4.2.1.7 ADVANTAGES OF ROADS

Roads are the means of transporting goods and services from one place to another. Main

advantages are-

(i) The roads are the base for the agriculture and trade.

(ii) They widen the market of a commodity.

(iii) They are easy means of carrying goods and passengers.

(iv) The roads can be constructed even through inaccessible lands.

(v) They are the means of providing raw material and sending finished goods to

the market.

4.3 RAILWAYS

The railways play dominant role in land routes and make the economic, social and political

condition solid and fruitful. Main advantages are-

(i) The railways help in mining. They transport the minerals to the manufacturing

places.

(ii) They send the manufactured goods to the market and consumers.

(iii) They encourage trade.

(iv) They provide foods etc in time of famine.

(v) They make political stability in the country.

(vi) The railways have shortened the world distance.

(vii) They are also the causes of high growth of population.

The Important Railway Routes of the World:

(i) Trans Siberian Railway:

This railway line joins Vladivostok at Pacific Ocean and Leningrad about 8800 km apart.

This railway line has served the ural industrial complex with raw material and fuel coal.

It transports the forest wood of Canadian Taigas to the coastal lands (Refer Figure 64).
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(ii) Canadian Pacific Railway:

It joins Halifex and Vancouver. It was constructed in 1886 and covers more than 7000

km. This railway line transfers the forest products minerals and wheat of Canada, and

USA to east and west coastal lands. This railway route is of great importance with regard

to national unity and economic development.

(iii) Trans Canadian National High Railway:

This railway line run parallel to Canadian Pacific Railway and joins St johns with Price

and Roupart. It supplements Canadian pacific Railway in services.

(iv) Union pacific Railway:

Joins Chicago and San Francisco. It serves cotton belt, wheat belt and hay and dairing

belt of USA.

(v) Australian Railways:

The main Trans continental railway of Australia runs from Sydney to Perth. It serves

the coal mines (Figure 65) of west Australia Kalgeorlie and Koolgardie, Broken Hill, Port

Augusta are the other important stations.
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(vi) African Railway:

In Africa there is no trans continental railway as yet. There is proposal to join Cape

Town with Cairo to be known as Cape Cairo railway. This route will follow through

Aswan, Addis Ababa and Mombasa etc.

But in India railways virtually form the life line of the country. It caters to its needs

for large scale movement of traffic both freight and passenger, there by, contributes to

economic growth and also in promoting national integration. Economic, agricultural and

industrial development of the country is inextricably interwoven with its performance and

with its phenomenal growth from 34km in 1853, into gigantic railway network of

62,211km. Indian railway system is under a single management and operates on different

gauges.

The three railway gauges in India are as under:

(i) Broad- guage - 1.67 metres

(ii) Metre-guage - 1 metre

(iii) Narrow- guage - 0.762 and 0.610 metres.

About 15 % of the total route kilometres 22% of running track kilometre and 22% of

total track kilometres are electrified.
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4.3.1 INFLUENCING FACTORS:

Certain factors influence the pattern of railway network. The main factors which influence

the pattern of railway net work in India, are: (i)    Political, (ii)  Geographical, and

(iii) Economic factors

4.3.1.1 THE POLITICAL FACTORS:

The political factors were predominant before the independence of India. The policy of

the British administration of expanding and consolidating the empire, influenced the

pattern of railway network in the country. Secondly the policy of British administration

of expliting the resources and sending them to there own countries also influenced the

rail network. Because of the policy reasons British Government laid tracks between port

cites and the big regional centres of collection and production. Thus, whole hinter land

got connected with the ports.

4.3.1.2 GEOGRAPHICAL FACTORS:

Geographical factors such as relief features and climate play a major role is the distribution

of railway network in the country. Hence the hilly regions, dry or desert regions and

flood plains have low density of railway network. So the hilly regions, terrain of plateau,

the Himalyas, western Rajasthan and the thickly forested parts of Madhy-Pradesh and

Orissa and the deltaic swamps of west Bengal have low density of railway tracks, because

these regions provided unfavorable conditions of for laying railway tracks. On other hand,

the northern plains of India have high density of railway net work because these plains

provide physical favorable conditions for laying railway tracks.

4.3.1.3 ECONOMIC FACTORS:

The economic factors such as the rich agricultural resources and industrial developments

and high density of population attract the development of the railway tracks.

4.4 THE AIR TRANSPORT:

The development of air transport took place from 1st world war and with security point

of view it is a very important system of today. Air transport system has the following

characteristics:

(i) It is very swift and quick.

(ii) No roads and rail routes etc are needed to be constructed, only aerodromes

are made for aeroplanes landing and flight.

(iii) It is free from natural handicaps such as mountains and deserts etc. are no

obstacles.

(iv) It creates an international feelings due to the contacts with different countries.

(v) It is very costly and has very little trade importance.

(vi) It has shortened the distances.
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The Principal Airroutes of the World  (Refer Figure-66):

(i) Northern Atlantic air routes (between North America and North West Europe).

(ii) South Atlantic air routes (Between North America and North East European

countries).

(iii) Europe and Russia air route.

(iv) West Europe to Middle East air route.

(v) Europe and Australia air route.

(vi) Europe and Asia air route.

(vii) America and Asia air route.

(viii) India and Far-east air route.

(ix) India and Australia air route.

The chief air services start from London, Paris, Moscow, Karachi, New Delhi, (Figure

67) Mumbai, Bangkok, Singapure, Tokyo, Los Angles, San Francisco, Chicago, New York,

Cairo, Cape Town and Rio De Jenero etc. there are five international airports in India

e.g. :

(i) The Santacruz airport, Mumbai.

(ii) Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose ( the Dum Dum airport Calcutta)

(iii) The Indra Gandhi airport, New Delhi.

(iv) The Menambakkam airport, Madras.

(v) Jawahar Lal Nehru international airport, Trivananthapuram.
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(a) Air India:

It is a foreign air services so it handles the foreign traffic from the five international

air ports of the country. It carries both foreign passengers and cargo.

(b) The Indian airlines corporations:

It provides the domestic air transport facilities. It also links the country with eight

neighboring countries. Beside airlines, helicopter services were, started in order to link

far flung and inaccessible areas in hilly and forested regions.

4.5 THE WATER TRANSPORT:

The transport through canals, rivers and lakes is

included in internal water transport with the help of

boats and steamers. This type of transport depends

upon the volume of water, nature of flow of water

and rainfall etc. The principal inland water ways of

the world are:

(i) Western and Central European Waterways:

The Rivers such as Rhine, Elbe, Scene, Volga and

Danube etc, are the principal rivers through which

inland transportation is done in Europe.

Rhine: - Rhine is the important river (Figure 68) of

Europe with regard to waterway development. The
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Ocean giving streamer can easily pass through this river. It is navigable for about 800

km from Basle to North Sea coast. It is of great importance to Germany, France,

Netherlands and Switzerland. This river is free from ice and low water problems.

Danube: It provides link between Germany, Australia, Hungry, Yugoslavia, Bulgaria,

Romania and Russia.

Volga: River Volga is one of the world's largest rivers (Figure 69) and it is navigable

for about 1200 Km. Because of flow into land locked Caspian Sea, it has linked with

River Don by a canal known as Volga Don canal.
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This canal provides thorugh water route between Moscow and Eastern Ukraine. Moscow

is the nucleus of inland water ways of Russia.

(ii) American Inland Waterways :- Great lakes and St.Lawrence waterways. The great

lakes and St.Lawrence system of inland water transport constituted the most

important system of the world. This water ways provides transportation of huge

quantities heavy freight. The iron ore of Minnesota, Wisconsin and upper Michigan

and those of Quebec and Labrador is usually transported to Lake Michigan, Detroit

and Pittsburg steel industries. This canal and river system has proved very useful

for the industrial development of the steel goods productions around the lake and

Appalachian area.

(iii) The Inland Waterways of China: The Yongtze kiang river is the principal river

of inland waterways. It is navigable up to Hong-Kong. The lower valley of this

river is (see fig. 69) netted with canal which is of great use. The other rivers useful

for navigation are Hwang Ho and Sikiang.

(iv) Inland Waterways of India: The total of inland waterways in India is more than

15000 Km, of which about 3500 Km is navigable by steamers. The most important

river for navigation is Gangas; other rivers are Brahmaputra, Mahanadi, Godawari,

Krishna and their canals.

(v) South America: In South America, Amazon is the most important navigable by

river. The steamers can go up to Port Manos located 1600 Km from Port Mouth.

The other navigable rivers are Panama and Paraguay.

(vi) The Mediterranean Sea Route: This route holds connection of industrial countries

of North West Europe with Africa and Far-East. It passes from London and other

countries of Europe through Mediterranean Sea. Red Sea, Indian Ocean and Coastal

land of East Africa and ultimately joins for Eastern countries and Australia. Port

Said, Aden, Mumbai, Colombo, and Singapure etc. the chief ports of this route.

(viii) Cape Route: The main traffic of this route is on the eastern side of Africa and

to Australia. The on comings ships from Australia can go to Europe either Via

Suez or Cape of Good Hope. The ports of Cape are Cape Town and Port Elizabeth

in South Africa and Free Mantle, Adelaide, Melbourne and Sydney in Australia.

This route in comparison with Suez is longer and costly.

(viii) North and South Pacific Routes: The North pacific route joins the American

harbours such as Seatle and San Francisco with Toyko and Yokahoma and South

pacific route connects New Zealand and Australia with West European countries

through Panama canal.
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INLAND WATER TRANSPORT OF INDIA:

Water transport is a cheapest means of transport. It is most suitable for carrying heavy

and bulky materials. Though our countries have many navigable rivers (Figure 70) and

inland water bodies but the share of inland waterways is only one present in the country

transport system.

  Figure-70 India Major Rivers and Dams
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4.5.1 THE NAVIGABLE RIVERS:

The main navigable rivers are :

(i) The Ganga, Brahmputra and their tributaries.

(ii) The delta areas of Godavari, Krishna and Mahanadi.

(iii) The lower reaches of Narmada and Tapti.

(iv) The back water of Kerala. The Mahanadi and Juari rivers of Goa.

4.5.2 THE NAVIGABLE CANALS:

The navigable canals are Buckingham canal of Andhra Pradesh and Tamilnadu and the

Cumberjua canal.

PROBLEMS:

The inland water transport is facing following difficulties which pose the great hurdles

in the development:

(i) Seasonal fluctuations in the level of water.

(ii) Presence of water falls and cataracts hinter the smooth flow of rivers.

(iii) Silting of river beds decreases the level of water in the rivers and canals.

(iv) The diversion of river water for irrigation reduces the water level of the rivers.

(v) Increasing of salinity particularly in coastal water bodies' hinters the water

transport in their areas.

In order to develop water transport, National Government has set up the Inland Waterways

Authority in 1986, the central Government is now fully responsible for the development

of inland waterways in the country.

INDIAN PORTS:

There are eleven major ports locating on our coastline Jawahar Lal Nehru port of Mumbai

is a new port. It is equipped with modern facilities.

(i) Mumbai:  It is natural port. It is located on the Western coast. It is the biggest

port of India. It has an economically developed hinterland. It is very close to

European countries through Suez canal the traffic handled at Mumbai, consists

of petroleum's products and dry cargo. A new port of Nhava Sheva is being

developed near Mumbai port.

(ii) Kandla: It is a tidal port and is located at the eastern end of Rann of kachchh.

It's traffic consists of crude oil, petroleum products, fertilizers, food grains, salt,

cement, sugar, edible oils and scrap.

(iii) Marmagao: It lies on the coast of Goa. It manually handles the export of iron

ore from Goa.

(iv) New Mangalore: It is a sea port of Karnataka. It is particularly developed for
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exporting the iron ore of Kudremukh in Karnataka.

(v) Mangalore: It handles petroleum products, edible oil, fertilizers, granite stones,

molasses and other general cargo.

(vi) Cochin: It is also a national harbour. It lies on the western coast of Kerala.

It has a sheltered back water-bay. It's traffic consists of petroleum products,

raw materials and fertilizers.

(vii) Tuticoran: It has a strategic importance. It is also important as to relieve port

congestion at Madras. It handles petroleum products, sugar, edible oil, and salt

and food grains.

(viii) Madras:  It is a man made port in India. It is often hit by cyclone in October

and November which makes the shipping difficult during this season. It handles

fertilizers, petroleum products, iron and general cargo.

(ix) Vishakhapatnam: It is a deepest land locked and protected port of India. Hence

an another harbour has been developed to handles the exports. It handles iron

ore, fertilizers, crude oil and other petroleum products. It has also the ship

building and ship repair industry.

(x) Haldia: It is located at a distance of 105 Km from Calcutta. It is developed

only for relieving the pressure of the Calcutta port especially because the latter

is not suited for handling bulky vessels of great size. Haldia has also an oil-

refinery.

(xi) Paradip: It is sea port of Orissa. It handles coal, iron ore and some dry cargo.

It exports iron ore to Japan.

(xii) Calcutta: It is located about 128 Km from Kolkatta in the West Bengal. It

is located on the river Hoogly. It suffers from the problems of silting as the

tidal waves enter this port frequently. The Calcutta port has a rich hinter land.

It's hinterland is rich in agriculture as well as in minerals. The richness of its

hinterland keeps it alive.

Beside these major ports, a large number of medium and minor port handle the local

traffic of cargo. Reddi port in Maharashtra and Kakinda in Andhra Pradesh are the good

examples of such ports.

4.5.3 MERITS:

The inland nature ways do not need the construction (as well as maintenance) of pukka

ways like roads and railways lines. The transportation of goods through this method is

easy and cheap.

4.5.4 DEMERITS:

The transportation through inland waterways takes much time. The river which have steep

slopes and make rapids water falls are not fit for navigation. Locks are needed to bring

steamers from one level canal to other canal. The river navigation is affected by the

climate. The volume of water decreases in summers and increases in rainy season.

Sometime they are over flooded. In winters they freeze and all these unstable conditions

affect the navigation.
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4.6 PIPELINE TRANSPORT:

The Pipelines are the most convenient, cheapest and easier means of transport. They

transport petroleum, petroleum products and

gas from one place to another. Now it become

also possible is transport so-

lids through pipelines after converting them

into slurry (Refer Figure 71).

ADVANTAGES:

The pipelines enjoy some advantages over

other means of transport such as:

(i) It can be laid through difficult

terrains as well as under water.

(ii) It involves very low cost in its

operation and maintenance.

(iii) Its consumption of energy is very

low.

DISADVANTAGES:

Beside the above advantages of the pipelines. There are some disadvantages also, they

are:

(i) It is not flexible.

(ii) Its capacity can not be increased.

(iii) The Security of the pipeline is difficult.

(iv) They are not easily repaired because of their under ground location.

(v) To detect the leakage, is also difficult

In India the pipeline are used mainly for transporting petroleum products, crude oil and

gas. But solids are also transported through pipeline in two areas of the country. They

are:

(i) The iron ore in slurry is transported from kudremukh to Manglore port in

Karnataka.

(ii) The rock phosphate is connected Maten mines to Debari smelted plant in

Udaipur district of Rajasthan.

The following important pipelines through which the crude oil and gas are transported:

(i) The pipeline runs from Kandla port to Koyali and Mathura refineries.

(ii) Hazira, Bijapur, Jagdishpur (HBJ) pipeline is the longest pipeline (1700 Km)
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of the country. It runs from Hazira on the West coast to Jagdishpur in Sultanpur

district of Uttar Pradesh. It transports gas to a number of fertilizer plants such

as Swai Madhopur in Rajasthan, Auraiya (Etawah), Aolna (Bareilly), and Babrala

(Badaun), and Shajanpur (Uttar Pradesh).

(iii) A network of pipelines has been laid down between Assam oil fields and

Guwahati, Varanasi and Kanpur in Uttar-Pradesh.

(iv) An another pipeline connects Haldia port refinery with Varanasi.

4.7 TRANSPORT COST:

The cost transport is the most important factor in trade. Traders clearly prefer the cheapest

means of transport which may not essentially the shortest one, often the shortest routes

are best with many natural impediments and hence avoided. A short route as in hilly

area proves to be costly when tunnels and bridges need to be constructed there. Perishable

products like milk, butter, fruits, vegetable, fish, egg etc require fastest means of transport

even if it involves more freight then other products like timber, coal, ores etc. can be

transported by means taking more time. Thus the cost of transport depends on the following

factors:

(i) The nature of the material to be transported.

(ii) The best means of transport

(iii) Vehicles should be large enough to economics transportation of goods and there

should be a large flow of traffic to and fro destinations.

4.7.1 OPERATING COSTS IN TRANSPORT:

There are three types of operating cost and can be distinguished in the transport of goods.

"Line haul costs", which are incurred in the process of moving and which are made up

principally of fuel costs and wages over head costs which represent the cost of equipment

involved such as terminal facilities ships or railway track, repair, shops, office and so

on and "transfer costs" which are made up of indirect costs such as insurance cover for

the large. The costs of movement have been simplied in (Table 16) which uses some

US statistics to compare the costs of

Table-16: Comparative Transport Costs Per- Tonne Kilometre between methods.

S.No. Transport Method Cost

(Road Transport = 100)

1. Land Man 1,800 - 7,000

House and Cart 1,800

Rail 100

Road 430

2. Water River 28

Ocean 14

Great Lakes 7

3. Air Aircraft 1,500

Source- After Van Royen N.V. and Benglson N.A., Fundamentals of economic geography (5th

edition), prentice Hall, Englewood, cliffs, New Jersey 1964.
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Transporting one tonne of goods for one

kilometre by different methods of

transport and using rail transport as the

base (100) significant differences appear.

These costs differ because first line haul

and terminal costs differ between various

methods of transport and secondly

because of the differing proportions of

these costs in the make up of total costs.

In (Figure 72) the terminal and over head

costs of road, rail and ocean transport are

shown at T1 T2 and T3 and it is clear

that the terminal costs of ocean transport

which needs the explosive provision of

ports with elaborate handling facilities

are very high when compared with the terminal costs of road transport where goods can

be loaded at the Kerb side (Refer Figure 72).

Rail transport can be seen to occupy on intermediate transition. Road transport

is therefore cheapest over short distance (A-B), and rail over medium distance (B-C),

and ocean transport over long distances (beyond C), but this is a generalization that is

affected by many other advantages and disadvantages that the different forms of transport

have.

4.7.2 ACCESSIBLITY AND CONNECTIVITY:

International, inter and inter regional.

4.7.2.1 ACCESSIBILITY:

The importance of relative location and accessibility to the equality of life different social

ethnic groups is to a large degree the product of overall trend of modern urban

development. The ascendancy of the automobiles as the dominant means of personal

transportation together with the consequent spread of low density suburban development

has brought to an end the traditional notion that Jobs - shops, schools, health services

and community facilities will be within ready walking distance of homes.

4.7.2.2 ACCESSIBILITY TO JOB:

One aspect of this trend which has received some attention from geographers is the

residential location of the poor and the unemployed in relation to job opportunities.

4.7.2.3 ACCESSIBILITY TO FACILITIES:

After employment considerations accessibility to facilities and services is probably the

most important source of use value attached by people to their place of residence. Some
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of these facilities such as shops and restaurants are located by private decision makers

but it is the location of public and semi public goods such as school, clinic, park, sewage

plant and air ports which is increasingly important in determining the real income of

local communities in cities every where.

(Kirby 1979), has described the way in which the concentration of main power and physical

resources in elite middle class schools within new castle upon Tyne has effectively limited

the educational opportunities of public in other schools which was least accessible to

its peoples also had the highest non attendance figures. Such disparities ultimately serve

to rein force localized patterns of social and economic deprivation for these exists a clear

relationship between educational achievement and educational resources not withstanding

variations in pupils home environment and the social mix in their school. Low educational

achievement makes for vulnerability to unemployment which in turn constrains

opportunities in relation to most other aspect of life.

4.7.2.4 ACCESSIBILITY TO MEDICAL CARE:

Patterns of accessibility to health care facilities provide a particularly good examples of

the way in which the spatial allocation of resources serves to industry disparities in the

quality of neighborhood life. The overall patterns is one of a market hierarchical system

of hospital provision with high concentration of facilities in the inner city locations with

lower order facilities almost always of the private type, located in the higher status areas

or at locations that are old settlement nodes as a result patients and friends and relatives

visiting them will have relatively long journeys to make gain access to a hospital.

4.7.2.5 TIME BUDGETED AND EFFECTIVE ACCESSIBILITY:

According to Hagerstrand (1969) the individuals' capacity to move from one place or

activity to another within this environment is defined by three different sorts of constraint:

(i) Capability constraints:

Which include the need for a minimum amount of sleep (which limits the time which

can spent traveling) and the kind of transportation which is available (which will determine

the radius of the territory which can be include in the daily life path).

(ii) Authority constraints:

Which include laws, rules and customs which limit the accessibility to certain places and

curtail participation in certain activities. Some restaurants, for examples, require woman

to have an 'escort'.

(iii) Coupling constraints:

Which stem from the limited period during which particular opportunities are available

for access? He points out peoples daily activities are highly dependent on opening hours

of shops and offices, the scheduling of public transport and the timing and duration of
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rush hours. This environment can be depicted graphically by representing distance along

a horizontal axis and times along a vertical axis; the effective range of a person during

the day is then described by a prism (Refer Figure 73).

Figure-73 Time budgets and daily prism

4.7.2.6 CONNECTIVITY TO MARKET:

Distance between the producing area and market affects agricultural productions because

the cost of transporting goods over this distance is a production cost that farmers must

absorb. Areas close to the market enjoys a comparative advantages over similar areas

farther removed. The farmers in these cater areas although possessing ideal environmental

conditions, must produce other crops or accept lower returns. Distance or the cost of

overcoming distance exerts a pervasive influence upon agricultural land use.

It directly affects farmers and is, therefore, an appropriate variable for attempts to provide

a model agricultural land use. In addition it is a continuous variable for which data, either

as linear distance or cost is readily available. Competition for access to markets creates

spatial ordaining of land use. Farmers cultivating crops like vegetables which are highly

productive per acre but can not be transported easily are willing to pay a higher rent

for the use of land adjustment to the market in order to reduce their transportation costs.

To simplify the problem, all costs are assumed equal accept transportation cost.

4.7.2.7 TRADE INTERNATIONAL INTERREGIONAL COST ADVANTAGES:

Exchange of goods and services among different countries is known as the international

trade. It is the barometer of the economic development of a country. It is mutually

beneficial to the trading countries. The tradition of trade between countries is quite old

for the 'silk route' between China and South - West Asia which was a land route. Arabs

had close trade links with South and South East Asia. Ancient Indians used the Bay of

Bengal and the Arabian Sea to establish their trade relations with the countries of West

Asia, Africa and South East Asia, Tobacco, and Tomato from Poland were introduced
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in India through international trade. These are the crops of temperate regions and the

traders brought it to India. The Indian traders became the harbingers to spread the Indian

civilization in South - East Asia and other regions. Thus international trade is not only

economically important but also culturally important.

4.7.2.8 THE BASES OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE:

All the countries have not been endowed with similar resources. There are variations in

relief, structure, geology, climate and soil from one country to other. These variations

result in the variations of natural resources. Some countries have certain resources more

than what they require while other may lack the same resource. Thus the variations in

the availabity of natural resources among different countries are one of the important

bases of international trade. Important social bases for international trade are peace and

political stability in the nations. International trade get's disrupted during the time of war.

Peace is an important condition for international trade. It is also influenced by the policies

of different governments. The development of transportation has also facilitated

international trade but it also true vice versa.

4.7.2.9 RECENT TRENDS IN INTERNATIONAL TRADE:

Every country of the world imports as well as exports certain items or services. The

difference between the value of a nation's exports and imports of all goods and services

over a given period of time called balance of trade if the value of the total export is

more than the value of the total import in a country, it has a positive balance of trade

and if the value of exports is lower than the value of imports, the country has a negative

balance of trade. The country with positive balance of trade are known as trade creditor

nations and those with negative balance of trade are known as trade debtor nations. A

very significant trend in international trade is the formation of trade associations and clubs

e.g OPEC, EEC and EFTA.

(i)  The organization of Petroleum Exporting countries (OPEC):

There are 13 countries which are members of this organization. These are Algeria, Equador,

Gabon, Indonesia, Iran, Kuwait, Libya, Nigeria, Quatar, Saudi Arab, United Arab Emirates

and Venezuela. This organization was established in 1960 to decide the policies' regarding

petroleum.

(ii) European Economic Community (EEC):

This organization was formed under the treaty of Rome in 1957 by six countries. These

were France, Belgium, Luxemburg, The Netherlands, Federal Republic of Germany and

Italy. The main objective of this organization was to abolish the trade restriction within

the member of countries United Kingdom, Denmark and Irish Republic also joined EEC

in January 1973.
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(iii) European Free Trade Association (EFTA):

In 1960 seven countries i.e. United Kingdom, Australia, Denmark, Norway, Sweden,

Portugal and Switzerland joined together to form EFTA. Its objective also was to bring

about cooperation in the field of trade. They abolished the tariff between different member

countries. In December 1972, United Kingdom and Denmark a relinquished their

membership and joined EEC while Iceland joined this association and Finland accepted

its co-membership. Now again there are seven members.

(iv) Ports (International Trade The Gateway):

Port is that place on the coast where cargo in large quantity is received from oceanic

routes and sent to the interior of the country through land routes and vice-versa. The

quantity of cargo handled by a port, is an index, which reflects the level of development

of its hinterland. The main function of the port is to send the ocean bound or land bound

cargo efficiently.

(v) Passenger Ports:

These are the ports of passengers linear and are concerned with passenger traffic. They

have good rail and road connection with the interior part to transport the passengers safely.

Mumbai, London and New York are the examples of such ports.

(vi) Commercial Ports:

These basically handle the goods for Import and Exports though they may have some

passenger linears also. Some fishing ships also may come to such ports.

(vii) Centreport:

These are collected centres. The goods are brought from different countries to be sent

to others besides their own country for example: Singapore is an Centreport for Asia,

Rotterdam for Europe and Copan Hagen for Baltic region.

(viii) Out ports:

These are deep water ports built away from the actual port in the deep water of Oceans.

These serve the parent port by receiving those ships which are unable to approach it,

due to their large size and silting, for example: Avon mouth is the out port of Bristol,

St. Nazaire for Nantes and Bremen Haven for Bremen.

(ix) Packet Stations:

They are known as ferry ports. These are exclusively concerned with the transportation

of passages and mail over short sea passengers. It occurs in pairs and located in such

a way that they face each other across the water body e.g. Trover in England and Calais

in France across English Channel. The name has derived from the name of the small

ships, known as 'packets' used to carry mail as well as short distance passengers.
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(x) Inland Ports:

These are located away from the Sea coast towards the interior but are linked with the

Sea by a river or a canal. Such ports are accessible to only certain types of ships with

the help of barges. For example, Manchester has been converted as a port by linking

it with a canal, and Calcutta on Hoogly are good examples.

(xi) Port of Call:

Many ports originally developed as calling points on main Sea routs where ship used

to anchor for refueling, watering and taking food items, later on, they developed into

commercial ports. Aden is a very good example of such port. Honolulu and Singapore

may be cited as other examples.

(xii) The Navel Ports:

These ports have strategic importance rather than commercial importance. They serve as

bases for ships of war and have also repairing workshops for those ships. For example:

Cochin and Karwar are such ports in India.

(xiii) Oil Ports:

New types of ports have emerged in recent years such ports deal in the processing and

shipping of oil. Some of these are tanker ports and some are refinery ports. Maracaibo

in Venezuela, Esskhira in Tunisia, and Tripoli in Lebanan are tanker ports while Abadan

on the Gulf of Persia is a refinery port.

4.8 TYPOLOGY OF MARKET:

The all market economic activities in rural societies are divided into three main groups

Primary, Secondary and Tertiary. Primary activities include agriculture, Fishing and

forestry. Secondary activities cover manufacturing and construction. Tertiary activities refer

to the service and distribution. In the pre industrialized era primary activities were the

mainstay of the economy. The industrial revolution marked the beginning of increasing

importance of secondary activities and the slowly decreasing status of agriculture and

allied activities. The period following World War II, saw USA become the world's first

service economy with more than 50% of the working population employed in producing

services. In the economic development of a country both a preceding as well as following

it relate these stages to the type of marketing functions which one performed at each

stage such (Refer Table 17).
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Table-17: Marketing Functions Performed at different level of Development.

S.No. Level Orientation Function

1. Subsistence Traditional Barter trade exchange of goods, Under

central markets, Prevalent: no Developed

specialization; no marketing Country

activity; very rare trading in

some form in most societies

for example Ancient Africa's

salt trade.

2. Transition Self Sufficiency Degree of specialization; small Less

scale cottage industry limited Developed

entrep-reneurial activity; farms Country

and labour intensive pro-ducer

in marketer

3. Mass Production Local Markets Specification industry is transitional Developing

but some market orientation; Country

separation of production and

marketing sellers condit-ions

prevent limited mar-keting activities.

4. Commercialisation Regional, Total specialisations in production Developed

National and marketing activities, complete Country

and mar-ket orientation, national,

International regional and export mar-kets topped:

markets  mass dist-ribution practice.

Source: - Erdener Kaynak 'Marketing in the third world' Proger New York, 1982 P. 20.

The above table (No. 21) will help to gain a very broad understanding of the relationship

in rural societies.

4.8.1 MARKET SYSTEM IN URBAN ECONOMY

In hereinbefore section it has been briefly descried about typology of market and functions

under developed, less developed, developing and developed economies and functions and

network of different levels of development. But now it will be discussed in detail in

relevance of urban system of marketing.

It may be argued that economic situation in a developing country is characterised by a

scarcity of essential goods, services and ideas, inflationary price trends and excessive

unemployment. So marketing efforts is needed at a minimum level in a developing

economy since most of the economic resources have to he mobilised for additional

production of ideas, goods and services resulting in greater employment.

4.8.2 HOW TO VIEW THE MARKETING EFFECT :

Urban system is relevant to growth provided it is viewed as a total business effect, and

marketing in turn in the different ways based on who initiates the same the firm or the

territory. The governments in several developing countries involving themselves in
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marketing activities like setting, ceiling of flour prices of foodgrains and industrial raw

materials, setting maximum whole sales and retail prices of scarce, consumer goods,

regulating physical movement to ensure smooth flow essential goods and even influencing

the decisions pertaining to distribution and advertising. Such territory intervention is

justified on grounds of equitable distribution at minimum social cost.

4.8.3 SIGNIFICANCE OF MACRO AND MICRO MARKETING CONCEPTS

The marketing efferts both on the part of firm as well as the territory i.e. both at macro

and micro level and is relevant to growth when the involvement of Government in the

marketing and distribution of ideas, essential goods and services is significant, it is called

"Macro Marketing". As against this, where a firm enjoys sufficient freedom to design

its marketing effect, it is considered to be case of "Micro Marketing".

4.8.4 MARKETING IN AGRICULTURAL BASIC INDUSTRIES, MINING AND

PLANTATION

These sector comprising food grains and agricultural raw materials basic industries (steel

and power generation) and mining and plantation call for a minimal level of marketing

efferts for distributing output. The finished products of these sectors because of frequent

scarcity conditions call for minimal product development packing, storing and physical

distribution. However demand forcasting at a national level is a critical marketing function

in this sector.

4.8.5 INTERMEDIATE INDUSTRIAL GOODS

The engineering goods machine tools, components, accessories etc fall in this category.

The marketing effert required is at a medium level and calls for careful product planning

informative advertising and personal selling in addition to essential packaging, storing

and physical distribution. The pricing is either competitive or government regulated.

4.8.6 SEMI TRADE AND SERVICES LIKE BANKING

Finally, in respect of certain product categories: the level of marketing effort will have

to be categoried, the level of marketing effort will have to be at the peak of the much

sought- after fruits such as foreign exchange and savings are to be realised.

4.8.7 ROLE OF MARKET IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF TRADE AND

COMMERCE

The first and foremost role is that it stimulates potential aggregate demand and thus

enlarges the size of the market and it help in economic growth of the country. An additional

advantage which accrues in the above context is that it accelerates the process of

monetising the economy which inturn facilitates the transfer of investible resources. In

India it is believed that about one-fourth of GNP and more than one-third of agricultural

output are still non monetised.
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Another important role which marketing plays is that it helps in the discovery of

entrepreneurial talent. Petur Drucker, makes this point very succinctly that marketing is

a multiplier of managers and entrepreneurs .

Still another important contribution which marketing makes is that it helps in

sustaining and improving the existing levels of employment. That is from the employment

point of view, production becomes relatively less significant than marketing and the related

services of transportation, finance, communication, insurance etc which spring around it.

ROLE OF MARKETING IN SOME SELECTED SECTORS

4.8.8 AGRICULTURE DEVELOPMENT AND FARM PRODUCTIVITY

In developing countries agriculture still occupies a high degree of importance and the

nation's economic development is closely tied to agricultural development. The factors

of low farm productivity in these nations are following:

(i) Inefficient methods of irrigation.

(ii) Lack of mechanization in farming.

(iii) Inadequate supplies of fertilizers.

(iii) Natural disasters.

But one of the most fundamental problems, which are often not recognised, is the lack

of a market system. There are million of small farmers who cultivate ten or fewer acres

of land and this account for more than 60% of the total population engagement, in the

third world. However, many of these farmers do not have access to the market system

prevailing in these developing nations, Proper incentive should exist for such farmers to

produce more. The most basic incentives is their access to the national market. No doubt

marketing technology can play a major role in enabling this phase of institutional

development.

4.8.9 INDUSTRIAL AND ENTREPRENEURIAL GROWTH:

One of the issues relates to technology transfer and development. Many developing nations

in their quest for industrial growth have imported sophisticated intensive technology from

west. This has put on enormous burden on the nation's scarce resources of foreign

exchange. In this process the technological and capitals needs of small industries have

been largely neglected. The growth and productivity of small industries scattered through

the nation (rural and urban) help as a number of ways. Some of there are:

(i) Provide the basic infrastructure that is needed to industrialise a developing

nation.

(ii) Create more new jobs because they are labour intensive.

(iii) Suffer less from the scarce resources of managerial talent because the running

of a small industry is relatively less complicated.
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(iv) Enhance buying power because of increased employment which is needed for

the expansion of consumer markets.

(v) Provide the nation which a vast pool of individual entrepreneurial with

management skills learned on the job.

And so far as the infusion of marketing philosophy in small industries is concerned,

organizationally speaking, it is relatively a simple task. Further such a growth of local

economies through the spreading of small industries could prove to be the future points

of distribution for products that need to be marketed.

4.8.10 EXPORT PROMOTION AND TOURISM:

Export trade and tourism represent sectors which are extremely crucial to the growth of

a developing economy,in so far the building up of foreign exchange reserves is concerned.

One of the important short coming of India's drive for export promotion is its mobility

to view export trade as a marketing problem. Export promotion measures had for long

time neglected the need for a dynamic market information and product adaption. It is

gratifying to vote that export institutions such as Export Promotion Councils and the Trade

Development Authority (TDA) in India have started taking serious steps in this direction.

The export promotion task also requires looking into the domestic front e.g. development

of potential exporters and dissemination of information on the market opportunities to

all potential entrepreneurs in the field. Similarly, promotion of tourism calls for a

comprehensive marketing strategy designed to provide a well knit package of services

such as hotel, foreign exchange, transportation, and sight- seeing.

4.9 SUMMARY :

Man's attempted to adjust space to suit his needs by the reduction of economic distance

are very complex because they involve the movement of a wide range of goods over

a large number of routes within complex economic, social, political frameworks.

Nevertheless ameliorations in transport technology and changes in supply and demand

have produced a constantly changing economic world. The development of methods of

transport to over come the physical segration of sources of supply and demand by reducing

the distance between them and establishment of transport network to make interchange

possible are the basic importance to man's economic activities forming the binding links

of the world economy. Finally, the discussion on the role of marketing in relation to some

selected sectors like agriculture development and farm productivity, industrial and

entrepreneurial growth highlight the importance of viewing marketing in the development

base and shows how the knowledge and technology of marketing could solve the problems

of national development.
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4.10 ACTIVITY/PROJECT:

1- Imagine if oil supplies get exhausted how will this affect our life style?

2- Depict the following on the provided map of the world:

(a) Trans Siberian and Canadian pacific railways.

(b) Tap lines and HBJ Pipelines.

(c) Shortest Oceanic route from Mumbai to London.

4.11 QUESTIONS:

1. Why is the Transport a vital sector of the economy? Explain.

2. Write an essay on integrating role of transport.

3. Compare the east and west coast harbours in respect of their site hinterland and

pattern of foreign trade.

4. Explain the term 'highway', describing their advantages indicate the chief national

highways of the world.

5. Describe in brief the important internal water routes of the world.

6. Describe the importance of development of Railways, with reference to India.

7. Write an essay on air transportation.

8. Explain the role of market in different sectors of economy with its various segment.

9. Explain your views on the trends of international trade in promotion of importing

and exporting countries, both.

10. Distinguish between-

(i) Broad guage and metre guage.

(ii) National and state highways.

(iii) Harbour and Port.

(iv) Fair and Freight.

11. Discuss the importance of transportation in the Indian economy with special

emphasis on road transport in India.
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12. Discuss the importance of transportation in the Indian economy with special

emphasis on railways.

13. Which one of the mode of transportation, either (i) land transport, (Road and

Railways), or the (ii) water and air transport, is more helpful in boosting the

economy of any country. Give some examples of developed countries.

14. Give a geographical account of the important railway routes of the world.

15. Explain various factors influencing the pattern of railway network in India.

16. Describe some advantages of roads and railways.

17. Give a brief account of principal waterways of the world.

18. Write in short some merits and demerits of inland waterways.

19. Describe various types of ports and also explain characteristics of each one of them.

20. Discuss in detail the typology of market system in urban economy.
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5.0 OBJECTIVE:

To learn about the ecological and environmental consideration in developing different types

of marketing. Among mentally and physically disabled groups, among natural calamity

and other disaster afflicted people. Among rural craft people and landless artisans who

suffer from loss of traditional markets and marketers. To explain economic impact of

economy and instrument of social development. To understand political dimensions of

tourism. To know implications and development identity linkages in economy.

5.1 INTRODUCTION:

The concepts of economic development appreciates the growing importance of economy

within the organizational structure of a state/nation. To understand various stages of

development and varius factors affecting the design of the Indian economy, the study of

human resources are vital from the point of view of economic welfare. It is important

because human beings are not only instrument of production but ends in themselves. The

process of economic development involves the utilisation of physical resources of a nation

by the labour forces of a country so that productive potential in a country is realised.

5.2 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF INDIA :

After independence India launched a series of economic plans for rapid expansion in

agriculture, industry, transport and other infrastructure with the view to increase production

and employment and to reduce poverty and inequality of incomes and wealth and to

establish a socialist society based on equality and justice.

To bring about increase in agricultural production and also to increase employment

opportunities in agriculture, the five year plans in India brought additional land under

cultivation, expanded irrigation facilities and high yielding hybrid seeds etc. all collectively

known as the new agricultural strategy. In the sphere of industries, they have been

expanded and technology is being continuously upgraded for the development of

agriculture and industry, which has been accompanied by development and expansion of

infrastructure, namely of power, transport and communication, banking and finance etc.

Environment mean the whole complex of climate, soil, water and biotic factors on which

we all subsist, and on which our entire agricultural and industrial development depends.

Rapid economic development turning India into a vast waterland if poverty in pre

independence India was the result of under utilization of resources, there is every

possibility that poverty, unemployment and inequality would continue to persist due to

the destruction of environment.

5.2.1 LAND DEGRADATION AND SOIL EROSION:

According to the Ministry of Agriculture, Government of India, soil erosion and land

degradation have assumed serious proportions. This can be seen in Table-18, which
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indicates that 175 million hectares or 5.3% of the total land area in India is suffering

from serious degradation.

Table-18: Problems of Soil Erosion and Degradation.

S.No. Covered Purposes Million hectares

unless otherwise

stated

1. Total Geographical area 329

2. Area subject to water and wind erosion 141

3. Area degraded through social problems ravines, solidity water 34

logging etc.

4. Average annual rate of encroachment of table lands by ravines 8,000

(hectares).

5. Average area annually subject to damage through shifting cultivation. 04

6. Annual average area affected by floods. 8

7. Annual average cropped area affected by floods. 4

8. Total draught prone area. 260

Source :- Indian agriculture in Brief 25th edition 1994, Government of India.
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Area subject to water and wind erosion amounts to 141 million hectares and are degraded

for various causes accounted for 34 million hectares. Area degraded through special

problems includes, water logged area 6 million hectares, alkaline soil 25 million hectares,

saline soil 5.5 million hectares etc. The total flood prone areas are 40 million hectares

but the annual average area affected by floods is 8 million hectares and annual average

cropped area affected by floods is 4 million hectares.

5.2.2 LOSS FROM SOIL EROSION:

Soil erosion takes place when the surface soil is washed away through excessive rains

and floods. It occurs because of indiscriminate felling of trees and conversion of forests
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into cultivated land un controlled grazing by cattle and wrong methods of cultivation.

It is difficult to calculate the total national soil loss as a result of erosion but loss was

around 6,000 - 7,000 million tonnes of soil which in terms of major loss of nutrients

such as nitrogen, phosphorous and potassium and this alone was equal to an annual loss

of 8.7 million tonnes.

In its first report on the science of India's Environment 1982, the centre for science and

environment, New Delhi stated that if the total losses in agricultural, animal and forestry

production could be calculated, because of this continued environmental degradation, they

would certainly be several times more than the annual budgets of the Central and State

ministries combined.  Every State Government has set up a State Land Use Board (SLUB)

to promote schemes of soil conservation. But soil conservation measures, such as,

aforestation, contour, regulation of land use, reclamation of saline, alkaline and ravine

lands etc, are slow time - consuming and expensive.

5.2.3 PROBLEM OF OVERGRAZING AND ECOLOGICAL DEGRADATION:

Since independence, the government has badly neglected grazing lands. According to land

use statistics only about 13 million hectares of land in the country are classified as

permanent grazing lands. A part from these pastures livestock and cattle breeders are

supposed to use village common lands and common resources. The common lands and

common resources of the village which usually belonged to the Panchayats have been

encroached upon by the richer farmers. Government irrigation schemes too have been

responsible for turning earlier grazing lands into crop lands. Land degradation due to

over grazing has led to desert like conditions. Besides depletion of vegetative cover over

grazing is hardening the soil preventing forest regeneration and causing soil erosion in

many parts of the country. In addition to ecological destruction there is a growing hostility

from farmers against the grazers who are usually nomad. Infact many nomadic groups

have given up nomadism and have become landless labourers. The official policy of the

government seems to be precisely this: that the nomads in the present society may prove

a menace for the whole society and, therefore, their sedanterisation is inescapable.

5.2.4 DEFORESTATION AND LAND DEGRADATION:

There is probably no other area of India's environment that has been viciously attacked

and destroyed in the last 50 years since independence. According to FAO India was

supposed to have lost 3.4 million hectares of forest land between 1951 and 1972 alone

(Table 19) and over 70% of forest area was lost to agriculture and another 17% was

lost to river valley projects, industries and roads and communications. The process of

deforestation has continued till today at the current annual rate of 1.3 to 1.5 million

hectares every year. The rate of depletion in the Himalayas ranges from Kashmir to Assam

which represents 25% of India's forest resources is so great that this mighty mountain

chain is destined to become barren by the year 2030. The progressive depletion of the

country's forest wealth is literally driving the country towards an ecological collapse.

Increasing floods, soil erosion, heavy siltation of dams constructed at enormous cost,

changes in the micro-climate are the consequences of deforestation.
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Table-19: Forest area lost between 1951 and 1972

S. No. Purpose Area in thousand hectares

1. R1 River valleys projects 401

2. Agricultural Purpose 2,433

3. Road and communications 55

4. Establishment of industries 125

5. Miscellaneous 388

Total 3,402

Source: - Forest Resources of Tropical, Asia, FAO 1981
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Madhav Gadgil of the Indian institute of science, Bangalore puts his view forcefully; the

local population is not bothered about preserving forests because it turns more if it steals

the wood instead of working for low wages. The industry is interested only in immediate

profits. The forest bureaucracy has neither responsibility nor accountability.

The new forest policy formulated in 1988 is a weak attempt to reverse the trend of ruthless

destruction of forests and fail to promote regeneration and conservation.

5.2.5 ADVERSE ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS OF FAULTY UTILIZATION OF

WATER RESOURCES:

Even though India is one of the wettest country of the world it is not be able to hold

all the water it receives. Because of deforestation and denudation a large portion of the

monsoon water disappears into the Sea through surface runoff, while many parts of the

country suffer from acute shortage of water, draught and famine. Global statistics indicate

the over 70% of all flood victims live in India and Bangladesh. One of the biggest blunders

of economic planning in this country is to continue to allow vast quantities of water

resources to the sea, often after causing flood havoc on the way.
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(i) Adverse environmental effect of big dams:

Earlier planners have relied too much on big irrigation dams as a means of raising

agricultural production. These gigantic dams costing hundreds and thousands of crores

of rupees, have caused positive harm to people and environment. A major environmental

effect of huge dams and multi - purpose projects is the degradation of the soil in the

command area due to water logging and soil salinity.

(ii) Evils of water logging:

Whenever drainage works are neglected while building, roads, rail and canal embankment,

rain and flood water may be held up and land gets water logged. Over irrigation is

becoming a common practice in many areas and is another resource for water logging.

Dr. M.S. Swaminathan the world famous agricultural scientists showed that within 10

years of the introduction of canal irrigation in the Chambal area in Rajasthan and Madhya

Pradesh about 25% of the command area become water logged. This was also the case

in Bhakra command area as well as in other commad areas. Water logging has become

a serious problem and a menance in Panjab and Haryana also. This problem also exists

in various irrigation projects in Uttar-Pradesh, West Bengal, Gujarat and Maharashtra.

(iii) Salinity:

The soil contains salts which are harmful for the plants so long as these salts lie deep

in the earth there is no problems. But when they are brought to the surface known as

salt effervescence also as the sub soil or ground water level raises the salts of the earth

come up to the surface running crops and making cultivation impossible. A major portion

of the salt affected lands lies in fertile Indo - Gangetic plains of Punjab, Haryana and

Uttar-Pradesh.

(i) One third of the command area of stage one of the Indra Gandhi canal is affected

by water logging and salinity.

(ii) The command area in the second stage of the canal where irrigation is about

to begin should have a similar dimension of negative effects.

Instead of pretending that the problem does not exit it would be wise to have a technical

survey of the damage being done to the villages and the land and take remedial action.

5.2.6 DESTRUCTION OF HABITAT:

Larges dams and multipurpose river valley projects have become India's most controversial

environment issue. The construction of large dams in India has displaced million of

families. It has been estimated that the colossal, Narmada Basin Development Programme

consisting of 31 dams and costing Rs. 25000 crores will displace a million people mostly

helpless tribals. Our water and energy planners and bureaucrats in their zeal and enthusiasm

stress the benefits of canal irrigation and hydropower but completely ignore the problem

of human suffering involved is displacement and rehabilitation. Till now India's water
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policy has concentrated on gigantic river system and reservoirs which have not helped

in controlling or moderating floods they are not desirable ecologically. The government

has misused and continuously neglected community resources such as Ponds, tanks and

rivers.

5.2.7 ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS ARISING OF MINING ACTIVITIES:

Since independence the Indian Government has gone in a big way for extraction of minerals

of all types but it has not so paid sufficient attention to the environmental problems created

by mining activities.

Large mining enterprises involve conversion of agricultural land into township roads,

railway lines, stockyards and so on, besides surface mining involves the removal of

vegetation and top-soil. The disposal of mining wastes requires additional land and settling

on the land, reduces agricultural productivity. A part from the damage to land, water and

forests mining activity is responsible for various respiratory and other illnesses degrades

the quality of life of the people who live and work in the Vincity. Proper mineral policy

should therefore include measures for reclamation. India too should pass such legislation

so that reclamation is made an integral part of mining activity.

5.2.8 INDUSTRIALIZATION AND ATMOSPHERIC POLLUTION:

India's uncontrolled industries and badly maintained automobiles though relatively small

in number-rival with those in the west in their pollution generation capacity. The major

atmospheric pollutants are carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, sulphur dioxide, oxides of

nitrogen suspended particles of matter hydro carbon and metallic traces.

On the global level a steady increase in the carbon dioxide content of the atmospheric

is undoubtedly the most serious environmental problem confronting the world, since it

holds out the threat of catastrophic climatic changes. The harmful effects of air pollution

include noxious fumes and odour diminished visibility injury to human health crops and

other vegetation and damage to properly through dusts and corrosive gases.

The major environmental problems in the west are those arising out of waste disposal

that is problems of air and waste pollution and of disposal of highly toxic industrial and

nuclear waste. In India as well as in the third- world countries with progressive rate of

industrialisation the waste disposal problems are getting worse day by day.

5.2.9 NEED TO CHANGE DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY:

Soon after independence the government of India adopted a policy of rapid economic

development through extensive and intensive exploitation of natural resources while

economic development has enriched a small group of people, the rich landlords in the

villages and the small and large industrialists. The contractors, smugglers, the bureaucrats

and the politicians'. Environmental degradation which is the direct result of this economic

development have led to tremendous suffering and misery to millions of tribals' nomads
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and traditional craft man and fisher folk.

The continous influx of millions of rural people to the cities and towns are indeed "ecology

refuges" displaced by dam's, destructions of forests, victims of floods and droughts.

The destruction of environment has imposed to the heaviest burden on women from poor

landless small and marginal form in families forming them to spend 5 to 10 hours a

day for aging for fuel, fodder and water in addition to household work. Quite often

voluntary organization agitating against huge dams (Tehri, Narmada, and Sagar etc) with

a view to protect forests helpless tribals and others are condemned by bureaucrats and

politicians' as agents of foreign funding agencies. It is high time that our planners review

the entire position of development and environmental crisis and evolve a new process

of balanced and rational development which will also preserve the environment.

5.3 REGIONAL DISPARITIES:

During the British time our agricultural, mineral and industrial resources had achieved

some specialisation only in a few small areas and round a few major port cities. It served

well the needs of export oriented relationship between the then British Empire and colonial

India. We inherited a vast territory with problems of backward economies and small

number of relatively advanced pockets. Even in metropolitan types of economic regions

the presence of any completed production cycle was lacking and hence, other key industries

as a main link in the system of production were absent.

A look at the map showing levels of development (Figure 74) as late as in 1961 shows

that development is clustered around a few nuclei and there is no Signs of any effective

spread of their influence.

Excepting Punjab-Delhi plains, Assam valley, Southern most Peninsula and areas extending

in words from Mumbai, Kothiawar and West Bengal coasts there are very few areas

recording a high level of economic development. Low medium levels prevail in North

Eastern hills the Himalayas, West Rajasthan in many parts of Eastern central India and

the interior of Decan plateau. More than this the patterns on the map point out a great

many regional differences even over short distances. Levels of development are chiefly

found determined by an interrelated process of industrialization and urbanizations. Such

disparities in growth rates of income and employment arise on two grounds. (i) One is

the historic growth of economy based on national advantages as in the case of Calcutta

and Mumbai. (ii) Second is the highly non uniform distribution of natural resources as

of coal and iron ore. These disparities are to be reduced by organizing manufacturing

or other activities at all levels in an integrated manner.

Although, the areas rich in resources or favured with certain natural advantages will always

be ahead of other, yet the gap between different sectors of economy and between different

areas to be narrowed down. Since second five year plan our emphasis has been on starting
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new industries and other heavy projects in backward areas is a bid to boost their economy.

But in such parts in Madhya Pradesh, Orissa, Bihar or outside our metropolitan areas

in those states, an extensive territory remains as stagnant as ever with only small isolated

Island of developments. The only exception is of Punjab which has recently come up

with highest per capita income in the country. During the last decades the great

improvement of agriculture in the Punjab led to the growth of small scale industry leading

to an integrated area development.
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5.4 IMPACT OF GREEN REVOLUTION ON INDIAN ECONOMY:

The green revolution means revolution in the field of agricultural production by adopting

latest and scientific methods of cultivation and also by bringing new tracts of waste land

under cultivation. In this manner an evolution is brought in the sphere of agriculture

introduce as well as by bringing the maximum and under farming. As a result of the

recent green revolution a substantial increase has been bought in food grains especially

in wheat production in Punjab and Haryana.

5.4.1 VARIOUS IMPACTS OF GREEN REVOLUTION:

Although the most wonderful results of green revolution in agriculture were not observed

in the whole country yet it made great contribution to food grain productivity and fields

were not looking greener but giving more agricultural return. It made the farmer avail

to face climate hazards. Because of some local reasons such as inadequate supply of water,

fertilizers and lack of suitable varieties of various agro-climatic zones are responsible

for failure of green revolution. Moreover, the neglection of the large majority of small

farmers living only in extensive areas rained agriculture is also a hindrance of getting

its good results. The application of dry farming methods and minor irrigation has not

been extended to the vast underdeveloped rural areas. These above mentioned causes are

responsible for limiting the green revolution to the irrigated areas and to well developed

farmers.

Beside it is an admitted fact that green revolution has added to the growing disparities

of agricultural income in different parts of India. It also brings a revolution in real sense

in the fields of agriculture. Mostly farmers are inclined to adopt the latest and scientific

methods of cultivation. Modernised agriculture has been developing in recent year though

on a very limited scale in the areas of Punjab. A new technology and efficient farming

methods based on proper combinations of seed, water, fertilizers and pesticides have

changed agriculture for the better. The zamidari system has been abolished; ceiling on

land holdings has been fixed. Several demonstration farms have been set by central and

state Governments to propagate the use of new implements and modern techniques of

farming.

Multipurpose societies and cooperative banks have been set up in the rural electrification

and crop insurance scheme would further accelerate the growth of agriculture in India.

5.5 GLOBALIZATION AND INDIAN ECONOMY AND ITS IMPACT ON

ENVIRONMENT:

Till 1960s the term economic development was often used as a synonym of economic

growth in economic development. New economic development is no longer considered

identical with economic growth. It is takes to mean growth plus progressive changes in

certain crucial variables with determine the well-being of the people. There are qualitative
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dimensions in the development process which may be missing in the growth of an economy

expressed in terms of an increase in the national product or the product per capita.

5.5.1 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT:

In the present day development economics are finds broadly two main approaches to the

concept of economic development. The first one of them known to be the traditional

approach defines development strictly in economic terms. For the exponents of traditional

approach economic development implies a sustained annual increase in GNP or (GDP)

at rates varying from 5% to 7% as more together with such alternation in the structure

of production and employment that the share of agriculture declines in both where as

that of the manufacturing and tertiary sectors increases.

The objectives of poverty elimination economic inequalities reduction and employment

generation are mentioned in passing reference only and in most cases it is assumed that

rapid gains in overall growth.

But in 1970s they redefined the concept of economic development in terms of the reduction

or elimination of poverty inequality and unemployment in the context of a growing

economy. In this phase "Redistribution with growth" became the popular slogan.

Economic development is thus a process with noble and backward countries without

exception are endeavoring to make it successful. This characterisation of development

with lofty goods is certainly very attractive at the some time realisation of these objectives

has been found to be a really difficult task. Now simply keeping our economics going

faster has become an end itself and what growing economics might provide for us is

secondary if addressed at all.

5.5.2 FACTORS IN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT:

It is a complex process. It influenced by both economic and non-economic factors as

given below.

5.5.3 ECONOMIC FACTORS:

The main economic factors which determine the development process in any country are-

(i) Natural Resources  (ii) Economic Factors

(i) Natural Resources:

Until the 1930s development or underdevelopments of any economy was often explained

in terms of the relative quantities of natural resources available (Jacob Viner, William

J.Baumol and W.A Lewis 1963), are some of the leading economists/researchers who attach

great importance to natural endowment of a country of its development or the 'quality'

in my terminology of the natural resources considered as factors of production. An

unfavorable physical environment can be major obstacle to development.
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Indeed development and prosperity of a number of countries may be associated a many

other things with the kind and size of the resources base they have. Availability of fertile

soil with excess supply of water for irrigation purpose provides favorable conditions for

agricultural development. Similarly adequate resources of coal and petroleum and water

resources for electricity generation can be profitably utilised by an underdeveloped can

be for its transformation in developed economy. Minerals like iron ore, copper, tin, bauxite

and uranium if available in plenty can induce the process of industrialisation. The Sea

coast provides navigation facilities necessary for overseas trade. The natural endowments

of a country place general limits on the possibilities of economic development. However

resources availability is not a sufficient condition for human progress. A number of

countries in Latin, America, Africa and Asia are favorable endowed with natural resources

yet their achievements in terms of economic progress are favorably endowed the with

natural resources. Yet their achievements in terms of economic progress are rather

disappointing.

The furthermore the relative role of natural resources in economic development of a

country funds to decline as economy grows. Theodore Schultz has pointed out that the

ratio of the natural resources to the complex of all resources used in poor countries is

about 20 to 25% as against 5% or over less in developed industrial countries.

(ii) Economic Factors:

In a country's economic development the role of economic factors is decisive. The stock

of capital and rate of capital accumulation in most cases settle the question whether at

a given point of time a country will grows or not. The surplus of food grains output

available to support urban population foreign trade conditions and the nature of economic

system are some such factors whose role in economic development has to be analysed.

In fact the Harrod Domar admitted that a country which wants to accelerate the pace

of growth has no choice but to save a high ratio of its income with the objective of

raising the level of investment.

Ragner Nurke discussed the problem of capital formation in underdevelopment countries

on the demand side has argued that there is problem of small size of the market which

fails to provide inducement to big scale investment activity. On the supply side low lavel

of per capita income and demonstration effect in respect of consumption do not permit

much improvement in the level of saving, hence the task of steping up the rate of capital

formation in the level in the less developed countries is a really difficult one.

5.5.3.1 MARKETABLE SURPLUS OF AGRICULTURE:

Increase in agricultural production accompanied by a rise in productivity is important from

the point of view of the development of a country. The farm 'marketable surplus' refers

to the excess of output in agricultural sector over and above what is required to allow

the rural population to subsist. Hence if some country wants to step up the tempo of

industrialisation it must not allow its agriculture to lag behind. The supply of the farm

products particularly food grains must increase as the setting up of industries in cities
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attracts a steady flow of population. Mourice Dobb (1955), rights asserts "There is reason

to suppose that it will be the marketed surplus of agriculture which plays the crucial

role in the underdeveloped country in setting the limits to the possible rate of

industrialisation.

5.5.3.2 CONDITIONS IN FOREIGN TRADE:

The classical theory trade has been used by economists for a long time to argue that

trade between nations is always beneficial to them. In the existing context the theory

suggests that presently less developed countries should specialised in production primary

products as they have comparative cost advantage in their production. The developed

countries on the contrary have a comparative cost advantage in manufacturing including

machines and equipment and should accordingly specialise in them. Therefore a developing

country should not only try to become self reliant in capital equipment as well as other

industrial products as early as possible, but it should also attempt to push the development

of its industries to such a high level that in course of time manufactured goods replace

the primary products as the country's principal exports.

5.5.3.3 ECONOMIC SYSTEMS:

The economic system and the historical setting of a country also decide the development

prospects to a great extend. There was a time when a country could have a laissez-faire

economy and yet face no difficulty in making economic progress. England's economy was

precisely the one in which there was minimal government intervention and yet it steadily

developed over a long period. In today's entirely different world situation a country would

find it difficult to grow along the England's path and development third world  countries

of the present times will have to find their own path of development. They can't hope

to make much progress by adopting a laissez-faire economy.

5.5.4 NON ECONOMIC FACTORS IN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT:

From the available historical evidence it is now clear that non economic factors are as

such important in development as economic factors, also for how they exercise influence

on the process of economic development.

5.5.4.1 HUMAN RESOURCES:

Population is an important factor in economic development nevertheless man makes

positive contribution to growth. Man provides labour power for production and if in a

country labour is efficient and skilled, its capacity to contribute to growth will decidedly

be high. The productivity of illiterate unskilled, disease riden and superstitious people

is usually low and they do not provide any hope to development work in a country. But

in case human resources remain either unutilised or the manpower management remains

defective the same people who could have made a positive contribution to growth activity

prove to be a burden on the economy. It is reason why a situation characterised as that

of over population in an underdeveloped country is seen as a growth arresting factor.
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5.5.4.2 TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE AND GENERAL EDUCATION:

It has never been doubted that the level of technical knowledge has directly bearing on

the pace of development. As the scientific and technical knowledge advances, man

discovers more and more sophisticated techniques of production which steadily raise the

productivity levels. Schumpeter was deeply impressed by the innovations done by the

entrepreneurs and he infact attributed much of the capitalist development to this role of

the entreprenuerial class since has now become highly sophisticated still great attention

has to be given to research and development for further advancement.

5.5.4.3 POLITICAL FREEDOM:

Looking to the world history of modern times one learns that the pocesses of development

and under-development are interlinked and it is wrong to view them in isolation. The

political process can be characterised as a series of actions that serve to established or

maintain political system. Its purpose is to integrate individuals and groups into an

effective political entity. Competition among different groups in regulated to some extend

and allegiance is sought by promoting symbols such as flag, royalty, ceremonies, public-

buildings and national heroes. Communications encouraged within and curtailed between,

rival units and integration achieved through communication enables collective for mutual

interests. The dynamics and spatial impress of these political processes can be studies

at local, territory, national and international level.

5.5.4.4 SOCIAL CARE CONCEPT:

The social scientists still do not understand the process. We know the concerted action

is possible and that social organization facilities interaction and regularizes, behavior, but

we do not know why socialization facts to guarantee that man will get along. But in

geography interaction is a pervasive theme. It is generally associated with the concept

of distance as the independent variables in models of agricultural and industrial location

as well as in urban spacing and structure. In each case distance provided a surrogated

for the propensity of individuals in different places to interact for economic objectives.

Social interaction occurs through electronic media, conversation and body gestures,

language; especially conversion is the vessel of meaning for man and is vital to the

reciprocal give and take of individuals, who are adjusting to each other. Movement of

people between places (migrating commuting) or the sending of information and ideas

across geographical space (diffusion) are other forms of social interaction. In these, the

role of distance is more apparent.

5.5.4.5 CORRUPTION:

Corruption is rampant in developing countries at various levels and it operates as a negative

factor in their growth process until and unless these countries root out  corruption in

their administrative system it is most natural that the capitalists, traders and other powerful

economic classes will continue to exploit national resources in their personal interests.
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5.5.4.6 DESIRE TO DEVELOP:

Development activity is not a mechanical process. The face of economic growth in any

country depends to a great extend on peoples desire to develop.

5.5.4.7 HUMAN DEVELOPMENT:

Since its launch in 1990, the (Human Development Report 1997), has defined human

development as the process of enlarging people's choices. The most critical ones are to

lead a long and healthy life to be educated and to enjoy a decent standard of living.

Additional choices include political freedom other guaranteed human rights and various

ingredients of self respect. These are among the essential choices the absence of which

can block many opportunities. Thus it is a process of widening people's is choices as

well as raising the level of well being achieved.

5.5.4.8 ESSENTIAL COMPONENT OF HUMAN DEVELOPMENT:

According to Mahbub-Ul-Haq 1970: there are four essential elements in human

development paradigm. (i) Equity, (ii) Sustainability, (iii) Productivity, and (iv)

Empowerment.

(i) Equity:

If the development is to enlarge peoples choices people must enjoy equitable access to

opportunities. Equities in access to opportunities demand a fundamental restructuring of

power in many societies and change along the following lines:

(a) Major restructuring in distribution of income through progressive fiscal policy,

aimed at transferring income from rich to the poor.

(b) Change in the distribution of productive assets especially through reforms.

(c) Over hauling of the credit systems so that the credit requirements of the poor

people are satisfactory.

(d) Equalisation of political opportunities through voting rights reforms, campaign,

finance return and other actions aimed at limiting the excessive political power

of a feudal minority.

(e)  Undertaking steps to remove social and legal barriers that limit the access of

woman or of certain minorities or ethnic minorities to some, is the key to economic

and political opportunities.

(ii) Sustainability:

The next generation deserves the opportunities to enjoy the same well being that we now

enjoy and right makes sustainability an essential component of human development

paradigm.

(iii) Productivity:

An essential part of the human development paradigm is productivity which requires
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investments in people and an enabling macroeconomic environment for them to achieve

their maximum potential. Economic growth is therefore a subset of human development

models on essential part but not the entire structure.

(iv) Empowerment:

The human development paradigm envisages full empowerment of the people. It means

that people are in a position to exercise choices of their own free will. The empowerment

of people requires action on various fronts.

(a) It requires investing in education and health of the people so that they can take

advantages of market opportunities.

(b) It requires ensuring an enabling environment that gives every one access to credit

and productive assets so that the playing fields of life are more even ended.

(c) It implies empowering both women and men so that they can compete on an equal

footing.

5.6 SUMMARY:

It is clear that the interaction of man and environment is not a simple relationship between

two elements but is affected by an intervening image. This image is formed by the ways

in which man perceives and stores information and his preferences evaluations decisions

and consequent behavior depend on it.

The study of the spatial organizations of society is a major theme in economic and social

geography and the interaction of man with man over and with the surface of the earth

can be viewed as a spatial system. It is aim of spatial analysis to explain this system

by examining its structures and operation to identify the pattern and process of human

activity in space. The pattern process producing these patterns are very complex but can

be covered by the usual term spatial interaction such processes include of flow of goods

and services, migration short term movements such a shopping or journey to work social

interaction the diffusion of information will be increasing attention is being focused on

the study of behavior to explain these processes especially how it is affected by the ways

in which space is perceived.

5.7 PROJECT / ACTIVITY:-

(i) Make a project consumption and conservation of resources in your locality.

(ii) Have a discussion in the group how to conserve various resources used in your

area.

5.8 QUESTIONS:

1. Why does a developed agriculture help the development of industrial sector?
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2. Agriculture development in India has been the function of input intensity. Discuss

with the examples of (Madhya Pradesh and Punjab).

3.  What considerations are kept in mind in drawing up the scheme of economic

regions?

4. How does the production cycle help to develop natural and economic resources

of a region? Explain with causes.

5. How is the natural economy of a Country a multi-level and multi -purpose system.

6. Distinguish between-

(i) Region and Regionalism

(ii) Vertical and homogeneous mobility of labour force.

(iii) Single-level and Multi-level Planning.

7. What is green revolution? Explain various impacts of green revolution of Indian

Agriculture.

8. Describe the impact of globalisation on Indian economy.

9. Describe the adverse environmental effects of faulty utilization of water resources.

10. Explain the environmental problems arising by mining activities.

11. "With the progressive rate of industrialization in the third-world countries, The

problem of atmospheric pollution is getting worse day by day." Explain.
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